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The Paintsville Herald

INDUSTRIAL REVIEW
Of The Big Sandy Valley
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The Home of Elkhorn Coal
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The Paintsville National Bank,
PAINTSVILLE, KENTUCKY.
Founded 1902

Depository of the United States
Depository of tlie State of Kentucky
$200,000.
150,000.

CAPITAL.......................
SURPLUS AND PROFITS

THE LARGEST BANK IN BIG SANDY VALLEY. DOES A CONSERVATIVE BANKING BUSINESS WITH
DUE REGARDS TO THE WELFARE OF BOTH'THE D^OSITOR AND THE STOCKHOLDER. OVER FIF
TEEN YEARS OF SUCCESSFUL BUSINESS IS A GCiARANTEE OF FAIR AND HONORABLE TREATMENT
TO ALL WHO ENTRUST THEIR AFFAIRS TO THIS BANK,

Condensed Statement
CLOSE OF BUSINESS, SEPTEMBER 25.

^

RESOURCES.
^VdllV

dllU

£665 246 97

793.89
Overdrafts .................................
U. 8. Bonds............................... .. 150,000.00
311,319.98
Bonds, Securities, etc.........
Stock Federal Res. Bank.. .. 10,500.00
Banking House, Furniture
and Fixtures ...................... .. 21,586,11
Cash on Hand and due
from Banks ........................ .. 242,168.01
TOTAL........................ '.....$1,401,614.96

LIABILITIES.

ranitat

.

1917

fitnrk-

...........

£2on.fwv}.no

Surplus ............................ .............. 150,000.00
Undivided Profits ... .............. 16,965.92
Circulation ....... ........... .............. 149;000.00
375.00
Dividends unpaid „... ..............
Deposits ......................... .............. 885,274.04

TOTAL.................... .......... $1,401,614.96
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Directors:

O0icers:
JNO. E. BUCKINGHAM,
President.
JNO 8. KELLY,
Vice-President.
JA8. W. TURNER,
Cashier.
CLAUDE BUCKINGHA.M
AssisUnt Cashier.
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GEO. W. PRESTON.
GEO. T. WATSON.
JNO. 8. KELLY.
JA8. W. TURNER.
8. P. FETTER.
J. H. HOLBROOK.
JNO. E. BUCKINGHAM.
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Early History of the Sandy Valley
to giving to the public the Special
toduetrlal Review of the Patatsvllle
Herald, we have used some facts and
data of the early history of the valley
for which we are indebted to Wm.
Ely, author of the “History of the_
Sandy Valley." It Is necessary to
know the early history of the valley
in order to appreciate the wonderful
chanEbs a few years have made. The
history was published in 1886.
Erom villages without railroads, or
an^ other improvement, has sprung up
• in the valley modem towns, dotted
with m&es, mills and many other im
provements.
Railroads have been
cnmpleted and others will shortly be
constmcted and it can now be traly
saw that it is one of the richest val
leys in all the world.
Development has lost started and
future Tears will see wonderful
chants in the businesi^ of the valley.
New development is taking place ev
ery daw and the valley is now sup
plying Icoal. timber, oil, gas, and
many -other products necessary for
the carrying on of the world’s busi
ness.

ty. runs thirty miles east, aiff empt of the almost countless smaller creeks
ies its turbid waters into Big Sandy which help to' sweU the Ude of the
at Palntsvllle. sixty miles’ from the Big Sandy and Tug Rivers
from
Chio. Paint is a short, but broad, south-east and west
deep stream.
This system of water-ways drains
Johns Creek is a stream more than a part or all of the counties of Boyd,
a hundred miles long; heads up oear Lawrence, Morgan, Magoffin, Murtln,
the sources of the Big Sandy and Tug Ployd, Johnson, Pike, Perry and
between, the two and runs nearly Knott coitoties in Kentucky;and Wise,
equal distance, parallel with them, Dickinson, Tazewell and
Russell
and empties into the Sandy eight mlie.s in Virginia; and McDowell, Logan,
above the mouth of Paint Creek.
and Wayne jn West Virginia.
: Beaver is a long, straight stream,..-' The hottoto or level lands on the
indeed quite a river, heading in Ki^ two large rivers widen out in some
iand Letcher counties, running noAh- places more than a hall mile. The
/east on a very straight line intone soU ft a rich sandy loam, as product-

THE BIG SANDY VALLEY.

The Big Sandy Valley is oqe hun
dred and flfty miles from north to
south, aud ah^ut eighty miles wide,
on an- avera^, from east to west; in
area as lapge as some of the prosper
ous Northern. States. It is draineil by
the Big Sandy River, with its Levlsa
and Tug Forks and their numerous
tributaries. Both these rivers rise iu
South-w’eSt Virginia, twenty miles or
less apart, both flowing almost direct
ly north on parallel lines of from
' twenty-flve to forty. mUes apart until
near their junction
Louisa, Ky„
twenty-live miles fiom the
Oh|lo,
V. here they, flow cn In one stream and
empty into the Ohio. The Sandy and
yTag Rivers are fed by numerous trib
utaries some of which are in size and
volume of water carried off, sufficient
to be known as rivers rather
creeks.' Among the ^clpsl trlbii. taries of the Sandy may be mentioned
the Blaine which heads in Elliott and
Morgan counties, Ky., and flows in a
northmasteriy course, and eaters Big
Fandy eighteen mRes from its month.
: Its length is seventy-flve miles.
Paint Cre^ beads in Morgan conn-
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A TYPICAL HOME OF ONE OF THE EARLY SETTLERS.
Sandy, twenty miles above Johns
Creek. Shelby rises in Letcher and
Pike, and is a stream like a|l previous
ly named. It flows into Sandy above
PlkcvlUeRockcastle and Wolf Creeks empty
their waters into the Tug River from
the western side, both rising in the
same section but flowing apart. The
Rockcastle jotos the Tug eight miles
above lis mouth, while Wolf makes
a short cut and plunges into the same
stream forty miles above. Pond is a
short but powerful water-way, head
ing, in ihke county, and emptying into
the Tug 1|tteen or so ihiles above
Peter Creek, ;.boTO on the
aaine side. Is quite a stream. From
the east side of Tug River is pigeon,.
Sycamore, and others, to say nothing

and other Umber abound in the 'val
ley and mountain side, and timbering
is quite an industry.
The land wearing out in the old
Colonial States, the people there be
gan to look about for better land and
cheaper livings.

Kentucky, once a county of Virgin
ia, was the nearest territory of unoc
cupied land to move to from Virgtola,
part of Pennsylvania, Maryland, and
the Carollnas. As early as 1789 the
emigrants began to come to Sandy,
and settle in the valley from those
States. They knew that mountains
and hills and streams would impede
their progress; but it dismayed them
not, for most of them had, from near
or far, looked upon the craggy peaks
of the Allegheny, Blue Ridge, or Cum
berland Mountains. On the point of
land where the Sandy and Tug form
a junction was the flrst settlement
attempted, in 1789. Soon after, near
the mouth of Pigeon, was the next;
next on Tug River at Pond Creek.
All the inhabitants from these places
were driven away by the Indians.
Not until 179i) was It sate to stir up
the Redskins. Block houses- were
built by the Damrons, and others,
near the site of Pikeville; by others
near Prater Creek. The Ancstiers, or
Auxiers, as ndw written, had built
two near the mouth of Johns .Creek.
At Licking Station, now Salyersvllle,
Ky., eras a large fortlflcalion.
At
ether places on the wateps of Sandy
similar forts had been erected to pro
tect the early settlers from the toma
hawk of the Indians. Our old pioneer
ancestors wars so well skilled in the
use of the rifle and were so brave as
to make ;t very hot for any red man
to show himself in the valley. The
Indians ceased troubling ‘ our fore
fathers and mothers in 1799, whUe
they were murdering the whites, and
stealing.hones in toe Scioto Valley
/ as late as 1802, yet game was much
toore abundant in the Big Sandy val
ley thali in the Scioto. It failed, howsr, to tempt them' over. to 1806'
. of the old families, whose fleicendanta are am<mg oo^ floremost
bad taken up their abode in
valley.

Ive as are the Ohio bottoms. Most
of the tributaries are equally rich, to
soil. While if passible, the cove lands,
which are aiwhys abundant in a hilly
country, interspersed with so' many
streams like the Sandy Valley are
sail more productive.
The bottom imd cove lands produce
heavy crops of griUu, vegetables and
meadow grasses, while the hillside
lands serve well in grsSs, grain, and
fruit of nearly every species peculiar
to a north temperate tatitnde. to an
early day this valley was the great
center of the ginseng industry, and
while not so abundant as formerly, it
is still found in considerable quantiUee. Other medical roots abound.
The majority of the eariy setUera
Poplar, oak, cherry, walnut, sugar belonged to the best tunlUes of the
tree, beech, hickory, linden, eycamoie ^er Sti^ They, tt Is true, bronght

.

iNDiistluAL JtEVIEW.
their hoasehold good^ on the backs grandmother knitt^ the hoMery for Pond Creek on tbe Tug Uver. They,
of horses for no roads had bOen op-- the family and the UtUe girls filling like yancoover and othm« at the
ened up. Many families brooght with the “qaiUs.’’ Those were busy daya Forks were driven back by the In^'
them their slaves and for no^y years None were idle.
dians who were at that time prowling
after the settlement of the country
The amusements of the people were around in the valley.
more slaves in proportion to the pop- adequate to their wants. Honse-raisThe Leslies returned in 1791, but in
' ulation were found on Sandy than in ings, log-rollings, com-huskings, were stead of stopping at Pond, they went
the Blue Grass region. They had engaged in by the men; wool-pickings, cn to Johns Creek, and formed what
pay-schools established in every quiltings, and flax-punings by the was afterwards known as the Leslie
neighborhood Co teach the young.
women, tbe latter participated in by' Settlement. The Leslies must have
Churches they did not have nor did tiie lads and lassies. Many of those been tbe earliest permanent settlers
they need them, for on large occas- gatherings wound up at night with a In the Sandy Valley, yet immediately
Icns ‘they used the shady dells to wor play and sometimes with a dance.
after their coming, the Damrons, the""
ship God in, according to the senti
The morals of the people were goqjjR vAuxiers, the Browns of ^Tohpson; the
ment of one of America’s great poets, The men were brave and the -women Marcums on Mill Creek; the Ham
that the woods were “God’s first tem- virtuous. That handy little imp, the monds, the Weddingtons. the Pin
. pies.’’ They did not forget to honor modem pistol, was almost unknown sons, Justices, Walkers, Morgans,
the great Greater, however. In neg- then. When men became involved in Grahams, Williamsons, Marrs, Mayos,
^lecting to build churches, for every
householder saw to it that one room in
his great log mansion was dedicated
to the worship of God. And not only
did they open their houses to the
preaching of the word of God, but one '
family would often support a big
meeting of a week’s duration, bous
ing and feeding all who came to wor
ship.
The early pioneers ground their
com on hand-mills or beat the grains
Into meal in a mortar.
They used
bear’s oil Instead of lard to shorten
their bread. It was many years be
fore they had much hog meat or beef;
but bear, deer, turkeys and other game
and fowls were abundant, which more
than RuppWS^hem with meat. Honey
was as ple^iful as sorghum is to-day,
and every spring they made of maple
Lugar and treacle enough to run them
through the season. In a word they
A BIG SANDY HOME CONSTRUCTED SEVENTY YEARS AGO.
lived at the fountainhead. The skins
of the bear, the deer, buffalo, and a d'spate they generally fought It out Lackeys, Hagers, Laynea, Borders,
ether fur-bearing animals afforded a with their Sets and ended the matter Prestons, and others followed closely
revenue of wonderful proportions and ty shaking hands.
There were no cn theli* trail.
when the reader takes into account tends.
Affidavit of John Hanks.
the vast sum added by the countless
Of course there were many drinkers
I was employed by Charles
wdlf scalps at ^e dollars apiece,, and to excess in that day for men eyeryVancoover in the month of Feb
the ginsengprbp, he feels that his an where partook of the fiery beverage.
ruary, 1789, along with several
cestors were engaged In a more lu- But. intoxication did not prevail, to
other men to go to the forks of
c.atlve business than saw logging or such an alarming extent as it does
Big Saudy River, for the purpose
mining.
today. We should say, however, that
of settling, clearing and improv
As* to clothes the thrifty housewife over the lapse of years a great refor
ing the Vancoover tract, situated
worked up the flax and cotton raised mation has taken place, and the sale
on Che point formed by the Junc
by the men and prepared It for cloth- pf liquor is prohibited in nearly ev
tion of the Tug and Levisa Forks
. Ing for the family, and coverings for ery county in the State.
and near where the town of Lou
the beds, as well as Uble cloths and
isa now stands. In March, 1789,
towels.
Even handkei;cniefs were
shortly after Vancoover' and his
woven from the flax,.^nd served on
men had settled on the said point,
many occasions a wedding-gear. Many
the Indiaus stole all their horses
of the men could sport breeches made
but cme, which they killed. We
pt dressed doer skins and shoes niade
all, laboiU ten in number, except
of the same 'material were found on
following certificate so Idndiy
threfe or four of Vucooveris men
the feet of both men and women. put into tbe bauds of the author would
remained there during thdt year,
When the wolves became left trouble at first thought sedm to leave no doubt
and left the next March, except
some, sheep were raised and sup that the neck of land lying between
three or four left to hold posses
plied the people with another article ' the Levisa Fork and Tug, in sight i f
sion. But they were driven off In
of clothing both for men and women: tbe present sita of Louisa, Ky., was
April, 1790, by the Indlhns. VanEvery hotue had a spinning wheel a the first place where ja perp^ent setcoover went East in May, 1789,
reel and a loom and the wholesome t^e^mt in ,^e Big Sandy Valley was
for a stock
goods and returned
damsels of that day knew well how attwpted to be made. The very same
in tbe fall of the same year. We
to nse them; while the mother spnn yeoTp 1789, the Leslim attempted to
had to go to the month of the
tbe fiax and wool into thread, the old make a settlement at tbe mo^th of ^ Kj^wha River, a distance of 87

First Settlement
On Big Sandy River
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miles for com, and no one was
settled near ns; probably the
est was a fort thirty or forty miles
away and this was bqilt may be
early in 1790. The fort we built
consisted of three cabins and some
pens made of logs, like com cribs
and reaching from one cabin to
the other.
We raised some vegetables and
deadened several acres of ground,
say about eighteen ;on the point,
but the horses being stolen, we
were unable to raise a crop.
(Signed)
JOHN HANKS.
This deposition was taken in 1838,
the deponent being in tbe seventyfifth year of his age.
I

PIONEER CLOTHING.

What did they wear in those days?
The men wore buckskin breeches and
hunting shifts of tbe same material,
home-made linep or cotton shirts
made by ‘ their wives or daughters.
They generally wore moccasins made
of buffalo hide. Their hats were either
made *by a local hatter out of the
abundance of fur at hand, or made at
home out of fur skins.
The ladies of the valley dressed well
and comfortably in those good old
days. They spun and wove the cot
ton and flax int(^ cloth for the family
wear out of which they made hand
some dresses and other female wear.
They bleached the cloth at the spring
or branch until it was spotless white.
Another part they would color with
barks, and make the most handsome
stripes. And when made up in tbe
styles of that day, looked as well to
the men of that* time as the silk or
satin of to-day. Sometimes they were
accustomed to wear deer skin slippers
which were very nice.

■jQ

WHAT DID TH€ PEOPLE EAT?

This question is sometimes asked at
the present time. Their bill of faro
as a very good ope. A more tempt
ing one could hardly, to-day^ be fur
nished by the best livers on Sandy.
Bear-meat boiled, or roasted before
the fire, or on wooden bars over a
furnace made for the purpose. V-mlson broiled on the coals, or boiled
and eateii )old. Pheasants hung up
before the fire and roasted to a flue
brown. Johnnycake made - of com
meal beaten in mortars or ground on
hand mills, shortened with, bear fht
with stewed dried pumpkin put in tbe
dough. Wild honey in the comb or
strained; maple molasses in abund
ance In Its season, and plenty of ma
ple sugar to sweeten <ielr spice or
other domestic tea.
Hnckloberrie^
services, (service berry), and other,
wild fruit as relishes. The people of
to-day would dellsht in such a meat
Hog-meat and beef soon ToUowed
along, with a little flour, and After

■'4

INDUSTRIAL REVIEW.

1820 coffee waa need quite often. The
: old pioneer did not lack of aometbuiE
to eaL and that of the best - -

S
of Catlettsbnrg soon after, in quality nothing of the^fine lands and genial
valuable minerals foniid in the valley, clhnate, has made the Big Sandy Valadded to. those already noted, together \,^ley one of the moat prosperous couiwlth the vast timber supply, to say trfes in the Central West.

THE STORE DRESS.'

An elderly lady living on Peter
Creek In Pike .county, related a story
In which her grandmother when a
yonng lady, .was one ol the actors.
She and another young lady were the
first In the settlement to own a “store
dress” each and a pair of “store
shoes.” The goods were of the brlght.est colors and made In handsome style,
ready for the approaching Sunday re
ligious service in the neighborhood.
The young ladies all rigged out in
their Sunday apparel, with shoes and
stockings in hand when Sunday momIng camci started on foot to meeting.
On their Journey they came across
a herd of cattle feeding on the pea. vine. One of the beasts, caching a
glimpse of the girls’ new dresses, be
came frantic with fright, which'was
communicated to the whole drove, and
they scampered away with the veloc
ity ol ^n express train. The cattle
had never seen any calico before.
OIL AND GAS.

Petroleum has been known to exist
to the valley for many years. Sinco
18^6 many wells have been drilled to
bring up from the caverns below the
precious fluid. In mnay places oil of
the'best quality has been “struck” in
payi^^uantitles.
Geologists say.
howet^r, that when, the proper forma
tions are struck, oil will be found in
vast quantities. In drilltog for oil
in Martin county many years ago,
a flow* of gas shot up With the sound
of thunder and throwing out a light
in all directions for many miles around
which at night enabled people to read
without the aid of any other light.
The gas tnm this field Is now sup
plying fu^and for manufacturing in
some gfr^e great cities. Including Cin
cinnati.
Salt to great abundance was made
at Warfield to Martin county previous
to ^e Civil War by Governor Floyd
of Virginia, and since then by a ColBarrett. The gas furnished fuel so
cheap that salt could be made there
as cheaply as at any point In the
Ohio River Valleyj.-J

THE COOL, STILL WATERS OF BIG SANDY.

The above is a scene on Big Sandy in summer. In times past the Big
Sandy abounded in game fish and the foUowera ol the sport came from
far and near to spend a week or two in fishing ^d bunting.

Beginning of]/ the Timber Trade

Many old men still lingering oh the
shores of time claim the honor of cut
ting and conveying to market the first
raft of saw logs from the Sandy Val
ley. It cannot be stated with any de
gree of certainty who started ' the
trade in 'timber which has grown to
such gigantic proportions to the past
and which to this day is a leading in
dUstry. The Ratcliffs, the WUliamsons, the Weddingrtons, the Meads, the
Borderses, the Preston, the Garreds,
the Hamptons, the Leslies,- the Auxiers, the Mayos, the Burgesses, the
Justices, the Bevinses, and others
were at an early day engaged to the
'timber trade.
The trade to timber on the Sandy
was a small affair until 1840 when it

began to assume great magnitude, and
continued to grow rapidly. By 1860
the number of logs cut and carried to
market had annually quadrupled in
cumber end had considerably in
creased to price. In 1860, just pre
ceding the Civil War, the run in tim. ber had increased fourfold since 1850.
P’rom 1861 to 1866, inclusive^the trade
almost entirely ceased,' save In fur
nishing timber .for gunboats. In 1866
the cutting and running of timber to
market received a wonderful impetus.
This was owing to the greatly increas
ed demand for lumber to supply the
lack caused by four years devoted to
destructive war. The timber trade
to the valley was greatly pushed and
to fact, boomed by Samuel S. Vinson

and brothers. .
Col. Jay H. Northup, a wideawake
New Yorker, who came to Louisa on
the wave of the oil excitement to the
Saniy Valley, whs wise enough to see
the great possibilities to the timber
traffic; he formed a.partntfship with
B. M. Goble, and, like the firm of Vin
son Brothers, prosecuted the business
with great vigor.
Besides the firms named above there
were many other men, natives-of Big
Sandy, who rose to the occasion of
the timber boom after the war and
entered with great spirit to the tempt
ing traffic. Wallace
Williamson,
Mont Lawson, Butler Ratliff,
the
Prestons of Palntsville, the Mayos, the
Bevinses, the Leslies, Sam Keel. Levi
Atkins, Bill David, Garred Ratliff,
Captain William Bartram, James A.
Abbott and many others, became heavy
handlers of timber.
Proih the earliest period of run
ning timber, it was bought from the
producer at Catlettsburg by individ
uals and firms formed for that pur
pose; yet meanwhile much. If nod
most of it was run to the markets on
the Chio River by the first owners,
and sold on their own account.
The amount of money paid oiit
nually at Catlettsburg for timber and
lumber had risen frOm an insignifi
cant sum
1840 to $1,600,000 to the
year 1886. the quantity of timber run
and its cash value increasing year by
year.
JUDGE R. T. BURNS.

’y

POTTER'S CLAY.

Potter's clay of the finest quality is
found to several places in the valley,
especially to Boyd county. In 1847
an English company bought several
thoqsand acres of land on the banks
of dig Sandy, two miles above the
THE FIRST HOME IN PAINTSVILL&
mouth for the purpose of erecting
potteries to turn out the finer grades
Th« above fllutiation ahova vbat ia aaid to be the firat borne erected
of cupboard ware. Some of the clay
in PqlntoTilie. It ia conatmeted in the old pion^ atyle ot'architecture,
found here waa aent to England an^^of eiiormona hewed poplar loga and great chimneTa. -.Thia old building
made Into cups and aancera, and aev- haa weathered the atorma of many wintera and ia atm in. a good atate
oral aeta of them, aent to the vicinity of preaervation. It ia now owned and occupied by Hr. and Mra. M: L. Price:

Judge R. T. Bnma of Loniaa, Ky„
one of the beat known men of the
valley, a member^ one of the oldeat
and^ moat prominent famlUea. TUa
good man la now i^oat at the 4nd of
a wen apent life, given tor the benefit
ol hie country, hU feUow man and hla
God- Everybody In the jraney knowa
him;; everybody lovea him.

1
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Coal Industry of the Valley
As far back as 1846 compaiiles were
formed in the North and came to the
Sandy VaUey to mide the coal found
in such abundance as to attract the
attention of geologists and capital
ists. One of the first to operate
mines on Sandy was an -Ohio com
pany with a Mr. Miles and Captain
Milton Freese, with Robert Crutcher
accompanying them.
The company
opened a mine a few miles above
Prcstonsburg. Another company op
ened a mine' still further up the riv
er. Richard .Deering, however, had
built a mill at Abbott, some time be
fore these enterprises were started.
He intended to mine coal; but his
enterprise was nipped in the bud, and
was afterwards taken up by a Penn-‘
sylvauia company which spent 'con
siderable money, but after several
years of struggling abandoned the un
dertaking.
A company operated the mines at
. Hurricane,^ eighteen miles from the
mouth of Sandy and always had a
good trade in its products.
Many
mines along the river have been
worked for forty years to supply the
local trade, and furnish steamers with
the fuel to run them. Among these
were McHenry's, six miles above Lou
isa; Daniel Wheeler’s, Just below
Paintsville, (now owned by the NorthEast Coy^o.), and Judge Layne's
noted fleM at lAynesville.
None or the enterprises named ever
brought a fortune to the owners or
prosperity to the valley, though a few
in that time famished a llvng for the
men working them. No doubt all of
these men would have made money,
but for lack of transportation and
market.
THE OLD >EACH ORCHARD
MINES.

The Peach Orchard Company rises
above all other companies combined
In the magnitude of business,, vastnesB of undertaking and carrying for
ward of improvements necessary to
convoy their coal to market About
1847. George Carlisle, (father of John
G. Carlisle), R. R Bowler and other
capitalists of Clnclnnat^. formed a
company and purcha^pd a large tract
of land ly^ on the east side ef the
Sandy River, forty miles above iU
^outh. The company proceeded at
once to make preparations to open the
mines, known by the natives to be of
vast magnitude and of the liost su
perior quality. In 1860 Mr. vmiiam R
Mellen an Eastern gentleman of ex
tensive business experience and of
great culture, came to Peach Orchard
and for eleven years had full super
intendency of the works. The mem-

bers of the company being liberal,
and having full confidence in the Judg-^
ment and ability of Mr. Mellen, gave
him amost unlimited power to carry
forward the business of the confpany.
Cottages of a superior quality were
erected out of''the lumber cut by a
saw-mill first brought onjte ground
by the company. A grist-mill of fine
construction was erected to grind

j.

M.

m

ore the Railroads Came
tached which was extensively patron
ized. The mill was of the most ad
vanced pattern of its day. Time an-1
tide carried it away after it had so
long served the threefold purpose for
which it was built. The company had
a large, well-constructed school house
put up, well provided, with good seats
and ventilation and placed in charge
of an educate and Christian teacher.

the Pei^ Orchard coal wsa tipped
into them, ready to be sent to mar
ket on the first rise of water In the
Smidy sufficient to t^ke them out
At the time not a cent had been
spent to imi^rove the navigation of the
river^ While small steamers could
plow their way to Pikeville abd re
turn for six months in the year, when
it came to float down the obstructed
stream great barges laden with black
diamonds, it was a harder under
taken. But with this great draurback
the plucky company- kept steadily
persevering. Mr. Mellen so managing
as to keep the company from sustain
ing serious loss.
lln 1869 the company invited Govern
or Floyd of Virginia, who then owned
the Warfield property on Tug, to join
them in an effort to slack-water both
rivers. Mr. Ledbetter, an experienced
engineer from the Muskingum River
improvements, attended the meeting
at Peach Orchard and reported the
practicability of the proposition. Be
fore anything could well be done, the
clouds portending the most gigantic
civil strife known to history appeared
in the political horizon, checking all
efforts to arrange for the work pro
posed.

N

The last barge )oad of coal was sent
to market from Peach Orchard in the
spring of 1861. Soon after this, Mr.
Mellen moved to Cincinnati with his
family, and took a position in the
Union Army. It must have been with
many regrets that he left his beautiful
home at Peach Orchard, when it is
remembered that his house was equal
to many of the suburban mansions of
the Queen City, while his lawns and
gardens were full of the finest shrubs,
plants, and flowers, which had beei(
transplanted from foreign climes to
.please the eye and refine the taste
for the beautiful. Not only these ev
idences of culture, but a beautiful
park stocked with native 4eer, af
forded pleasure to the eye and fur
ELEVEN F06T ELKHORN COAU
nished Juicy venison for the table.
When Mr. Mellen went away, Henry
Is it any wonder that capital found ItS way into the Valley, when
coal lilft the above is found? 'Those pictures were made many years ago Danby, an Englishman, who had come
before the railroad was even dreamed of. Since that time the Sandy Val to the works when young, and toltbley has been piprced from head to mouth by the C. & O. Railroad Com fully perfoimed the duties placed upon
pany; and this same coal which was thou^t little of at that time. Is now him In the subordinate positions he
dad sued under Mr. MeUeh, was left
drawing into the Valley a steady stream of gold.
in charge to take care of the property
wheat and com to fumiSh bread for to train the chUdrefi'of the miners, and run the mill -and store, waiting
the people and provender for the ani and others on the'ground, for useful the time when the works would again
mals at the works. The farmers tor' lives. And, to crown all, a commo be started upl
Danby, soon after the close of the
twenty miles around availed . them dious house of worship was erected,
selves of the opportunity of taking when God's Word was expounded on war, became restive, and sevmed his
connection with the company, going
their wheat to this mm for grinding, the Sabbath.
While mechanics were busy erects away with five thonsdnd dollars or
-it being the first one erected in the
Lower Sandy Valley that made bet- ing the houses on the grounds, miners morer accmhulated while in' the com
flour than a horse milL It also were busy In opening tte mines; and pany's «nploy. He had falM to woo
had^ first-class carding .machine at- as. soon as barges were made ready, and many when young, and'sooh after
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arriring in Cincinnati, he. like many much- for the young people of the '.Only a part of this county is located was formed in the yea^ * 1821., Thos.
,
other oldish men, married a girl less valley.
W the Sandy VaUey., being the part mi Owens, familiarly known in those days
Many coal operations'are located in Paint Creek. - A large amount of this as “Idad” Owens, owned the land
them half his own years. The match
)
(munty’s business Is done at Paints where the'tovnot now Is.located. •
was unequal and turned out badly. Johnson county. ~
Pike is the largest county in era in
county's commerce is at Paintsville.
In about 1883 Dantiy, broken in health
INEZ, KV.
The county is rich in mineral and ihe State of Kentucky and ts almost
and Showing signs of premature old
The county seat of Bfartin county timber. Farming Is good in the coun as large a^ some of the smaller st ites.
age, came to Catlettsburg alone, and
It Is now covered with coal operatioffk
took passage on an up-going Sandy is situatel on Rockcastle Creek and ty.
mills, coke ovens and .many other
ther im>
The
Riyer steamer for Peach Orchard. He ten miles from the railroad.
PRE8TON8BURQ, KY.
provements. It la a rich county ard
was put off at the landing of Gordon county is the smallest jisi era in the
■.The county seat of Floyd county is tho town of Pikevire is a modem 1*U
Burgess, whose daughter had long be Slate. From this county Cincinnati,
fore married Chris Neal, a chosen Louisville, Ashland, Huntington and the oldest town in the valley, hqying tie city with electric lights, v;atc.*
friend of his. On going up to Burgess* many other cities are supplied with been founded in 179JK The town was ^7orl:s and paved streets.'
named after Col. Preat^. Many dis
bouse he asked that he might be per itElural gas. The county is
mitted to enter and die. The family, with a fine grade of coal and only tinguished men have come from Floyd
BOYD COUNTY,
!
with the kindness of heart for which needs a railroad to make it a, great county. While the town has not kept Is located at the mouth of the^ Big
pace with the rapid growth of the Sandy on the f hlo River. Cat’etUthey were noted; bade him come in coal producing county.
Many good people liye In Martin ether towns, it has had a steady growth bu g Is the county seat. Ashland ,13
and his wants should be supplied.
^ For seyeral weeks he lay at death’s 'county and they are a happy, content and located in this county are a large jthe leading city and many of the coal
door, during which time the Burgess ed people. In 1767 Gen. George Wash number of coal operations which operations have their h^dquarters in
famUy, aided by Chris- Neal, h|s old- ington ran a line up Tug'River and make busidess good in all lines of .Ashland. Many of the wholesale, and
time friend, George S. Richatdson, noted the appearance of natural gas trade. The /town has a population of jobbing-houses are located in Catletts
•about 1,500.
burg and Ashland.
and others of Peach Orchard, furnish which be made in his note book.
ed every thing necessary for bis com
HipilDMAN,,KY.
SALYER8VILLE, KY.
LETCHER COUNTY.
fort while his life was ebbing away;
And when death came to the poor ■Became the county seat of Vsgol
The county seat of Knott county is
Whitesburg is the county seat of
■the smallest town in the valley, lo Letcher county. It is possibly one of
' man's refief, those kind friends, who county when the county was made
had so generously stood by' him in ^860. Salyersville is on the/Lickid
cated on Beaver, a tributa,ry of of the the wealthiest counties in the State.
sickness, gave his remains a decent River and is 20 miles from the r^Ul- Big Sandy. Knott is a rugged, hilly Jenkins is located in the county with
Christian burial.
road at Paintsville. Magoffin is rich csu:’t.*y> but has valuable deposits of a population of about 40,000. Jenkins
In natural resources. Farming is the coal and a g.eat deal *o£ timber. It has the largest coal operatlcn in the .
chief occupation. Oil and gas is found has no railroad.as >et.
State. Most of the county is IccatoJ
cn tne Kentucky River where daxel-'
in this county.
PIKEVILLE, KY.
erme-t is rapidly taking place.
Was- laid out as the county seat of
lelche: ccu2ty haj ikc Lameuj
WEST LIBERTY, KY.
Is the county seat of Morgan county. Pike county at the time the cemty Elkhorn Coal.

The Big Sony Counties
and County Seats.
LOUI8A, KY.

- Louisai is the county seat of Lawrence county, and was laid out in the
year 1821. It now has two newspa
pers, two National banks, a' .good
school and is located at the forks of
the Tug and Leviaa forks of Big Sandy
River. It has a population of about
2.000 and is located on the Big Sandy
Division of the C. & O. It has an ex
cellent citizen^ip.
At Louisa «6 ifirst^attempt to settle
in the valjey was made by the erec
tion of two torts in the year 1787 by
Vancoover and others.
PAINTSVILLE, KY
FaintsVitle, the county seat of Joha. son, was laid out in the year 1842, on
lands owned’at that time hy the Dix
ons. and la located one-half mile from
the Sandy River on ^gint Creek. The
town has natural ftaia, electric lights,
paved streets, two .excellent school
buildings and many hondsome resi/dencoa and business houses. Paints
ville is' the market tor Johnson, Ma
goffin and Mofgsn counties. It has
two banks, one of them the largest
banking establishment. In the vaUey.
The late John C. C. Mayo was bo n
in this town and many of its institu
tions and modem improvemnts arc
the roault of his liberclity.
Paints
ville has six chnrch buildings and is
the home of the Sandy Valley Semi
nary a chnrch school that has done
>
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RAFTING TIMBER ON SANDY AT THE MOUTH CP PAINT CREEK, N EAR PAINTSVJ^LE. KY.
Informer yeara the timber tnd istry of Basle'm KantuVa^, and espe- aUy the Big Sapdy Valley, was c:;?
gro'.t magnitude, and each ySar rafts
g.ent loga of oak, poplar, linden, walnnL^tc,, were ,a<«ated 90 the cro-*.
• 0" tt’ogg'Jig tide toTlatlettsbu-g at the month of the river, where eager buyera awaited them .from ■ Clnclrn-.f.
I-cu'svil'e, and other cities. The tl iter was then shipped In great Beets via Ohio River , to the mills, whera
' It was manufactured into lumber to supply the busy marts of the world. Thla Industry Is not-as great aa Jt
baa been in past yearsybnt Is still a great source of revt-nne. The greater part of the timber la now sold In the
va'ley to supply the numerous coal operatioaa.
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-tHB hlstoiy of the Big Sandy Val The fine qualities of the sturdy, Valiant
ley codiprisea the history of seven Anglo-Saxons of the mountains were
great and prosperoos conntfes—^reri- either misunderstood or misrepresent
*
table common- ed. The melodramatist seized .upon
wealths in them- their- restless, volant, liberty-loving
qualities, and rushed them to the footielves.
To give the sub- light in a single role—the role of
jectadequate treat feudist and moonshiner.
That day. however, has ^ssed; and
ment would require
tBf more space the people of the great Cumberland,
than we have at our foothills are better understood
disposal, and we consequently better appreciated,
shall, therefore, a restless, indomitable spirit, fnU of
touch only the mental activity and energy, true they
high places, so to were} but these very qualities are the
speak, and take up ^qualities (hat are now directing them
merely the salient to the forefront of that progress, de.velopment and material accomplish
features.
The hiain points ment, which is transforming the Big
National Bank
of the history of the valley up ^o Sandy Valley into one of the most
about 1900, are narrated elsewhere in , wonderfully wealthy sections of the

the wealth of the old Northern Coal
'ft Coke Company, and later, divided
up throng various deals, became the
property of two great companies now
bringing the valley to the forefront of
the business and materia world—^The
Consolidation Coal Company and The
Elk Horn Fuel Company.
Prior to the extension of its Big
Sandy Division by the Chesapeake &r
jOh\o Railway Compapyr-the eyes of
the steel and coal world had begun
to turn impatiently towards the Big
Sandy coal fields. The United States
Geological reports on the coal
wealth of the valley were impelling,
and the far-seeing were anxious --to
secure an early foothold.. Watson,
Mayo and Camden were young men.
then, and had probably never beard
of each other.
Mayo was on the

out Eastein Kentucky to require a
recounting here. The history of his
life is the history of the later devel
opment in Eastern Kentucky.
Back in the /early nineties the Mer
ritt Brothers, of Duluth, Minn., were
the owners of the now world famous
Masaba iron mines of the Superior re
gion. Following the example of the
great “Laird of Skibo” they were look
ing about for coal with which to .turn
their ore into iron and steel; and
their attention was first attracted to
Eastern Kentucky. They and Mayo
met Mayo first interested them in a
small way, intending later to take
them with him into the great Elkhom
fieldW They invested several thoufr
ends of dollars in the smaller coa^
seams of the middle Big Sandy; but
before their plans could mature, the
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KENTUCKY 80LVAY PLANT AT ASHLAND, KY.

The Kentucky Bolvay plant It on the main line t>( the Chesapeake ft Ohio Railway Co., on the Ohio River.
About 'Seven hundred lien are employed here. A large amount ot the coal from the Big Sandy Valley Is made
Into by-products at thill plwiL
ground, fresh tron^ coUege, with a big
these pages and we shall, consequently, whole, wide world.
The history of the. later period of brain, and a big ambition—and a
confine onrselves to the period subse
oevelopment In the Big'Sandy Valley, vision.
quent to that date.
About U90 Mayo began his first
In the long years prior to the great alluded to above, properly begins
wave of development and activity about the year 1900. It was in that operation In a small way in Johnson
Which began fifteen years or so ago, year that the Chesapeake ft Ohio county. He was thmi a teacher In
-^e great metropolitan newspapers ot RaRway Company decided to- extend the public schools. The cannel coals
the country delighted in printing the line of lU Big Sandy Division around East Point first atuacted his
hi^ly colored accoimts or warfare from White House to Elkhom City. attention, and with remartaWe forebetween the feudists in Eastern Ken It was in that year, also, that John slgbt and abUlty he began to aomire
tucky, and eqnaUy highly colored nar. C. C. Mayo began the assembling ot control of them. The story of his be
ratlves of battles between revenue of the vast coal properties which became ginning, his early difficulties and
ficers and mountain moonshiners. the tSnndation ot the Mayo fortnne. struggles, are too weR kuown throa^-

y

disaStrouB panic of the first half of
the nineties spread business and in
dustrial stagnatlan throughout the
landl and the Merritt Brothert taRed;
Thus, for a time, Mayo’s plans for
the development of the vaUey col
lapsed and his fertRe vision vanished.
POr five years or more. HtUe was
done in the country In the way of
material progress, and
with the
rest of the world the Big Sandy lay
in a state of stagnaUon SO far as ma- ’
terial aidilevement and development
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MOUTH OF, BIG^ANDY RIVER AT CATLETTSBURQ, KY.

The above picture was taken from a position on the* Chesapeake & Ohio bridge,,and from this point you can see a portion of three States
Kentucky, Ohio and West Virginia.
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was concerned.
The great panic of 1892, however,
was followed throughout, the United
States by a wonderful Industrial boom.
The energy of the nation, after its
rest, seemed to have gathered in
^ force and power and the whole coun
try emerged stronger and more pros
perous than ever. New mines were
opened, factories were built, hundreds
of new enterprises were established,
and new railroads were built and old
ones extended.
Th great wave reached the Big
• Sandy WaHey.
When It was definitely determined
that the Chesapeake & Ohio would ex
tend its Big Sandy line from White
House to Elkhom City, activity on a
larger scale began.
Capital fairly
poured Into the valley. Eastern Ken
tucky had the natural resources; Cin■ cinnati, Chicago, Louisville and New
f York ahd a host of other cities, had
the capifnL Capital and r^urces
came together and the result has been
wonderful. The crank of the hun
ter’s rifle has given way to the .sound
of the pick; the hoot of the owl'in the
bills has been drowned by the blast
of the whistle calling thousands of
men to work. Law and order reign,
and industry and enfen^se rule. It
■is a new Big Sandy—valiant as the
old^—vigorous, progressive, pushing
forward and d^ by day, growing more
and more Jnmspensable to the rest of
. the world.
It was in these days that Mayo met
P. L. Kimberly of Chicago—T. L. Kim
berly, big of brain, big of heart, big
of vision; and our great regret is that
Kimberly could not live to see all
that has been accomplished. He died
in the fiall of 1906; without seeing his
dream for Eastern i^tucky comet
true. He had seen Eahtem Kentucky;
he knew it as well as Mayo did; and
he had toith in it—in its» future—so
_^uch faith that he put .his moneys
millions of it—^Into the cbuntry*8
prospects. After Kimberly died, in
1906, M^yo then became associated
in a flnwcial and development wav

with Senator Johnson N. Camd<
dem Sr. “We natives, Peter.JKlmberly and
of Parkersburg. The elder Camden yourself.” That yfAB all.
made a visit to the valley in 1^05 and
The Senior Camden died in 1907.
was much impressed with his hold
and bis son, Johnson N. Camden of
ings here. May.o was then in the pink
of health and be and the writer met Versailles, later United States Sena
the senior Senator at the depot. I tor from Kentucky, took up his fath
of
cuite distinctly recall the remark of er’s work ip the development
Eastern Kentucky.
the Parkersburg statesman and finanoiar when our carriage reached
It was \thi^ugh the Camden in
the end of the street.
fluence that Senator C. W. Watson, of
“John, you’ve got a good town here. Paiimont, laterl Joined Camdeh and
What made It, coal?”
Mayo in their
enterprises for the
“Yes,” was the laconic answer^.^'^velopment of the Big Sandy Valley.

THE LATE JOHN C. C. MAYO.

John C. C. Mayo was a natlveJKri mg Sandian. and the man respon
sible for the great development work that is sweeping over the entire val
ley. Mr, Mayo died In the year 1914, after years of his life bad been spent
in behalf of the country he loved, butnot until fals di’eams had been real
ised to a great extent He induced capiUI Into the valley^ and the effects
of his labor can be seen on every band. When yon think of development
work in the Sandy VaUey your mind will invariably turn to liayo. The
people of the valley know and love the z^e of John C. C: Mayo.

In 1909. the first pick was swung
in building the MUIers Creek Rail
road. All of the coal of that section
of Johnson county had passed to The
Consolidation Coal Company and the
company proceeded immediately to
develop it. In the following year the
read was completed; hundreds of
comfortable houees were built ana
a moderit city sprang into existence.
In two years Van Lear became a pros
perous, thriving town of four thous
and inhabitants.
Later the Sandy Valley and Elk
Horn Railroad Company built its line
from Shelbiana to Jenkins and op
ened the rich Elk Horn field. Here
the progress has been wonderful.
Nestled at the foot of the great Pino
Mountain, Jenkins, with her comfor
table homes, |jer churches, a^d fine
rchools, and with every modern con
veniences, fairly sprang from the for
est in a night. Thousands of mei
find employment and hundreds and
hundreds of cars of the famous Efik
Horn Coal go but to bring back money
into the country.
Without capital with which to de
velop them a 'country’s natural resourles are merely so much dead ma
terial, useful to nobody. Capital and
native resources are inter-related,
concomftant, and together accomplish
wonderful blessings to mankind.
. The Chesapeake & Qhio extended a
line of road into the rich Beaver
valley. Here theisame greatNresults
followed, and .Wayland—n^med in
honor of Clarence Wayland Watson—
was added to the list of thriving, pros
perous and progressive mining towns.
Among :the first companies to beilo operations in the Big Sandy Val
ley was lu j North-East Goal Co. That
(iompany was organi^ by Mt. Mor
ris Wiiliams o< PhUadelphia and Mr.
A. DW. Smith ot WUhearBaire. two
gentlemen of tar^inR bnslness
ability, ^onor and ihte^ty—men
oit affairs. The North-East Coal Com
pany acquired the iknddy Branch
properties, and bnllt the town of Theaika—a mining town ydioae material
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HUNTINOTOryVSdEST VIRGINIA.
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Himttoston Is located on the banks of the stately Ohio River, is a ^jrogresslve town and receives a Urge patronage from the Sandy VaHey. The
C. & O. Shops are located here.
ueatnoss, clean, sanitary conditions,
end wholesome, moral atmosphere has
never been surpassed. Connected with
/this company from its beginning,
Henry LaViers has spared no time,
pains or trouble, to make the town of
Thealka a model mining town.
Some years after Thealka was built
the North-Eaijt; Com. ny bribed’ the
Big Sandy above Johus Creek and
built the town of Amder. The same
interests, under the name of the
Snuth-East Coal Company, are also
operating on the Kentucky River side
at Sece and LaVieni.
Together with the compatfles men

tioned above there are a host of
other companies operating throughout
the valley all doing a great part in
the matertal progress and dwelopment of the country. We. would go in
to a detailed history of each but space
forbids.
Along with the materUl develop
ment of the Big Sandy Valley, pro
gress in other lines has kept pace.
The ^educational advantages have
steadly increased; there are better
churchee and schools, and the people
are up and abredst of the times. It
is a curious fact that had it not been
for the increase in population in the

mountains, Kentucky, as shown by is worth.
hi future of the great Big Sandy
the last census would have lost in , Tit
before us rich in promise. The
population. The Central and West lies: Before
ern portions of ^e State showed a ^past has been glorious^ but the years
decrease, which was only overcome to come are'^blazing with prospects
of a more glorious future. Our peo
by the increase in the mountains.
And, now, in conclusion, we wish ple, with hope and courage in their
that in the 'history' fit the Big hearts, have set their faces ‘ toward
liy Valley there are many, mahV the star of materiai. Intellectual and
kings we would love to have in- moral development, and will not be
juded in this narrative. This brief satisfied with an achievement along
'sketch, imperfect we grant, hac been these lines short of one as great as
written under intense pleasure f^m any in the wide, wide world.
business, and justice to the complete
liistory of the valley could not be
done. "We simply give it for what It

CHARLESTON, WEST VIRGINIA.

Charleston receives a large amount of the Jobbing Business fnnfi the Big Sandy VaUey.

|£ £.1 .
IJ.
OF THE OOVERNMENT ARMOR PLATE PLANT. NEAR CHARLESTON, WEST VIRGINIA.
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WATER POWER OF THE BIG SANDY COAL
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9

FIELDS.

By feaaon of cheap coal and the natural gaa lielda, power is cheaper In this territory than any other In the United States. The nndereloped
w.teM)Ower of the Bis Sandy Rlyer otters a isnbstantial guarantee that low power will always preraO. At a point where the Big Sandy breaks
throngh the Cumberland Honntains a tnnnel 800 feet In length would provide a fall of more than lOO feet with a posslbfltty of deTel^ihg a water~

rower second only to Niagara Falla.
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The Agricultwral Futwre of the Big Sandy Valley
BY K. L. VARNEY,

Agent, UnKed States Degartment of Agriculture.

Greet es ere tbe mining and
' timber resources of the mounteins
of Eastern Kefitucky and especial
ly of the Big Sandy Valley, the an
nual production of the soil is es
greet and in all probability very
much greater. While farming has
' neYer .been othpr than crude on
most farms, the total production of
" such crops as com. potatoes, beens,
onions, sorghum, poultry, livestock,
. etc., is enormous. Living here has
been such a simple matter with uny told stores of timber, coal, oil and
gas, that no great effort has ever
. been made to swing the farm
around to a high state of efficiency.^
There is a wide-spread concep
tion now, due to the high cost of
living, that the farm must be
made to produce more and, there
fore, we are Seeing the dawn of a new
day. While the past has not been
noted for its agricultural efficiency,
the future looks good along that line.
New crops, new methods, are taking
the place of the old on many a farm.
Some day these hills will support
thousands and thousands of cattle,
sheep and goats, on magniflcient pat^
tures; th^re will come to the road
side wandOTer the delightful odor of
orchards w^h their limitless number
of trees; grape arbors will
pour
forth rich harvests of fruit and w.ine.
Pure-bred livestock is being intro
duced at a rapid' rate and this in
cludes cattle, sheep and hogs.
On
some farms are seen the very highest
types of these animals. Better feeding
and housing systems are coming into
vogue. Pure-bred/^chickens arc mak
ing their adveni^ Schools, churches,
ccdleges, are^i^ling the thrill of the hew day on the' n^ountain farm, and
aio contributing to the progress of
the day.

wwm,:
A BIG SAnDY

herd.

The breeding
better stock In l^he 'Sandy VaUey has kept pace with
the march of progress, and there ^ to be found In the valley at the pres
ent as good stock as can be found in tbe Blue Grass section of the State.
The above illratratlon shows a herd of milk stock watering in ^e cool of
the evening. In ^Is herd can be found as good as can be found anywhere.
Every Big Sandy Valley county has
a County Agent, working under the
auspices of the United States Depart
ment of Agriculture, co-operating .with
the State College of Agriculture at
Lexington, save one.
With these
forces in the field who work unceas
ingly for better things on the farm,
it is easy for us to believe that .the
time is not too far off for our vision
to comprehend It, when our hills and
valleys will be as noted for their high
stand^d of efficient farming as they
are for their stores of coal and tim
ber.
B3YD gOUNTY-At the mouth of
Big Sandy River has a County Ag^t,
and is making wonderful strides in
ftinnlng.
The low lying hills are
ideal for grasing and the nearness tomarket. with fairly good roads ren
ders dairying a profitable occupation
for the people.
LAWRENCE COUNTT—Adjoining
Boyd county, is one of the very best
in the valley. It pro^CM-large qua^
tIUes of poultry and eggb. Llv^tock
farming is profitable'here and no'
county Ip Kentucky has a greater fm
ture.
;
JOHNSON COUNTY—LiOT between
Floyd and Lawrcmc« and sUi^s at
the head- of the list as a ^nnipg
county. There is a widespread de
mand for good livestock, the farmers
qre nlert, the echools are better than
the average. .Large numbers of farm
ers
procured good livestock.
Thom are some silos. The County

Agent is meeting with great success
in organisation work, and the farm
ers are co-operating with him very
well Indeed. The soil is rich, the
bills are low, the market close.
MARtiN COUNTY—Martin epunty
is very small, but grows enormous
crops of the principal ones grown in
the valley. Her valleys and riopes
are rich and her future depends on
them.
FLOYD COUNTY—Lies altogether
in the Big Sandy Valley, and has spme
of the richest land. Beaver valley,
the latest in the county, is very
rich. Floyd county has a County
Agent and the development of that

county is assured. Thei4 is a good
lot of pidh-br^ livestock in the
county and more is being brought
in.
PIKE COUNTY—The empire of
the Big Sandy, the biggest county
in Kentucky; rich in soil, mineral,
and timber, containing more square
miles than the State of Rhode Is
land, with the purest AngloBaxon
blood in tbe world, is making her
share of the agricultural progress.
A model road is being built from
IbevUle, the county seat, to WIImon. W. Va. Pike has a County
gent who head the agricultural
rork. Com, hay, potatoes, fruit
such kinds as apples, peaches,
grapes, grow abundantly,
yhile livestock Is gomlng Into
Ifrominence.
LECHER COUNTY—Partly in
Kentucky River basin and Big Sandy.
Soils rich, advancement steady, crops
abundant. Has a County Agent.

Farmers’ ClubA are being organized
over the valley and^the farms are now
more productive than ever.
Each
year brings some added improvement
in the farming of the valley. It has
been known for some time that this
valley is excellent for growing all
kinds of fruit and some of the more
progressive farmers are now making
ftruiC growing a profitable business.
With the improvement of the farms
and the livestock qomes the improve
ment in the farm life. Roads are be
ing improved and when a system of
good roads Is completed the Sandy
Valley wiU have more and' better fhrm. ere with better condiUpns.

I
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4-THOROUGHBRED BTALLION.

feelns intradneed tatb the Sai^ VaUey and aa a isealt
the horsea of the yaUey are betaiK greatly Improyed.
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CHESAPEAKE A OHIO BRIDGE OVER THE OHIO RIVER AT EDGINGTON, KY.

V V,

The Chesapeake & Ohio Railway Company
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A review of the Big Sandy VaUe^
would not be complete without ^ominent mention of the Chesapeake ft
Ohio Railway Company, for had it n6t
been for this railroad there possibly
would not have been any development
of the natural resources of the valley.
With the extension of the road in 1900
from White House, Ky., to the head
of the river brought development on
every handv
In addition to their main line they
have - built additional lines that have
made the development possible by
which millions of dollars have been
brought into the valley. It has always
been the policy of- this company to
aid In elrery way possible develop
ments of all kinds and when the Big
Sandy was brought to the forefront
a number of years ago the t. ft O.
left nothing undone to get into the
field in order that the vast wealth
bonld be moved and the products of
the valley turned into ^Id.
Notwithstan^g the shortage o;f
cars over theyCountry during the past
* few years ^s company has made' a‘
special effort to supply cars for the
different mines and to-day the Big
Sandy Division of this road is full of
coal trains, pulled by the latest Im
proved engines, carrying the black
diamonds to the markets of the world.
The passenger service of the road
in the valley is first-class. Four trains
dail;^ make all t^ points in the val
ley along the line fiipih Ashland, Ky.,
to Elkhom City at the head of the
river.' Those who have traveled over
the country to any great extent know
that the train'service on the Big Sandy
Division is as good and in most every
case superior to tbc^ in other sec
tions <pf the country.
Generous to iU employees, liberal
with the public generally, the people
of the valley are fortunate in having
the C. ft O. Railroad. It has been a

Wonderful factor in building up of the
valley and it will at all time keep
pace, and in the front ranks with
progress.
.

Along the line of this company will
be found beautiful mountain scenery
and the trip through the valley is an
ideal one. On the main line of this
road a service is maintained second
to none in the country and those who
use this line praise It for its progress
and service.
In former years It required several
days to make the trip from points
down the river to Pikeville.
Now
you can eat yoim dinner in Cincinnati,
Ohio, and your supper In Pikeville,
Ky., a distance of about three hun
dred miles.

3f4:

Future years will uee wopdfrful ■
changes in the valley and investors
as well as citiaens of the valley can
rest assured that the Chesapeake ft
Ohio Railway Company will always
be willing to meet them half way in
any legitimate proposition and that
the service will ever be maintained at
the present stahdard.
A full share of the praise for the
rapid' advancement of the valley be
longs to this company.
\

ON THE WAY TO THE COAL MINES.

Along the line of the Chesapeake ft Obie on the Big Sandy Dtrision, are
be t^und many scenes like the above.

N The branch road of the C. ft 0.
from the mouth of Beaver to Wayland.
a distance of about 30 miles has been
completed,' which furnishes an puto
Ibt for the coat from the Right Fork
of Beaver, said to be the richest coal
field in ail Kentucky.
------—(o)------- —
The Chesapeake ft Ohio Railway
Company puU the mg Sandy coal
fields in close touch with the great
markets of the seaboard.
-(o)-----Along the route of the C. ft O.
on the Big Sandy IMyisIon, wlU be
found a coking coal equal to any in
the world. The C. ft O. handles this
enormous tonnage with satisfaction.
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Congressman hmgley a Friend of the Mountains
A few facts about omr Popular Representative^om the Tenth Congressional District
!

j

This cut is from the latest photol^pb of our popular and efficient
Congressman, John W. Langley, who
is the ranlEing Republican member of
the Committee on Invalid Pensions
and whose efforts In behalf of the old
spldlera and their widows is attract
ing nation-wide attention. While Mr.
tangley is recognised in Congress, by
reason of his long trainihg in the Pen
sion Office and also as a member of
this committee, as the leading auth
ority on this question in the House
It must not be assumed that his ef
forts and achievements are^ by any
means confined to that special subject
Ouite the contrary is true, as a cur^
sory examination of his work in the/
House will show. He is a regular
walking encyclopedia on the indus
tries of the eastern Kentucky moun
tains; as one of his fellow members
recently exprelised it to the editor of
The Herald, and it might ver>- prop
erly be added that the people of the
Kentucky mountains are never lack-.
Ing for a champion when Langley is
around. The time- has been when a
{^ood mahy metropolitan papers and
a good fnaliy men in pubUc life had
the habit of '‘throwing off,” so to
speak, on Ud^ectlon and Its people,
but they no tonger make a practice of
indulging in this habit as they used
to do. Everybody in the House of
Representatives knows now that ,all
they would have to do td get a scrap
on their hands is to say anything de
rogatory about our people. He is al
ways “Johnnie on the spot” on such
occasions and he has never yet come
out of such a contmt other than as
victor. He never/misses an oppor
tunity to tell Gpfigress of the great
resources we-^ve in the mountains
and the splendid people that inhabit
them. His speech last winter, when
the Public Buildings bill, Including
several items, for the mountains, was
being considered, answering the me
tropolitan press and some of the mem
bers of the House who had indulged tn
like criticism of ns. was a gem and
no speech in recent yeaiB^ in that
body has attracted more geneiUl at
tention among its membership, nor
has anything occurred which more
^widely advertised our resources
throughout the country. He has al
ways taken a deep interest in our
great coal .Jndaatrr and haa been Inatmmental In bringing man* capltallata among as. Attar the Fnel Admlntstrator iraa appointed. It looked

as if . some of the orders that were
issued by him would result in par
alysing our coal industry in this sec
tion, forcing into bankruptcy most of
bur large operations and suspending
all of the small ones, jnclu^nk the
wagon miners. This situation/ arose
just before the adjournment of the
extra session, of Congress.
Mani^

the offices of tee Fuel Administra ositlon which was Anally adopM
tion, and being a mountaineer him granting special rates for thin veins
self uid entirely familiar with con or where other ^ocal conditions made
ditions here, he was able to explain the operation more difficult He calb
the exact situation to tee Fuel Ad ed attention In the House to the tact
ministration. It is not an exagger that while coal operators were being
ation to say he was partly ^strumen- limited to prices which would in many
tal in securing the increased rates -cases make coal mining unproAtable,
fgr coal at the mouth of-jhe mine the Fuel Administration had not tak
en any steps to control the prices ot
the implements and material essen
tial to modem coal mining, as a re
sult of which the coal operators were
at the mercy of the various comhinations,| which were increasing
the
pricesVof these implements and ma
terials by leaps and bounds, in some
instances amounting to over 500 per
cent increase, as compared with the
prices of two years ago. He was the
author of a bill which made'it the
duty of the Fuel Administration to
extend the application of price con
trol so hs to give everybody a square
deal. Hie work in this connection
entitles him to the everlasting grati
tude of our people and his champion
ship of the cause ot the coal miner
should endear him to them

CONGRESSMAN JOHN W. LANGLEY*
Furnttiarly knewn to hla friends as /H'lirnpike John."

membra left Washington as soon as
It was’ decided - that, adjonmment
would te had in a tew days, and near
ly all ot them left as soon as the
session ended, bat Mr. Langley saw
the danger to his section and at
thongh Congiesa had been In onitinnooa session for almost a year he
remained In Washington for nearly
two weeks, strnRlInr'fo ayert the
disaster. He was a dafly Visitor at

and tor the order which saved the
wagon' minora and the small opera
tors from being driven oat of bnsiness. Ha cmitmided that the coal
miners «iemsolves shonld have their
share of the increase by an advance
in their wages and he also contend
ed for a farther advance in rates, with
the anderatanding: that it was to go
entirely to Hie laborers. He %as like
wise an earnest advocaU of the prop-

In Congress, where he perhaps has
as wide a personal acquaintance as
any . member of it. he Is known and
familiarly greeted as "Turnpike John"
because of his persistent and long
continued advocacy of Federal aid in
the constraction of public highways
and it must bo a source of gratifica
tion to him to see the Federal Gov
ernment finaUy adopt the policy which
was regarded as an impracticable hob
by when he first began the agitation.
A good many years ago some one who
oppospd his election to Congress dul^
bed his "promissory John" and it was
token up generaUy by his political
opponents who used it In a spirit of
locular derision. Now it has become
a term of endearment used by his.
friends because they all say that John
will promise to help anybody If he
can and he always tries his best to do
it WhUo au-ardent RepnbUcan . he
disregards poliUcs when called upon
to serve the people of his State and
district It can truthfully be said of
him that he never forgets a Mend
and never retoses a favor Out it is
In his power to grant and he never
tons to answer a letter, however
humble the position of the writer may
be. No wonder the pec^ of the
mountains hold him In such iiigi. ^
teem and conUnne to honor wi-

;
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The Cohmal Coal & Cpke Co.^ li‘estonsbar^, Ky.
One of the suhaantial coal oper^ons of the Big Sandy Valley

7IPPLE OF THE COLONlAi COaLa COKE CO., PRESTONSBURG, KY.

Conspicnona - among the Important from this new lease and the company spring of 1918;
This new plant
coal operationa of the Big Sandy Val hopes to be| shipping coal in the early wUl cost about $76,000.' It will be a
ley, and one that is destined to be
come oven a greater factor in this industiUal pu.rsnit, is The olonial Coal
- & Coke Company of Prestonsbnrg,
Ky. This operation Is located about
one njii«afebve Prestoiisburg qn the
opposite side of the river from the
town. It was started in the year 1909
and bince that time has bedn going .
steadily on, employine a iar,fe' num
ber of men at good wages'and mak
ing it both profitable and agreeable
for their labor.
The first and most important thing
'done by this pompany was the as
sociation of con^etent men who have
had the affai^ of the company in
hand for ^^cfs. Dr. iSvahs and N. M.
White, two • experienced coal - men—
nen who have not only made th^ bus
iness a. success—but who have made
friends of all the people in the val
ley who have had the plearare of
laeeting them. Everything at this
operation works like clock work, the
miners being given every advantage
possible.
This company is now preparing to
operate on the opposite side of the
river from their present mines, hringylng .the coal over in buckets where
it will be screened and loaded at the
.preosnt tipple.
This new lease is
located Just in the upper edge of the
town
PrestoDsburg and ' contains^
540 acres bt what is.aaid to be the
best coal on the river. It is the same
grade of coal as Millers Cmk cc^,
. t
C. W. EVANS, General'Manager.
some coal men claiming it is suphr^
One W the leading W-mm of the valley who has had years of ex
lor to anything yet miped In the vi*
perience In Gie coal bostpess td different parte of Kentncky. He is iMU
ley. Three openings will supply obal " add tevoraUy known throngboot the Big Sandy Valley.

- \

model operation and no expense will
be spared to make it complete in ev
ery detail.
C. W. Evans, is General Manager,
and a native of Tremont, Pa., one of
Kentucky's pioneer coal men. He
developed the Bryson Mountain mine
in Bell county in '1890; The Watts
. Creek Coal Co. in Whitley county in
1902 and the Henry Clay Coal'Co. in
Pike bounty In 1906. The same year
he organized the Central Fairmont
Co. at Clarksburg, W. Va, The last
and most Important is that of The
Colonial Coke & Coal Co., which was
opened up In 1910,
The present operation .consists of
four openings in the No.-1 seam, with
a modem tipple,' the latest Improved
Shaker screens, etc. Special atten
tion is given to the preparation of
tbelr high-grade domestic coaK
The office is in chaige of N. M.
White,, who may be classed as a vet
eran coal man, having entered the
employ of The Superior Coal Co., as
bookkeeper In 1884. In 1890 was made
Supt. of meir No. 7 Mine and 1896 was
made General Supt of all their mines,
which position he resigned in 1905
to become Manager of the Ada Coal
Co. He took charge of the Colonial

ofltee In mi.

I

Mr. White is a man of pleasing per•onaltty and knows every feature of
the oosJ business. His friends,, who
Inclnde aU who know^im^ recc^nlse
in him a man of ability and experlencf.
Pl07d connty la fortanate; In. tutving
The Colonial Coni ft Coke Co, and
theaa aplendld genUeinm «|io hnra
the tmeinen In chugal
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The history of the oil and gas. de*
yelovmenU on the West Vir^Irla -or
Baslem side of the Big' Sandy and
Tng Fork Riyers is well known to
Eastern operators. • Afr^r the great
exploitation of the Pennsylvania oil
i^Hds, operations slowly extended to
ward the Sonth-west throitgh the State
of West Virginia, where the rich fields
of Cabin Creek, Boone County, Lou
isa. and the Warfield are only a few
of the pools encountcrel along the
petroliferons belt
\
rhe past year has been ouj in which
r;:pid strides hare been made in liiikl-.g together the West Virginia oil
:'i l^s with those whlcn follow pat
ypctward from the Irv'^^ and. Central
Kentucky fields. Many oil and gaa
ccinpanles baye wiseW
expended i
i55rge sums of money on goologioal
surveys throughout the counties of
Floyd, Johnson, Lawrence, Martin and
others, for the sole purpose of discoverlng the struetnral or petroleum pros
pects of the field. A synopsis of the
results of such research Is worthy of
mention, inasmuch as they conclus-

Ively prove that not only do the most
favorable conditions for' oil-accumula
tion exist in Jhe counties mentioned
but also that the general trend of the
West Virginia field continues right
across the Big Sandy Valley into
Eastern Kentucky.
. The structure of the Irvine^^^eld
with , its Main Fault has been' traced
without a break as far east as the
Paintsville r^on, .where the great
“Paint Uplift" affords much scope for
finding of rich oil pools. In connec
tion with this area, excellent condi
tions for. the accumulation of oil and
gas have, been found in the districts
of Paint, Little Paint. Upper Jennies
Creek and Flat Gap.
At the present time exploration,
work is being taken up in earnest by
several drilling companies. In the
South-west of Lawrence County sev
eral good wells have begun to show
that tl^e well known. Berea sand is
productive for a considerable dis^
tance from the Louisa region towards
the Paint Uplift situated in West
Johnson and Morgan counties. Fur-

theiinore actual drilling in Johnson
Copity has proved that the fomous
Big Injun, Berea, and Irvine oU-sands
not only lie at tangible depths from
surface, but also that they are oil
dnd gas bearing. From drilling re
sults todate it seems extremely prob
able that the Borea sand alone in
Johnson-County, when further pene
trated and with gas lines laid to the
wells, could supply sufflaient gas for
to many plants, facloBes and
citi^ now situated on ule Ohio River.
In addition to this-ifield mi^ be added
the Mtfrtin and Beaver Creek terri
tory which also contain very valua
ble gas supplies.
There can be little doubt, that the
Paint Creek region of Johnson' County
is one which contiins some of the
most promising ofl and gas lands yet
survey^ in the Eastern fields, and
if test-holes are drlued during the
'ear, several' extensive fields
be opened up.
^oyd and Martin Counties alfdy good results both in gas and
il have been developed, and' when

drilling dowi^ the flanks to the Warfield, Naugatupk and other anticlines
of the Prestonsbnrg and Beaym* Creek
districts, has been accomplished, It
is more than probable that high grade
oil territory as ^rell as the present
gas fields will be developed.
It is Interesting to note that in
Johnson County only, four wells recenUy drilled have a gas capacity at
surfoce of nearly two*and three-Quarter millioii cubic feet per day.
In conclusion it can be conserva
tively stated that the regioii describ
ed. is one which contains most excel
lent oil and gas territory from both
a geol^cal and development standpnint i Taklng this fact into consid
eration together with the vast coal
supplies already developed In the Big
Sandy Valley, ^so that this basin is
the direct route between Ohio and the
rich districts of East Tennessee^ there
can be no doubt that it affords magni
ficent prospects and opportunities for
industry m the near future.

Long Fork Coal Company
A NEW
JJOMPANY WITH A PROMISING FUTURE THAT WILL.
^00
ON
N BE IN OPERATION ON THE LEFT FORK OF BEAVER.

This is a new company being - or being pnahed in order to s^rt shipping'
ganised in Ashland, Ky., in October, , coal as early as possible. ’ Located on
1917, with the main office at Ashland. the B. ft O. Railroad nmnipg up the
W. F. Ellis of Ashland, Ky., is Presi Left J\irk of . Beaver, they are asanrdent; F.. B. Preston of Ehnma, Ky.. ed good shipping facilities and the
first Vice-President; H.
McQulre outlook 1, Indeed flattering tor a sneof Waylajd, Ky., second Vice-Presi cesafnl bnainess.
dent; 8am Porter
Ashland, Ky.,
To start with the company will use
Secretary and T^anrer; W. H. males and ponies to bring out their
Jones of PrestopMurg, Ky., General coal but later Improved machinery
Manager,'
will be added. This company owns a
large territory and a number of men
The mines are located on the Longwill be employed at good wages.
Fork of Beaver Creek, in Floyd dbunty,
Beaver Creek la fast coming to the
and the coal is four and one-half feet
front as a"coal producing section and.
thick of the very best grade in the
on this creek thonasnda of tons ot. the
valley. Beaver Creek and especially
beat coal in the vaUey are stored
this f<^k is said to contain some of
ready fw shipment to the market
the very finest coal in the State.
This section is rich in coal and tim-.
This new company expects to mine bar and the companlea of which the
600 tona per day when the mines are Long Pork Coal Company is one, ■oinK and It la expected to have the have gotten in on the groimd floor;
■ mines running hy March, 1918. The with the choicest territory and wi)]
.^sthckbolders and officers ot this com-, enjoy a wondertol prosperity in the.;
pany are young progresalTe bnainess future.
These companies had-, tbs
men and most ot them are tamiliar foresight to see the developnient Unit
with the coal business, having been was sure to come after the cample. . vT
connected with other companlea In Uon of the reunad and they-^iiciily
the past that hnye had wondcrtnl deserve the prosperity they will soon
snccass. Work on this operation is onjoy.
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To 6V«1 tbe obseirant .traveler
through the Beavei' section it woold
appear that the coal^properties wore
alt taken up and being worked. He
would base this conclusion upon the
large number of operations now being
operated and the many new ones be*
ing put in as he extends his trip
through this rich sectioin of the Sandy
Valley; but it ts not an unusual sight
to see men at work opening up a new
and undeveloped coal vein. It all
counts in favor of Beaver Creek; it
means greater prosperity for the Saudy Valley and Beaver Creek; it means
more men will be employed at good ‘
wages and that more coal will be
shipped to tbe mark^s .of the world*
One of the new operations is the
Northern Elkhom Coal Company, or
ganized at Prestonsburg on the first
day of October, 1917, with P. B. Pres
PROSPECTING BjkFORE THE RAILROADS CAME,
ton of Emma, Ky.. President; W. H.
The
above
picture shows a parti^^prospectors on Big Sandy before
Jones, Pnestonsburg, Vice-President;
W. .T Hatcher, Lackey, Ky., Treasur- the railroads came. On the left^ol this picture will be recognized the
late John C. C. Mayo. The /coal o^ this spot is now being worked.

er and S. C. Feiguson, Prestonsburg,
Ky., Secretary. They are miners and
shippers of Elkhom Steam, ' Coking
and By-Product Coal.
Their mines
are' located at the mouth of Qoose
Creek on the Right Fork of Beaver,
postofiice Hueysville, Ky., and on the
C. & O. Railroad.
This new company will begin ship
ping coal early in this year and expect
to mine at the beginning about 400
tons per day.
The stockholders are: F. B. Pres
ton, Emma, Ky.; W. H. Jones, Pres
tonsburg, Ky.; W. T. Hatcher, Lackey,
iy.; Sam Porter, Ashland, Ky.; and
C. Coulie, Lackey, Ky. All these
gentlemen are good business men who
have made a success in the past in
their different lines of business.
The location of this mine makes it
ideal for shipping coal.. Their new
siding is ready, and while the opera
tion will be a small one. it will be
modem in ev«^ respect.

:

TIPPLE OF THE LORAINE-ELKHORN COAL COMPANY.

TIPPLE OF THE SALT LICK COAL COMPANY AT HUEYSVILLE, KY.

Salt Lick Coal Co,, Hueysville, Ky,
One o( the most prosperous ot the
smaller coal companlea In tbe Bearer
field is the Salt Lick Coal Company.
This company, was organised
In
PaintsTillft through the efforts ot
' Walter S. Wells and his assdgtates.
Mr. Harry C. Howes and Mr. Henry
Wheeler ot Palntsrllle, Ky., ara in
charge ot this operation and we can
say without tear at contradiction that
the Salt Lick Coal Co. Is in excellent
hands. These gentlemen know the
coal husiness, haring been associated

with tbe I^prth-East' Goal Company
tor a number ot years.
It required sereral months to get
this operation going, hut the company
has been shipping coal since Norember, 1917, and the output ot the mines
will be greatly increased during 1918.
Notwithstanding the tact that they
hare a long haul the company to load
ing two and three raDroad cars a
day.
Their men ere well paid and con
tented. ,

y

Loraine-Elkhorn Coal Co,,
Melvin, Ky.

The abore is a rlew ot the tipple ot IS , Loraine-Elkhom Coal Company, located at Melrln, Ky., on the Lett Fork ot Bearer. Byron Wells ot
Paintsrille, Ky., to manager ot the company and the stockholders are
most all Paintsrille people.
A siding is now being completed and the tipple is ready to conrey
coal to the cars on the side track. This tipple to said to be the longest
one on Bearer Creek, being 631 teet long.
The Loraine-Elkhom has a
good boundary ot cotd lands and the coal to extra good. It to an ideal
place for a good mining operation and the company will be ready to-ship ’’
coal as soon ss the new railroad to ready to start haulii^ the coaL
Walter S. Wells ot Prestonsburg, Ky,, to President it the LoraineEBthora Coal Co., together with a uumber of others on both forlto of Bearer,

■
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1 he Cumberland Coal & Coke Co.
This is said to> be the completest operation on Beaver Creek.
The
doal from this mine is conveyed.by a long schnte that runs the coal direct
^ to the cars on the siding. Everything In and about the operation has been
constmctd in a bisiness-Iike manner and proves beyond a doubt that much
care and ability was displayed in pntt^ in the operation.
The Cumberiand ,owns the coal and land aronnd this operati^ and
have ample room tor all the necessary buildings tor miners’ ho^im
for the the. operation tor years to con.e.
.Mr. B. M. Brown ot Paintsville, Ky,, is manager ot the company and.
put the operation In. He is a civil engineer and has been associated witl^
a number ot the largest coal operations in the v^ey tor a number of
years, residing'his position with the Elkhom Piney Coal Corporation \o '
go into business tor himself. He knows the coal business from A to Z, hav
ing spent a number of years In the Beaver field. .
The company is now ready to ship coal and are furnishing coal to the
B. & O. Railroad Company at present.
Those who are in a position to know and. who have examined this
say It is the most complete operat^n in the valley. Johnson county
tal is back ot this operation and the company will be the first to
coal from that section.
'

mine
capi
ship
*

Beaver-Elkhorn Coal Co.

i
One of the tipples of the Beaver-^khorn Coal Company at Fed, Ky„
on the Left Fork ef Beaver Creek.

I :

With possibly one exception this is the largest operation on the
Fork of Beaver. The company has been ihinlng coal tor some timei and
have a large amount of coal stocked ready for the market when the rail
road starts the liaullng of coal The company bought a large boundary of
land, comprising some 300 acres, which affords them ample room tor their'
operation in addition to having room for a model mining town. The com
pany has already spent more than |75,000 in equipping this operation.
They own in addition to the coal and land; a large boundary of fine
timber which they are preserving tor their own use. Mining houses have
been buU^lT^Btore and ofllce is now serving the people.
! ' Mr. B. jM. Clay of Paintsville, Ky., is the manager of this company and
he has displayed marked ability in putting in the operation. A side track
has been built to the mines from the main line ot the 6. ft ,p. Railroad
and with two large openings this'company will be In'a position to ship a
large amount ot coal.
, The coal at this mine is ot a superior quality, having in it a large
amount of the famous Peacock coal, and the company’s large holdings
there makes it possible tor them to be assured of ample coal tor years
to come.
Floyd county/and the Left Fork ot Beaver should feel proud of this
big operation ymich will afford employment for a large number of men.

T
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THE BLACKWAMOltD COAL CO.

Hack Diamond Coal Co.
One of the best coal operations in the valley is The Black Diamond
Coal Company at Lackey, Ky., on the Right Fork ot Beaver. This com
pany was Organised by Forest B. Preston a tew years ago, but was sold
to ^e present operators in September, 1916. Since the present man
agement has been in charge the operation has proven to be a great pro
ducer of coal which means a revenue producer.
Will C. Howes, form^^ connected with the North-East .Coal Company
ot Paintsville, Ky., is .manage of The Black Diamond and he has madethe property more valuable In addition to paying the stockholders a hand
some dividend. Mr. Howes knows the coal business thoroughly and his
liberality to the miners in his employe has made the large number of
workmen loyal to the company.
In addition to their large coal operation the company conducts the
larg^t general merchandise establishment on Beaver Creek. In this large
store go<^s are sold to the miners and the public at a small margin ot
A large portion of Floyd and Knott ‘counties buy goods «trom this
store.'
The operation ot this company is an ideal one. Hi|^ wagM are paid
the mthers ahd the Uving conditions are ide^
Mr. Howes is a strong
advocatd'oif sdtools and churches and ho has done a wondmful work tor
that section of Floyd County since going there. His efforts to make a bet
y
ter section are appreciated by the people.

Shewing th* <^ration. and tippit oir the pumlMrianB teal * Cok* CoV ^
pan, at Malvin, K,; ana nf- tha
eamplata operation an the Creek.’
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The Middle Creek Coali^Compatiy, Pr*^onsimrg, Ky.
ONE OF THE BIG OPERATIONS OF THE BIO SANDY VALLEY.
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OPERATION

The Big Sandy Valley hae the dlatinctlon of being the coal center for
Kentucky, and unaurpaesed by any
In America. Her' lofty mountain
ranges\uiat torm In the main her tolyjgraphlcal area. Indicate on dll edee,
and from one end to the other that
man has but to explore, dig, and mine
to receive the fulleet measure t>f rlch^ lor his labor.

THE MIDDLE CREEK COAL COMPANY.

underneath there must be hidden Middle Creek Coal Company of Presaway millions of wealth, and so it has tonsburg, Ky. With a few exceptions
proven.
this is the largest operation In the
Today^ thousands of men are paid valley. This company was organized
good wages for>mlne working, while by Mr. Walter S. Wells who has made
operators are receiving handsome re ILa success from the start. This op
muneration for their time and money eration is located on the opposite sideinvested, it would not be surprising of the river from Prestonsbutg and on
if, in a few years, the attention of the main line of the Big Sandy Divis
astute business men. Is not directed ion of the C. & O. RaUroad. It has
to other employments In the develop a large siding and ships a large amount
Coal mining has attracted the at-'^ ing line, and the output of other min- of coal.
tention of hundreds who realized that erals will also be adding to the coun
At this mine is used all the modern
these tremendous heights had some ty's vast wealth.
methods of mlningl The men are
meaning to them; that their exist
A company that Is making Its in- well paid and their conditioQS are
ence were not/merely a chance, but fluence felt in copl mining Is the good. They have access to the schools
and churches of Prestonsburg,
while the company has goods
sold to them at the mines at
reasonable prices.
Associated with Mr. Wells In
the operation of the Middle Creek
Coal Company are a number of
young progressive business men.
The coal is good and has a ready
sale on the markets.
,
It is not always the large coal
,operation that are moot profitable
to its stockholders or promoters,.
ha is piably exemplified in the'
:case o^jI^’Middle Creek Coal
Compa^y^^ls operation baa
been ad^i^ and longed for by
a gia«f number . of_<^l men thm' out thte valleyr
.This company has added much
Showing some of the coal locked at one of :the mines of the Boaverto the prosperity 'of thS Big Sandy.
Elkhom Coal Company. This company has fifteen thousand dollars worth
Valley and especially p'loyd'coun
of coal stocked. i
ty. It employes a large number

' r-.-.

of men at good wages, and in many
other ways is a factor in keeping
the name of the Big Sandy Valley
in the forefront as a coal producing
section.
The Middle Creek Coal Company
are miners and shippers of the famous
KENTUCKY CARDINAL COAL.
I. T. CRAFT.

I. T. Craft moved from Paintaville
to Prestonsburg a number of years
ago where he m^ed a daughter of
HI Harris, one of the post popular
citizens Of that county. Mr. Harris
is now a Btockhol^sr In the Middle
Creek Coal Company and is connect
ed with a number oC^ther coal Oper
ations in the valley. Ha has made
good in the coal bualnen and is a
practical coal man, having had years
of experience in the business.
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This Issue of the Special Coal
Edition and Industrial Review
would be incomplete without a
personal mention of Walter S.
Welli of Prestonsburg, Ky„ who
is th^ youngest coal operator in
the Sandy Valley. Mr. Wells is
a native of Palntsville, Ky., go
ing to Prestonsburg a
few
^ears ago where he took over
the Midd^ Creek Coal Com
pany mines. This operation unde*r bis management has been a
success from every viewpoint
Mr. Wells being the youngest
roal operator tn^ the Big Sandy
Valfey, he* is^ in no way tho
least He is connected with a
number of other coal operations,
mention of each being made.,in
this edition. All of these com
panies have been organized by
him. At the presr t he is Pres
ident of the Middle Creek Coal
Company at Prestonsburg, Ky.;
President /of The Black Dia
mond Coal\cDmpany, of Lackey. \ N
Ky.;.PresId^t of the Salt Lick

Coal Company of HueysviUe,
Ky.; President of the BeaverElkhorn Coal Company of the
Left Fork of Beaver at Fed, Ky.;
President of the Loraine-Elkhom
Coal Company of Melvin, Ky.;
President of the ' Cumberland
Coal & Coke Cdmpany of Mel^n, Ky. in these companies
I several hundred thousand' dolVlars have been Invested. With
the beginning of 1918 at! these
companies will be shipping, coal.
At the age of 20 years he en
gaged in the coal business and
seven years ago he started in as
an operator. Mr. Wells is now
29^ years of age. All his opera
tions have proven sucoessful
and he is recognized as one of
the leadng coal men 6f the val
ley. A tree is known by the
fruit it bears, so can
Mr.
Wells* success be measured by
the results "his different com
panies have kcbompllshed.
He is a liberal contributor
to schools and churches and in
every way is an ideiB citizen.

. >
WALTER 8. WELLS.
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The Consolidation Coal Co.
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--------- -Largest Coal Operatiafn of the Big Sandy Valley———
MILLERS CREEK DIVISION
IF the mere matter of
coal production he consid
ered, Kentucky is an old
mining State, the third to
enter the list of continu
ous producers. Mining
was carried on in 1827, and
'coal was shipped .to Nash
ville in 1828 from wrtHt is
now McCreary county.
Moreover, the first barges
of coal sent down the Mis
sissippi river were loaded
from mines in Union coun
ty, Ky. But these facta
are of no more then'his
torical interest, since the
amount of coal prjlucetl
annually was quite small.
Indeed, not until ISA) Cid
coal mining become an
Important industry in the
State, and then rather on
account of the activity in
the opening and develop
ment of mines for commer
cial purposes, that marked
that' year, than on account of the
amount of coal produced, which was
only about 160,000 tons.
In iW^>^when estimated fifom pres■ ^nt-dayA view points, Kentucky Is a
new mining State, Just crossing the
threshold of its future greatness. Af
ter taking fifty years to reach a pro
duction of one million tops (in 1879),
it was twenty-one .jears longer in
teaching a production of five million,
(in 1900.)
But since 1900 our production has
pTOwn rapidly, Advancing to over ten
million tons im 1907, to over fourteen
millions in ^10. and. to nineteen and

:

WEST VAN LEAR, KY.

one-half million in 1913. In 1914-1516-17 the production of coal has been
greatly increased with 1917 more than
doubling the 1913 output.
The ' State is fifth among the coal
producing States, the order in rank
being Pennsylvania. West Virginia.
Illinois. Ohio, Kentucky and within a
Cew years. Kentucky will take <the pos
ition now held by Ohio.
Not until 1910 did the Big Sandy
field figure in the output of coal for
Kentucky. In this year the develop
ment started in the valley and in 1911
'■e Consolidation Coal Company was
busy making a town at Van Lear

i £-/•. K.,

towns where employment
is furnished' at unheard
of wages.
But be main thing—
the foundation for every
thing. the reason for the
towns, the hope of the
growth, the basis for the
future wealth—Is „tbe
coal, -and that is just be
ginning to .be known. A
sure indicatimi of the
country-wide interest in
this field is the attention
the newspapers of other
states are giving to this
section.
The newspa
pers of Baltimore, of
Philadelphia, of Pitts
burgh. of Boston.
of
Chicago, are
making
comments upon the re
ports >of the scientists
who have analyzed, and
_________ the manufacturers and
gas companies that have
4.
used Big Sandy coal.
The makersthe by-product
plants in various sections of the couutry, the gas companies not only in
Europe, are beginning to take notice
of this fuel that is r destined to sup
plant other coals wherever freight
rates permit.

from which has developed one of tbt.
best mining operations in the State,
and the largest operation by far, on
the river.
New mining towns have been ouilt
all \)ver the Sandy ..valley. i Schools,
churches and business enterprises
have been built up and to-day the
Manufacturing Cities Will Be Built.
valley is enjoying prosperity never
There is a thought given us by one
dreamed of by the older citizens. In
of the leading coal men In this sec
former years it was easy for citizens
tion that we wish to give to the read
to tell you the nanies of most all the
ers of The Hei^ld. According to him,
people living in the counties, hut now
and he is thoroughly familiar with the
the residents of the towns do not
history and prespecU of the coal inknow all their close neighbors who
are daily moving into the different

w
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The ConsoMaHon Coal Cpmpany mimts creek c/v/floiv
dustry. tbe deyelopment of the last
few years has Vended toward the es
tablishment of manutactnring plants
near to the coal fields, it haring been
. found cheaper to transport the finish
ed product of the factory to the mar
ket Instead of transporting the fuel .
to the factory.
In line, with this industrial developm'ent, our informant expressed the
opinion that it would he relatively
but a few years till there were many
.^manufacturing plants within a com
paratively short radius of the Big
^ Sandy coal fields, and if tbe present
cities already established do not offer
sufllcient inducement to those factor
ies other cities will sprteg up near
these fields of coal that ^ill furnish
a limitless supply for hundreds of
years.

/

The Conspiidation Coal Co.
The Co|;iBOlidation Coal Company is
(me of the pldest, largest and most
successful coal companies in America.| It has been in operation'for more
thdn half a century and has an unin
terrupted dividend record of over a
quarter of a century. It began its
operation in Maryland in '1864. In
1901 it .began operations in West Vir
ginia; in 1903 in Pepnsyivania-; In
1911 in the Millers Creek Division In
Kentucky; 1^^912 in the Elkhorn
field.'
I
MILLERS CREEK DIVISION.

Nothing is- more strongly indica
tive of the advancement of any sec
tion along commercial lines than the
development of its bidden resources,
and nothing has contributed in great
er measure to build up
Johnson
. County. PaintsvilW and the Big San
dy Valley than yas The Consolida
tion Coal Con^p^y's operation at Van
I ear. Prom a poor and thinly settled
farming section has sprung up the

In om of the mineo of The Consolidation Coal Co^ at . Van
ahowin'g the modern' .eqtilpmenL

Loar. ky.

bustling town of Van Lear, with a well constructed,/plaster^,'
supplied
ijp
population of about 2600, with gqod
electric lights and all conven
schools, good churches and an ideal iences. The bouses are fenced off
citizenship.
jI
and
__ ample
ai
grounds for gardens are
The company owns about 100,000 /supplied and a lively interest is tak
acres of coal lands on Millers Creek en by the minws in producing good
and are assured of coal for years to gardens. In addition to all these con
come.. This company has opened the veniences the company has built and
arennes of commerce to this section maintains at its own expense :a model
in such a manner ihat its value can road from the mouth of Millers Creek
to tbe bead, a distance of some five
not Ije over estimated.
Had coal not been discovered in the miles. This road is free to the pub
hills and mountains of this county lic. '
and men of far-sighted business acu
Van Dear is located, on* MfUcrs
men been attracted to <our sectiqn, Creek about four miles from Paintsthis would still be an undeveloped ville, on the Millers Creek Railroad,
portion of the country. As it is to connecting with the main line of tbe
day there are thousands of men given Big Sandy Division of the C. & O.
regular qn^ployment and are paid the f t Van Lear Junction. Tbe town is
highest iSiges for their labor of any a model mining town. .It is incorpor
class of workman. A miner, as a ated ^ith good officials, moving pic
rule, has within his own power to ture show, billiard and pool room,
make his time profitable or unprofi soda fountain, cburchek, schools, extable; it is up to him, so to speak, ceUent stores, barber shops and in
for he'.is paid by the ton.
fact all conveniences of the larger
Many advantages are given (ho townsi Everything for the good of
miners at Van Lear. Good houses— the county or the valley is strongly

advocated and encouraged by The
Con^Udation Coal Company. Their
firstWottght is always for the l^tterment of the conditions of their men.
next the uptpilding of the connty
ind valley.
Hr. Garner Fletcher, tiie popular
muiager of the Millers Creek Divis
ion of The Consolidation Coal Com
pany, is well liked by all his employes.
He is a broad-minded man who knows
his men and is ever watchAil for
their interests. In all movements for
the good of the county Hr. Fletcher
and his loyal employes sure found
ready and willing to do more thsm
their part. In the Red Cross work.
theWmy
ny Y. M. C. A. work, the sale
of Liberty Bonds, and all other good
movements,^have been liberally sub
scribed to at Van Lear. Mr. Fletcher
is deeply interested in chufches and
- s<diooIs and his efforts alohg these
Hnes has made Van Lear one of the
best mining towns in the State. It is
the largest operation on the Big Sandy
River and one of the most modem in
the country.
This company makes its Oivn power,
the large power plant at the month
of the creek, not only supplies power
for the mines and lights for the town
and miners' komes,^but supplies elec
tricity for Paintsvllle, Presstonebttt'g
and other sections.
The operations of the company at
Van Lear, not only helps to increase
the business of the merchants of
PaintsvilleT but Johnson, Floyd and
Martin counties ere greatly benefitted. as a large number of men from
these counties are employed. These
men spend their mdney to a la^ ex
tent with 4heir home merchants. A
better market, for farm products has'
beeq created by this cpmpany and
anything the farmer has to sell <»n
be disposed of at the mines. The Whole
valley has been benefited by this coal
operation.
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The ConsoHiation Coal Company miim creek dwision
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Just what the company has done in living there.
possible to make a bigger and better E. tl. Price is Chief Clerk and John
for this section can be estimated by
Mr. Fletcher is. the General Mana- county. He Imows the coal business Fuke is Chief Ehigineer.
comparison of the conditions before ger and since coming to Johnson<^ from start to finish. Associated with
The people of- the Big Sandy Val
and after they started their opera County he has made friends/of all % him are a number of progressive men ley are proud of The Consolidation
tion. It is <me of the first compan who have met him. He has always who are doing their bit for this sec- CoaS Company’s operation at Van
ies to increase the-wages of its.em been ready to help in every ,way tion. E. J. Berlin is Local Auditor; Lear and point to it With pride.
ployes when conditions warrant
No company in all the valley will go
farther to assist their employes then
will The Consolidation Coal Company
at Van Lear, Ky.
Two large stores are located at
Van Lear, one at the center of the
town,, near the pbstofflee and main
ofilce buildings, known as the main
store, while at No. 5 Mine another
store Is located to make it convenient
for'those living in that section to be
supplied with merchandise, sold to
the people at reasonable prices. lc*>
in the summer, and coal and mer-chandise all the year round are' deliv
ered to all mining houses.
As a rule the miners r|tre )thrifty,
progressive and saving, many of them
banking a large portion of their earn
ings each month. Schools have bee^i
arranged on the creek to make it con
venient ^or the children to get an ed
ucation. The best of instructors arc
employed and their school system is
second to none in the valley. Church
Above Is sbown the large power Plant of The- Consolidation Coal Company at West Van Lear, Ky.
es of most all denominations can *>o
This large plant supplies electricity for the operation of the different mires of the company and tor lighting
found at Van Lear and those who
the town and miners’ homes. In addition power to light the town of Paintsville and Prestonsburg and other
want to worship In the church of
smaller placee are supplied. This plant was built to take care of the Increased business of the company for
their choice can find church condition i
years to come. The plant as shown by the brick structure Is built for permanent use^ and the power from
idOTl.
It has been a groat factor in developing this section. Had It not been for this plant many places would today
Aliahe mines are equipped with the
be without electric power for manufacturing and lighting purposes.
latest \^fitning machinery anjd even*
prpeautton known to modem mining
Is used to make the mines safe and
the surroundings healthy for the men.
The latest .mine to be opened is No.
155, belter known to those residing
as Mine No' 5. This mine being the
la^ one started it is said to be the
most modem mine in all the valley.
Experienced mine foremen, superin
tendents, and/ skilled workmen can
be jfonnd at/all the mines.
" One is^ once Impressed by the
substah^l planner in which the op
erations of this Co. are put in. Ehrerything about tho place is built with an
eye to permanency—built to last. The
different styles of architecture in the
buildings and the many
modem
homes makes the place look like the
model city which it is, more than it
does a mining town. *^08S who have
visited Van Lear for the first time
haue been surprised to see such a
modem town on Millers Creek. The
^ good roads, churches, schools and
'^the excellent sanitary condition of
■ The above is a good picture et the bridfo acm »g Sandy River at’West Tak Lear, Ky., over which
things in and around Van'Lear, add
the coal from Van Lear is brought to the main line of th» C. ft O.'s Big Sandy Dlvlaion. Alongside this rail
ed to all modem convettieuees and
road bridge will be noticed the wagon and foot bridge which was bnUt by The Consolidation C^l Company
good wages have made a happy town
and used by the public 1^ This bridge baa proven a great convenienee to the people of 't&'.section and
indeed for those who mre ' fortiKiate'
: has not coat the Connty of Johnson one cent the company giving (Tea use et it to the ^abUe. ’.
'
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Manager’s Home at Weeksbury, Ky.
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This Is one of the largest opera
tions in the Big Sandy Valley. It is
located on the Left Fork of Beaver
in Floyd county. The company has
been working in this fidtd for years,
although there has been no railroad
to. their mines. The -B. & O. Rail- ’
road Company have Just completed
a line from Martin, on the Right Fork
of Beay«^ and on the C. ft O. t>.
Wieeksliury, and the new road is no\'
hauling! coal for the different opera
tions on Beaver. The company was
handicapped in putting in thjs opera
tion from the fact that no railroad
wad available to bring in supplies
necessary to start the operation and
build a town, but this fact did not
stop the promoters from starting th operations and building the progress
ive town of/weeksbury. It is the
only mining town in the valley that
has made such rapid progress with
out the railroad.
It is no small undertaking to build

a town and mining operation so far
from the railroad, when we must
consider that there were practically
no county roads over which heavy
machinery and supplies could be
hauled. The bringing Into Weeksbury
of the large amount ^ of machinery
has been one of the problems with
which the company has had to battle
with. Now that the railroad has been
completed to thie town, coal will be
shipped daily until the large amount
of coal now stocked is disposed of.
Then the mines and the business gen
erally of the town and section will
be carried on more rapidly and in a
more satisfactory manner.
At present seven mines are opened
•jind working a^t Weeksbury. These
mines are being rapidly developed
and the company has now mined and
stocked on the ground 150,000 tons of
excellent coal.
This Immense coal
pile is now being moved by the rail
road which is now making regular
Power Plant at Weeksbury, Ky,
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trips to the town. Early in 1918 this
company will b« in a position to ship
daily 2,500 tons of coal, and this
amount will be increased durtog the
year from time to time. There are
500 men at present on the pay roll
of the conipanjr.
These men : have
been employed mostly;on construe*,
tion Work for the past lew years,
erecting tipples, mine
buildings,
power ihouses, dwellings, etc.
In the construction work, the com
pany has relied to an unusual extent
on its natural resources, especially
in. the building of mine buildings,
dwelling housek, etc. The logs were
cut ^ from the ^rge boundary of tim
ber owned by the company, sawed
them at their own milts, finished the
lumber at their own planing mills
and then completed the buildings that
make the towri of Wceksbury, locat
ed in one of.thie richest coal sections
in all ^the worlfl.
Here is mined and shipped the
famous Elkhorii Coal, known the'
world over for! its superior qualities.
The mines are' equipped with all the
latest mining machinery and the
town is well constructed and filled
Vith industrious workmen. Th i com
pany offers the best of inducements
to those who want to work. Good
houw^^t reasonable rent? and all
convepences found in the larger
towns.
In the “past all materials, equipment
and supplies which the company had
cause to purchase have been shipped
to Vlrgie, Ky.. and from there haul
ed to the head of Marshalls Branch
of Shelby by wagon, a distance of
ten miles and then hauled it over
the mountaiA by way of a narrowguage tr*^ by hoist located on the
mountain top. Material handled in
this way nlso include the merchan
dise for the stores.
The county of Floyd and the Big
Sandy Valley ve greatly benefitted
by this large operation that not only
gives employment to tl^ejr men but
furnishes a good market for ail farm
products that are raised in that sec
tion. Tills operatic has destributed
in the. valley a la^ge amount of mon
ey for labor and Ismds. They pay
good wages and' their employes are
given every advantage.,
The general offices of this company
are located at Milwaukee. Wis„ and
Mr.
D. Weeks, who is well and
favorably known to thto section and
for whom, the town was nam^. is
Sales Manager. It ia one of the larg
est companies In the State.
The resident manager is Mr
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Dunn. A picture of his residence is
8hq.yn in this edition.
* Mt. C. W. Rhodens is General Super
intendent of the operations and is a
young Wn of marked ability.
He
knows the coal business and Is vrell
liked by his employes.
Wonderful improvements will take
'. j^lace in this progressive town within
V the next few years. It is destined to
be a large town with all modern convmiiences.
Weekshury is - well located for an
ideal town. With the completion of
the branch line of the railroad the
town will have all modem conven^ ieuce& Many improvements have been
made and the company owns terri
tory sufficient for the making of a
much larger town. Schools, churches
and worthy amusement places are to
be found there.
The Elkhom Piney coal Company
is considered to be one of the largest
employers of labor in the valley.
In a few months time the appear
ance of this operation will be so
changed that one will scarcely know
it as it is viewed today. Miners can
always secure steady employment ai
good wages at this operation.
ILLUSTRATIONS

on this page were made at the plant
of the Elkhom Piney Coal Mining Co.,
at Weeksbury, Ky.
Reading from
top to bottom of page they-are:
1. Quarrying stone.
2. Timbering.
3. Coal cutting machine.
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Coal Ready for Shipment at Auxler Mlnea.
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It la not only IntereatinK, bnt
proflUble sometimes, to. take a retro
spection of the past, not only of
man's personal life bnt the life of bis
State, county, section. And in con
trasting the present Big Sandy Val
ley with the Big Sandy Of ten years'
ago. one will see the greatest devel
opment and thp most wonderful Im
provements on every hand.
For thousands of years the hidden
wealth- remained a secret, and aa
years rolled on and men In this cen
tury werb struggling for supremacy
In the worm^ commerce and. finance,
their mtnd^ naturally turned to this
section where nature seemed to hold
in store tor mankind wealth untold.
Investigation led to discovery, and'dlscovmy to development and the result
today la that there Is more coal min
ed In this valley than in any other
like section of the State. Big Sandy
la knom ^ and wide for her rich
and pnliflc coal
or seams, and
nnmerons <v«^nB are no'i In pro
gress minito^^tw product to be ship
ped to eitlcsra. in a leas fortunate
portion of
country; where , coal
fields are ni^own.
Of the many mines that are being
worked in the'vnUey, none take precedenoa ov^i the North-Iiaatl Coal
Company,
main oflicos of Oils
company ar^^ocated In Patotsvllle,
occupying the^tire second floor of
The PaintsviUf National Bank BaUdIng. Ifeese ottcea are the most mod
em and convmtet m the vmiey.
At Thealka, toe
torse large,«9eiilngs wham a large
nnmbar of msBjam employed at gbcd
wages and wbm local eoodttlona are
Meat Thamao-am-wall.paid. »ea
hoaaed and
the very boat of

Coal Tralna ,af Auxler,

him.
H. LsVIers is General Manpger and
Is a cltlsen of Paintsville. He Is an
experienced coal man and nnder his
able management the opeiatlons of
this company have been successful
and pleasing to both owners and em
ployes. He Is always willing to meet
the employes of the company more
than half way, and It Is to his ability
snd liberality that ail employes am
satisfied with their, condl^ons.
R. C. Thomas Is Superintendent of
the operations at Thealka and Anx. i
ter. He has had considerable exper
■
ience in the coal business and is a favorite with not only his employes,
bnt with all who know him. In ad
dition to being a .good coal operator
he is an ideal citizen and finds time
from - his many duties looking after
the operations of - his company to
Store of the North-Eaat Coal Co„ at Thealka, Ky.
help out Jn all worthy causes. He
rasides at Paintsville and is a pro
treatment in every way.
The dally output of the Auxler
gressive, popular citizen.
Thealka, Ky„ Is a model mining opemtion is 800 tons, bnt 1,000 tons
At Thealka the company operates
town,- made np en^ly of loed peo has been reached by the operation.
ple, no colored or fmelgn labor b^ng The Big Sandy River is bridged at a machine shop whem ail Its wefk Is
employed. A large atom snppliee toe -Auxler
the coiU Is bronsht troni done by the latest improved metoods
needs of the people with everything toe opposite side of toe river. It is Experienced men are in Charge and
to eat and wear at most reasonable a superior enality of coal and has in addition to their own work a con
prices, In tact the prices am lower a ready sale on toe market. The cosl siderable amount of work tor others
toaa toe miners can get toe same la screened by the latest methods and is dona It la said to be toe best
goods tor with cash at other atoms. grades the coal ta three grades at aU machine shop in toe Sandy TaSsy and
is a valnabl'- asset, not only to. too At Anxier the Same conditions exist. the nUnes of this company.
The miners are happy and prosperAt Thealka toe daily ootpnt is company bnt the public as weU.
ons.
zyiOO tana from toe three mines.
No company In toe entire valley is
Schools snd churches are . two This is also an excelieiit quality of more interested In good roads and
the advancement of this section toa^
things tost go hand to hmad wtt toe coaL
opemticns of toe Notto4kst Cosl
Mr. A. DW. tonith is Presidmit of is toe Norto-Haat Coal .OoBspah^.^
Company. The rnansgamant flgsrea tola cnnpaiiy aid spends a eosSIdJohnson and Floy* eonatiaa an
tost good schools and dinntoes. with eiable porthm of bis tone in toia see- indeed tortnnate in having thaes oto
wen paid and ootosated minem am tom. Mr. Smith is well Uked by a:< eratoma within their borders, and
valoaMa aaaets to their towns and hlr employes and is 'ever rea^ to their vabie to these two ionntles can
assist and help those working mider not be overestimated by toe people. '
’\
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A. OW. SMITH,

Pret. North-East Coal Co.

Mr. A. DW. Smith Jias long been connected with extensiye coal hiteresl^ in the Sandy VaUey. Indeed he holds a conspicuous .place among
the pioneer coal operators of Eastern Kentucky.
The^ North-East Coal
Cbmpany^f which he is President, was among the; first of the important
'operates developed In the valley; and under his efficient management-^
the company has ^pwn until it is the second largest producer on the
line of the C. & O. Railway in Eastern Kentucky. His training and. ex
perience gives him a place among the really great coal men of the
State, having been engaged as a mining engineer in private enterprises
and in the service of the United States Geological Survey.
His Interests are not confined to this valley, as h® i® also at the head
of a company which has acquired valuable coal property in Letcher
County on the L. & N. Railway and the development of that property re
flects the saDM proficient management as characterizes the North-East
properties oiythe Big Sandy River.
The OToforty in Letcher County is on the Kentucky'River with oper
ations a^d honing towns at Seco, Miilstohe apd LaViors. The North-East
Coal Company have Operations at Thealka. In Johnson County and Auxier,
in Floyd County.
,
.'

)

H. LaVlERS, Manager North-East Coal Co.

Mr. Henry LaViers is the Managier of the NorthiE^t Coal Com
pany’s operations at Thealka, Ky., in Johnson County, and Auxier, Ky.,
in Floyd County; also,-.Manager of the South-East Coal'^mpany’s op
erations at Seco, Ky., and LaViers, Ky.; the latter place having been
named after him.
j
Mr. LaViers came to the Big Sandy Valley In 1906, thoroughly quali
fied by experience to develop the coal properties put in his charge. Prior
to his coming to Paintsville he had worked as a miner and in all depart
ments of mining service and had served an Important Ohio mining com
pany as their mining engineer continuously through a period of thir
teen years. His broad and matured knowledge of mining is in evidence
' in the properties that have developed under his management. Not only do
t|ie plants of these companies present the most substantial and most
practical facilities for th^ production and preparation of coal, but the min-.
Ing towns built by them show conclusively that the welfarb and best in
terests of the employes have had a large place in the consideration and
plans of Mr. LaViers and his companies.
As a coal man his advice and counsel is sought on all mining prob
lems of this valley and as a citizen of our town he Is held in the highest
esteem. He is a leader in community welfare movements and gave act
ive enthusaistic support to our recent Red Cross membership campaign.
He is President of the North Eastern Kentucky Coal Association. He has
also served as President of Kentucky Mining Institute.
Mr. LaVlere Is a resident of Paintsville and finds time to help out in
every movement for the good of the town, the county and the valley.
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North-East Coal Cm^, y rmigA

and avxier

opERAjms

rvlBlo from the-office force to the mine foremen work ^ perfect '
-harmony.;: ' ~
“Safety First,” has always been Mr. Thomas’ idea of minlhg and’as a
result very few accidents have occurred in the mines of this operation.
The “Safety Firsts rule is very closely adhered to at all the mines, and
first aid t^ms have been orsahised that are very valuable in. case of an
injury.. He started at ^e bottom and is gradually winning promotions that
are well deserved.
As a citizen Mr. Thomas is iudispenuble. He ca^i ^nd time from his
majiy duties .to help out in school work, church work, Hed Cross work,
the hale of Liber^^^OTfts and the Army Y. M. C. A.' work. He was head
of the organization In December that made the big drive for the Red
Cross. He is a courteous, affable, and highly rejected citizen, always
^uhd in the right side of every proposition, public spirited and chariUble.
a
Mr. Thomas and his estim>ble family are excellent people and valua-~
ble' aissets to i^intsvillp and the valtey,\\of whom any section should feel
propd.

/:

I

R. C. THOMAS

)

Superiht^

North-Ea»t Coal Company’a Thealka and Auxier operallona.

Mr. Rict^Td C. Thomaa, Superintendent of the North-East Coal Com
pany's operations at Thealka and at Auxier, Ky., Is one of the moat popnlar mine superintendents in the pig Sandy Valley. He knows the business
of mining thoroughly and is popular with all the people.
He moved with his family to Paintsvllle from Wellston, Ohio, in
1907 and since that time has been connected with the North-East Coal
Company, being promoted to Mine Superintendent in 1916. Mining about
three thousand tons of coal per day is no small job, but mining coal is
like any other b^iness. It requires long hours and close application to
work for a mlnw superintendent Mr. Thomas has applied himself closely
to the bnslneee/of the North-East Coal Company and everything under

.1-1
Mining Town of Auxier, Ky.
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A section of tha^im^rn Machine Shop sf the North-Eset Coal Company,
i.

v.-r-Wlua.NA.

a North^Mi DAM 'Ca- Jrt thaMkia ^

at Thaalka, Ky..
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been re-appolnted recent
ly for another six year

• Hon. Jas. W. Turner,
Cashier of the PaintsTille National .Bank,
whose picture appears
on this page, has been a
strong factor in the 1>usiness and flnahcial af>
fairs of Eastern Ken
tucky for a number of
years. He is one of the
largest stockholders of
The Paintsvllle National
Bank, and for fifteen
years has given that in
stitution his best thought
^nd effort.
Ho knows
banking from the ground
up, is a hard worker
and one of the busiest
men in Kentucky. He Is
' interested in other fi
nancial and business in
stitutions in
Eastern
Kentucky and successful
in all his undertakings.
Mr. Turner is in close
touch with business con
ditions in Johnson Coun
ty,* and knowing them
th'oro^hly,
h’e has
' workey>4th seal and
conspicuous aMlity to
to deveW and i Improve
them.
Believing firmly
In the people of his na
tive county, he has in
turn found theni at all
times a firm believer In
him.
Their problems
and difficulties aije known
to him and th^itf worthy .
undertaking^enlist his
warm symp^hy and gen
erous assis^nce.
Notwithstanding
the
fact that Mr. Turner is,
a very busy man with his
own personal affairs, he
is,
nevertheless,
ex
tremely public-spirited,
and in the press of bus-

term.
Other

devote to all movements
few:
ago
for the uplift of tl^e community and ment of the Coitoty and the people. people to him, and
State. He has served In various ca-. Btai he has been called to oQier du they caned upon him to sei:ve to«^ as
pacitiei without compensation, be ties at Onies. , He has done splendid a member of toe .State LegisUtdre^
cause of his desire ia render serv service in the campaigns conducted where he reflected credit ok hioiBelf
by the Red-6^ and toe Y, M. C. and people by the effluent wed* done
ice to his fellow'man.
. A
While the activities of Mr; Turner A. as mil as .toa campt^ for sub tgr him aa a teg^tor^
have been chiefly In the field of bus-, scriptions to
Hla Wndl^’ nat^' i^^dld hbtmy^ V^ to ^ohUc'aar^
iness and in aiding charlAb^ move
the Board ot Tmateea
ments and organisations whose pur and patriotic IntereW-in tho.weltare . h m^
pose a^d efforts are for th^ better of his ootfhtry hsTe attracted the of the State'UnlTerslty and he hae

public

honors

have come to him, bat
he is essentially a man
of business and his in
clinations are to remain
in thi^t kind of work, not
being a seeker of pub
lic honors.
It is not always true
that the genius to map
out and plan bnsiness Is
combined with the abil
ity to execute the plan.
Yet it is sometimes true,
and Mr. Turner possessing this combination of
.. qualifications, has moved
quietly, without ostenta
tion to the front In the
business affairs of East
ern Kentucky. Patience
and perseverance, klndoess and courtesy, fidel
ity and forcefulnesB—
' these qualities together
with real ability and a
high sense of honor are
associated, in the public
mind, with the name of
Mr. James W. Turner.
Mr. Turner was am
bitious, even as a boy
.evincing a desire to
achieve things for him
self. He was an eam<:sl
student, and pursued his
effort to educate himself
with great zeal. He was
trained in the Kentucky
Wesleyan College
it
Winchester, . Kentucky,
and at the Ohio Wesley
an College it Deleware,
Ohio. After that he en
tered Harvard Univer
sity and was graduated
In law there. But the
development of toe great
resonrces of the Sandy
Valley was Just then be
ginning. and seeing the importunity
tons afforded, he became Interested in
It and chose to give his time to the
field of business in which he Is now
engaged.
SUU larger flrfda of activity an betore him. we predion ami nothW ia
aurer than that he; wUl meet ttelr
requirements In the^fall^ meaaore.
_
,
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Seco, LaViers, and MiUstone Operations on the Kentucky River
In the early part of January^ 1916,
the town of Seco was laid out by Mr.
Henry LaViers, Manager of the SouthEagt Goal Company; also, Manager
of the North-East Coal Compafny of
Palntsvllle, Ky. Seco, Ky., is l^ted
on the L. ft E. Diyision of the
ft N.
kailroad within four miles
the
head of Boone Fork of Kentucky Riv
er and within one mile of the mouth
‘ of this Fork of the river, at which
point stands a famous tree that bears
the .wme of Daniel Boone and )he
date of 1789, this tree being ijmown
as *‘The Daniel Boone Beech.’
During the summer of 1916, store
buildings, residences and tipplee were
erected, and.the mine openings were
developed and in October, of, that
year Seco was pipping coal. In June
of 1916 the new town of LaViei;s was
begun; mines were developed, tipples
and power house erected, and coal is
now being shipped from there. The
main town of LaViers operation, which
was not begun until the summer of
1917, wasNg^n the name of Millstone,
being located at the point where 'Mill
stone Creek empties into the KeUtucky
River. The two operations of| Seco
and LaViers have a daily capacity of
1600 tons of coal. This coal Is a very
high grade Elkhorn by-product coal,
which is very much in demand by gas
and by-product plants.
The mines
and plants are equipped with the
most upvtodate ^chinery and the
latest processes 91 production are us
ed.
The towns of Seco and Millstone
are well laid out. well lighted by
electric lights, have concrete side
- walks, good water supply, good i sani
tation and are properly fenced to
keep the lawns and gardens prlotected.

South-East Coal Company'! Power Plant No. 2.

Shower-bath houses with steam
heat and hot and cold water are fur
nished to all employes free of charge.
The town of Seco maintains a band
of 12 pieces and very often through
the summer months they render con
certs
of charge, which are al
ways much appreciated by the em
ployes.

Hauling-Coal at ?eco;-Ky.

A beautiful place, which they do
not wish to.' advertise, but which is
a necessity to any town is the o^etery, maintained by the company and
located about a quarter of a mile from
the town, it is laid out in lots, each
family having enough space for , all
of the members if they so desire. In
the spring of 1918 monuments will be
erected at each grave and a large one
in the center of all.
The town of Seco supports a branch
chapter of the American Red Cross
and several First Aid Teams. The
ladies of the town have already made
many useful articles for th» soldier
boys. In the recent sale of Llborty
Bonds jnany thousand doDarb worth
of bonds were subscribed for by the
employes.

The moral condltkms of the; two
towns are excellent, as ^e men em
ployed ?re of a vjtfty duiet, law-Abidtng class. A proof is- the fact that neittier town has an officer living in
^ about iL Splendid nine
schools, Sunday schools and
es are maintained.
'Hie coqipaoy proTides moTing] pic
ture ehowB, pool room, gymna^am
and yarions other forma of amuse- :
ment tor the entertainment of the
employes. They also provide a well
equipped reading room, which is snp^ied with books by the Kentudkp

Library Commission and the company
will supply all the current magaxines.
Thoy also have a well equipped bar
ber shop with running hot and cold
water. They also maintain a well
equipped hospital large enough to Care
for 6 to 8 patients. We might add
.that this equipment Is used less than
almost any other, due to the good
condition of the mines and safety
me^ods practiced, and the, good san
itary condition of the town, which
is always under the supervision of a
health officer, who makes regular in
spection trips. In a recent inspec
tion a doctor ^m Hazard, Ky., re
marked that "You can’t even find an
empty can out ,of place." It is also
interesting to note that In the three
years^^Speration they have never bad
a case of typhoid fever originating In
the town.

Seco, Ky, showing Oflloera’ Homes end Tennis Court.

The operations of tbe Booth-Bast
Coal Company are upder the direct
supervision of General Superintend
ent Henry- Pfening, Jr.. of^^Palntsvilfe.
and much credtt for the present condtUons is due to his untiring efforts.
It Is IntOTestlng to imte that) practi
cally gU of the managing beads of Oie
variona departments are ypong. men,
all being well under SO years of age.
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South-Eust Coal Cotnpattyf
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Seco, laViers md Millstone OperaHons

I*'-''
LaViERS AND MILLSTONE.

This operation is located a short
distance below Seco and has eighty
good mining houses, employing two
hundred and fifty men. Two mine
foremen are employed and the out
put is f^m five to seven hundred tons
daily. It is the same grade of coal as
is> mined at Seco. These operations
are under the same management as the
Seco operation. A bralich- store is
located here and the coal is screened
and graded as 'at Seco.

r- ■
%

li.;.

The company owns two hundred and
fifty acres of the best coal lands'on
the Kentucky River at these opera
tions.
I
Company store and office of the South-East Coal' Company at Secd^ Ky.

HENRY PFENiNG, JR.

Genera^ Superintendent of the South-East Coal Company’s operations at
Se’o and LaViers, in Letcher Coun
ty, Ky.
.

A

,

Mr. Pfening has made mining' a
study sinoe boyhood and knowsit
thoroughly.
It has always been a
hobby of his to employ young, pro
gressive men and 'above all men of
good morals and his operations on theKentucky River shows that that sys
tem pays.
Everything around the
place work like. clock works, under
a system put into operation by him.

THE SECO OPERATION;

'Much has already been said comrllmcntary to the management of the
SoutD^Ea^ Coal Company whose* op' oratioim "are on the Kentucky River.
The ncatoess of the towns and subrtantial and business like manner in
which the operations have been put

. Power House, Tipple and Head House of the South-East Coal Company,
at LaViers, Ky., showing the modern conveyor.

in have won for this company many
words of praise. It is not only pro
gressive, but has already done a wonamount of good for Letcher
County in- ny ways.
At Secoy<here are now complete
one hhpd^^ and-fifty miners’ houses
that are well buUt and well located.
The company at this operation em
ploys over three hundred and fifty
meci at good wages with ideal liTlng
conditions. The output of the opera
tion here la 12II0' tons of coal dally,
and a hy-product coal. It la hrought
froih the hill to the tipple by a plate
conveyor, screened Into three grades
by shaking screens: each grade being
dellvet^ to Tailed cars, from the
screens: by loading hooms.; At Seiu
Is located; the large OfeM and ' the
main offlces ot ttie oompady.
The company oWhs
lumdred acres W the bekt coal lajfda at Jhla.
apecation.

Mr. Heilry Pfening, Jr., the Sup
erintendent of these operations, mov
ed to Seco from Paintsville about two
yiears-^ago to look after the operations.
At Paintsville be was connected v^ith
the North-ETaat Coal Company, having
charge of the inachind shops at Xhealka, Ky. This is said to be the iKst
machine shop in all Basbem Ken
tucky.

While a young man he has demon
strated that he can deliver the goods.
Associated* with Hr. Pfening are a
number'of young.men from Jobnspn
County -who are holding rraponsible
positions in the different departments.
Leslie Picklesimer, Edgar Howell,
Willard Davis, and many , others are
there.
A few years will see mwiy dianges
at Seco, LaViers and MfUstime. Am
ple room for good sized towns m fn
possession of the Sonth-EMt and toe
operations and towns have been sUrted on the right kind of ,a foundation
to bnlld permanently.
This iS the only coal operation oub
Bide of toe Sandy . VaUey that is
resented In this edition. While it Jd,
located on the KentSeky ElTer tt .U
closely associated with the BIc Bandji
Valley li many way».
:

A seetton of the modern Machine Shop
pany, at 'Thealka, Ky, InaUMed by Mr. Henry Pfenlnft Jr.

Lelcher County ,)ionld fe^ jmpndt.
of aese operationa and the q^eiMld
ydons moi who hai^ located W oMr ,
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Mrs. Fetter has large holdings in the Big Sandy
Valley and has been prominent
in its development
Mrs. S, P. Fetter Is known not only
In the Sandy Valley but to all Ken
tucky. and nothing need be added to
Identify -her especially to the Big

Sandy! people. The HeWd would
feel, howeyer, that a duV owing to
bar by the people of this secUon
would : be left undone, without
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Dr. S. P. Fetter
Chooses Eastern kentucky for Jus home and identifies himself with its development

A

coonting in these pages some of ^e
things that endear her to the people
from 'Whom she comes and aihong
whom she has dwelt and spread sun
shine and happiness.
' ' '
Mrs. Fetter was the only daughter
• of Capt and Mrs. O. V. Meek, of
Paintsville, Ky., and when very young
became the wife of the late John C.
C. Mayo. Later she was married to
Dr. S. P. Fetter, of Portsmouth, O.
.Although possessing great wealth,
having all the comforts and luxuries'
that wealth can supply, having spent
in later yws a great deal of time in
travel and coming in touch with all
the educating and refining influences
attending such opportunities; having
palatial homes ifl Paintsville and Ash
land, Ky.—still Mrs. Fetter remains,
the sweet, affable, generous and sym
pathetic woman that always made her
loved by everybody from hea child
hood to the present time. Many of
her chiiunood associates who have
bedn less fortunate so far as worldly
goods are concerned, she has quietly
remembered on occasion in some ma
terial token of love and esteem. 6esldek these, the poor and the unfortunatV^ve many reasons to be glad
' that 4^e has • lived and remembered
them.
The beauiltul doimitory for girls on
the campus of the Sandy Valley Sem
inary bears her n^e. The splendid
Memorial Church In Paintsville is an
other visible mark of her beneficence.
Possessing youth, unusual tact and
businesa ability, splendid presence,
and charming personality—thdse with
the noble ^ntiments of loyalty to
frlends^^md her native people, mark

Mrs. S. P. Fetter as a mosl unusual
woman.
Few men not bom and reared
among, a people could have so endear
ed himself to them as has Dr. S. P:
Fetter endeared himself to the peo
ple of the Big Sandy Valley. Cwn-

distingumhed society. Sons of the
American Revolution. His traiU of
character and courtly bearing are
evidence of the fact that he is not
an unworthy offspring of the stock
from which he comes. {^dTOme.,
kindly, generous and pleasant,- he. has
made himself one of the good people
among whom he has come to live, and
he has been fully adopted, as it were,
as a true Kentuckian, ai^ Is popular
with all our people..
Although not now engaged in active
practice "Dr. Fetter, while a clUsen of
Ohio, was one of the best known.men
in th^ medical fraternity^, of that
State, and is a graduate of one of the
great medical schools of the country.
Those who know him *best are famil
iar with that phase,of his character
that wUl not be content with doin^
things half way. He is a thinker, a
student aad,. keeps in touch with the
newest revelwons of science-' and
the latest thought. These traits of
character together with a strong will
and a determination to be at the top
of the list 'ks a doer of things, made
him known throughout Ohio in the
field of medicine.
Since coming to Kentucky he has
become identified with our financial
institutions, and is a stockholder fn
several banka including the Paints
ville National. He is also connected
with a number of the coal compan
ies of Eastern Kentucky and his
Judgment is known and felt in that
business.
Df. Fetter Is a young, practical, farseeing man and we are glad that be
decided to cast bis lot among us Ken
tuckians.

ing from a splendid stock of early
American settlers, bora in the good
old Tar Heel State of North Caro
lina, the son of a distinguished Epis
copalian .minister. Dr. Fetter is the
scion of a m<»t worthy and honorable
family. His ancestral Une would
qualify him for membership in the
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Goodin & Baitiey Coal Co.

1

GARRETT, KENTUCKY
", f

Operation of the Gooi^fi A Barneiy Coal bo, la* Oai
A pessimist is generally considered
as being ,about the nearest-sighted
person on earth. To him the bright
side of things appears very much on
the dismal order, but even the most
pessimistic pessimist will be forced
to concede that no section in the Un
ion has a richer deposit of coal, or a
greater abt^nda^ce, than the Big Sandy
Valley andAespecially Beaver Creek.
During the past three years the
growth of the coal business has been
greater than in any period of fifty
years preceding; in fact, until the
past few years little was known of
the -vast wealth that lay hidden and
undeyeteped. in the hills and moun
tains of Beaver Creek.
Today, on
every hand, coal ^rations may be
seen springing up/ giving employ-

at Paintsville where he bad charge
of the old A(^rogen coal mines, now
operated by the Nortb-East Coal Co.
He has been associated with different
coal operations before going Into
business for himself and is said to
be one of the best informed men on
coal mining in all the Big Sandy
Vailey. He is a hard worker and is
well liked by all those working under
him.
At their operation new mhiers hous
es are being built and every advant' age (s offered the men. The company
does not operate a store, the men
buying from, the store of their choice.
The operation has proven such a
good proposition that the present
owners have refused a handsome of
fer for it. In tact it is said to be the

i:

Sidetracks of the Goedlh A Barney Coal Co., at Garrett, Ky.
ment to thousands of men, and at the
same time supplying the market with
the Imst products obtainable In any
clime. Tills one industry has been
the means of bringing the Big Sandy
Valley to the attention nf the outside
world gs nothing else haa, or .could.
Among the operations that abe wor
thy of special mention in tblg Indus
trial Review of The Jhdntsvllie Her
ald. is the Goo^ A Barney Coal
’ Co., at darrstt, Ky.
■
ThU company was organlhed in
. 1*17 by Capt. Goodtai and J. D. Bar
ney.
operation is on the Right
/Fork 0{-Beaver, at Ouvett, Ky., ]nst
bdow the. Blkhom Coat Cmppany's
apentfam at that. iMaca..
, -Frim tha very start the operation
proved to be a great aaccasa.

■ri

coal is good and is located right
along the track of the C. A O. rail
road, and located Just tar enough on
the hill to make It easy to load into
the railroad cars on the track. The
mine has an output of from 100 to
200 tons per day and has a steady
tnu. At this mine thp. very best mln^ are employed tor the company
pays the highest prices and offers the
best of conditions.
This mine is known among coal
men and others as “The Little Gold
Mine," and It richly deserves The
name. While the,.company has made
money, they have been geneivms with
their' smployea
Mr. 3. D. Barney has cAarge of the'
mine arid ha la an experlencad coal
miner. Be was at one time located

beaj proposition on Beaver coiuldering the Investment
s;
Capt J. G. Goodin, who ig half
owner In the operation Is also c6ndoctor on the C. A O. Railroad tliat
runs from Beaver station on tha main
line of the Big Sandy division to
Wayland, making two trips dally.
He has been engaged in railroading
for a number of years and last year
lived in Paintsville. He is a po|Mlar man and weU known in the Vklley.' His pictnre appears in another
ptacfe in thls.editlon, arriving too late
for ^ page.
|
The Goodin A Barney Coal Company
has done much to help along the dendoiment of the vaUey and deaerve
the good businese their 4mraU0B is
having
■
i
.
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held and R. W. &Tink.
He then
went' with the Black Diamond Coal
Company at Lackey, on the Right
Pork of Beaver, the. company being
organised by Mr. Preston and Sam
Porter. He was President and Gen
eral Manager of this company until
Sept 1916, when the operation was
sold to its present owners. He then
organized the Alonzo Coal Company
of Huntington, W. Va., and was Pres
ident and General Manager of this
company until November, 1917, when
he sold his interests to W. H. Cun
ningham, Frank Enslow and G. D.
Miller, all of Huntington. He also or
ganized the Anchor Coal Co., of PresItonsburg.
^ At present Mr. Preston is associated
with only two companies.
He is
President of the Long Pork Coal Comnany, with offices in Ashland^ Ky.,
and operations on Beaver, and is
President of the Northern Coal Com
pany, whose operations are on the
Right Fork of Beaver.
Much of the development of the
Big Sandy coal field is due to the
efforts of Mr. Preston. He is well
known in the valley, and while a
young man, he is considered one of
the leading ^oal men. His different
operations have all been successful.
In addition to his coal interests he is
interested in a number of other bus
iness enterprises and owns a fine
farm in Floyd county.

.r
A PROMINENT COAL OPERATOR
OF THE BIG SANDY
VALLEY.

One of the most prominent men of
the Big Sftndy Valley is Forest B.
Preston of Floyd county. Mrt Pres
ton was bom in Johnson county.
* In 1905 he entered the coal business,
being manager of the Preston Gcal
Company. He has the honor of being
the firsts man to ship a car load of
coal/from Floyd county. He remain
ed with the Prest9n Coal Company
until 1912. ;
« In 1913 - he organized the American
Fuel Company of > Pikeville, Ky., be
ing. Secretary, Treasurer and General
Manager of this company, haying as
sociated with him O. P. Chatfield,
W.
Reynolds and W. K. Steele of
Pikevil^r" He sold out his interest In

A

this company in 1915 to O. P. Chat-

NORTHCOTT-TATE-HAGY CO.
MERCHANDISE
“Anything that cornea from No.-thcott-Tate-Hagy Co.’a la aure to bo RIGHT.”
When our cuatomera aay that our morohanellae la RIGHT, they mean all that the word Implloi.
right In quality—right in atyl».-right in price.
Northeott-Tate-Hagy Co. values are real.

It I,

Our firat thought la to keep It right
Our cuatomera know whatever we offer for

tale

la

actually

worth the price aeked.
Northcott-Tate-Hagy Co. merefiatidiae covers a wide range of apparel for men and boya—everything rrOm
[Ofioea up and underwear out
And you can depend upon this—whatever you buy you get full value in merehandiee plus service.
We pledge ourtelvea to maintain our standard of merchandite on that high plane on which wo have
built our reputation for Style, Quality and Dependability.

NORTHCOTT-TATE-HAGY CO.
FREDERICK HOTEL BLOCK.

HUNTINGTON, WEST VIRGINIA
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HARDWARE

JOBBERS

Ben Williamson & Go.
smjyVaihCMi" KENTUCKY

ASHLAND,
■

'

i

“Williamson Eureka Roofing”
Anvils, Augers, Babbit Metal, Bits,^ Blacksmith Tools,
Bolts,
Blowers, iBraces, Bi^tice Cloth, Breast Augers,
Contractors “K. & J.” Dump Carts, Cement, Chain, Yale
and Towne Chain Hoists, Chisels, Coed Drills, Rock Drills,
Blacksmith Drills, Fire Extinguishers, Black Diamond Files,
Hand and Power Forges; Fuse, Grabs, Hammers. Sledges,
Handles, Harness, Harness Leather, Hinges, Steam, Air,
Water and Fire Hose, Hydrants, Bar Iron, Jacks, Ladders,
Lace Leather, Locks, Mattocks, Guys Diopper & Justrite Lamps

4-

“Williamson Wagons”
Blasting Powder, Coal Powder, Dynamite and Detonators, Nails, Nuts, Oakum,
^s. Oilers, Packings, Paints, Picks, Pipe Fittings, Limestone Wood Pulleys,
keystone Steel Pulleys, Dodge Cast Iron Pulleys, Pumps, Rail Benders,
Ratchett Drills, Rivets, Sash, Doors, Saws, Scales, Scrapers, Shoes, Steel
Bars, Steel Plates, Black Diamond Steel, Tackle Blocks, Valves,
Injectors, Lubricators, Vises, Washers, Waste, Wheelbarrows, Wire Rope,
Wrenches, U. S. G. Plaster, Qinchfield Portland Cement, Armco Netal Lathe,
Sawyer Canvas Belting, tex Rubber Belting, Graknight Leather Belting,
Steel Pipe, Cast Iron Pipe, Sewer Pipe, Tug River Blasting Paper, Plymouth
Manilla Rope.

1

“Foster Line Stoves”
;•
'

■

■

■..Alii:,' V’
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^ It was a difficult matter to locate them
all, (and to ascertain the exact state
of the county's financial affairs. But
Judge Vaughan eet atout the task in
a business n^anner and by injecting
SERVING A SECOND TERM AS COUNTY
JUDGE
OF
JOHNSON
system and method Into'the affairs of
COUNTY; POPULAR YOUNG MAN WITH A SPLENDID RECORD.
the office soon tabulated the coanti’^’j
PROMINENT IN 10th DISTRICT POLITICS.
entire indebtedness in such form that
a school boy could ascertain at a
glance the exact sta^s of the coimty’s
affairs. Having reduced^ the business
to a system, Ju^e Vaughan then
proceeded to make reductions in the
county’s .debt, and In four years re
duced it from over fifty^hreo thousand
dollars, principal and interest, to
twenty-seven thousand and five hun
dred dollars.
i

Fred A. Vaughan

I
\r

A
Judge FTed A. Vaughan has served The office of County Judge is a very
the county for the last four years as ■difficult one to fiU, and few people
County Jud/e, and his administra realize the weight and importance of
tion of ity'affairs was so clean-cut its duties. 'When Judge Vaughap as
hnd bu^iimss-like, (that the people re- sumed the duties of the office four
e’ected him to this important office by years ago the county’s indebtedness
the largest majority ever given in a was represented by hundreds of small
Johnson County primary election. claims floating about over the county.

The other business of the County
Judge’s c^oe has been equally as
efficiently managed; and that the peo
ple realize that their affairs are con
ducted in aj(»pable and business-like
manner, is' evidenced by the overwhelming majority which they gave
Judge Vaughan for reelection.

in which capacity he served for ten
yedrs.
No man is better kaown or more
prominent in the politics, the Tenth
Congressioinal'District than Fred A.
Vaugfaa^. ^
Several years ago be was chairman
of the Congressional campaigns in the
old Tenth District with headquarters
kt Mt. Sterling. In that be made an
enviable reputation, his services were
so sufficient and successful.
Judge Vaughan has made his own
success. There were no powerful in
fluences behind him to make his way
fori him. What he has accomplished
has been by sheer force of ability
and character.
I'he people early
learned to trust him. and love him,
because be is capable and reliable.
SCOTT BROTHERS.

Ashland boasts of one of the largest
music stores in the State. Here you
will find everything you want in all
kinds of musical instruments, the best
the market affords, and best of all
they are priced right. Scott Brothers
have a reputation for' honest dealings
and their business is growing rapid
ly. If its on the market you will find
it here.

Judge Vaughan was bom and rear
ed in Johnson County. For a number
of years he was a teacher in the pub
lic schools of the county, working in
dustriously, and taking front rank in
anything he undertook. In -1908, wherf
THE SHIVLEY HOTEL.
merely a boy, be was elected to the
When in Catlettaburg make the
Legislature, and alerved with distincShivley your headquarters.
Every
"tion in the session of 1904. In his
thing home-like. Capt. John Shivley
career as a legislator'he always held
and his excellent family will make
the interests of the people above evyou feel perfectly at home.
/erything else, and spoke and voted
Everything modern and up-to-date.
on all measures with the welfare of
the whole people steadily in view. In
COL.‘ CHAS.-WEAVER.
this -session he made a strong fight
One of the most prominent men in
for the .establishment of State Normal this section of Kentucky is Col. Chas.
schools. This was the pioneer fight, Weaver of Ashland. He is a promi
and he saw the following session en nent figure in the building of greater
act his ideas into law, by establishing Ashland, comluctB the Ashland Foun
the two State Normals.
Governor dry & Machine Works, Vice-President
Beckham, in recognition of the able of the Second National Bank, and an
fight made by him for State Normals, all .round booster for his town and
appointed him one of the first Regents state. He is well and favorably
of the Elastem Normal at Richmond, known over Kentucky.

999999^99999

Paintsville Bank & Trust Go. 1
OFFICERS;
H. M. STAFFORD,
PreaTdenL
H. 8. HOWES,
Vice-Pres.
J. A. WILLIAMS,
Cashier.

hervie stambaugh,
Aaat Cashier.

(INCORPORATED.)

Authorized Capital $50,000.00
PAINTSVILLE. KY.
^ DEPOSITS SOLICITED

DIRECTORS:
J. H. HOLBROOK
H. 8. HOWES
J. E. BUCKINGHAM
JA8. W. TURNp
J. A. WILLIAMS
H. M. STAFFORD
H. LaVlERS
C. T. RULE
R. A. PATRICK ^ ■
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' SECOND NATIONAL BANK.'

One of tbe leading ananctal inaUtations of the state Is the Second
National Bank of Ashland. Ky.. whose
adyertisonent appears in this Issue
of The Herald. The institution has
figured TOT prominently in the build
ing of Ashland. Their new building
built in Ashland last year has a large
number of modem office rooms which
are rented at a very, reasonable) price.
These office rooms are equipped with
water, heat and light, together with
Jaqitor service. This is one of the
most modem banking buildings in
Kentucky. Every known convenience
for mbdera bahkhtg )vas Installed
when this new building was erected,
one of the latest and most popular
rooms being an elegantly furnished
* rest room in the front of the bank
where the public is Invited to meet*
their fiimds. Latest reading master,
toilet for ladies,. telephone, etc., are
at their service.
'
The stockholders and officers of
this .bank are among the leading men
c=of Ashland^ and surrounding territory.
The President is Mr. Chas. Kitchen,
one of the leading ine^o|^,^hat sec
tion. Chas. Weaver'and James H.
Kitchen are Vice-Presidents. L. N.
Davis is Cashier and George Ballard,
Assistant Cashier.
Mr.^ Davis has had years of exper
ience in the banking business. In ad-

ditioh to looking after his duties at
the institutimi he finds time to boc»t
his town and this section of our
state. He is interested in the devel
opment,of the Big Sandy Valley.
i

His operadon has been very
slnoe its establishment.
In\additi(m to his coal interests Capt*
Goodin is Conductor on the C. & O.
passenger train that runs from Beaver
to Wayland. He is a booster for the
valley and has done much to help
along development.
ley.

BIQ SANDY BOY MAKING GOOD.

Win Adams, formeriy of this sec
tion, but now head of the Hampton
Grocery Company, at Catlettsburg,
is another Big Sandy boy making
good. It Is the only w^lesale gro
cery in Catlettsburg and enjoys a
large business in the Sandy Valley.

’- ,rv

m
H

GRAY A POOR,

Hie leading shoe, house of Korth
Bastem Kentucky, located at Ash
land, Ky. Mail orders given prompt
attention. Perfect fit guaranteed. Big
Sandy trade receives special atten
tion.

25c per Copy
You can get as many copies of this
edition of The Herald as you want for.

25c per Copy

CAPT. GOODIN.

The above is a picture of Capt. J.
G. Goodm ot the Goodin & Barney
Coal Company of Garrett, Ky., one of
the best known coal men of the val-

The Mayo Memorial M. E. Church, South, Palntsville, Ky.

■ 1

^ Kinds of Lumber and
Building Material

V

.

Patton Timber Company,
CATLETTSBURG, KY.

Phone BeU 219
PHONE

your

ORDERS FOR IMMEDIATE 8HIPMEN^.|
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INC'HAM

Few men baye figured as promi
nently in the business affairs of
Eastern Kentucky and of the Big

found in him a warm friend and sup
porter.
Upon the death of the- late John

Sandy Valley, in particular, as the

C. C. Mayo. the management of the

his Anger on the Anandal
pulse of North-easfern Kentucky
interests of Ool. Mayo was largely
turned over to him, he having been
an intimate friend and business as
sociate of Col. Mayo.

' A splendid citizen, kindly of heart
and generous to his neighbors and
felloraen, Mr. Buckingham is a cit
izen o^ whom we all feel Justly proud.

subject of this sketch. He is a repre
sentative of tile native, ambitious,
hustling manhood of the mountains.
From the humble common school
teacher of Johnson county, he has
forged his. way to the front in the
development of the resources of East
ern Kentucky and leadership in move
ments of all kind that seek to pro
mote a better citizenship, better ed
ucational advantages, better church
es, better methods of agriculture and
a better country generally.

A

John E. Buckingham was chief
among the founders of The Paintsville National Bank. This ia^titution
now lias a capital stock of $150,000.00
with surplus and undivided profits/
amounting to $200,000.00. Originally
he was Cashier- of this bank and is
now its president. No financial in
stitution east of Lexington is better
equipped or more firmly established
In the public confidence than The
Paintsville National.
Besides this
^ ^ is
ban^^^
i stockholder and president
of Wayland In Floyd
, of Tile Bank
B
countK, and
nn The First National Bank,
of Jenkins, and The Bank of McRoberts in Letcher county. He is also
stockholder in a number of other
banks in Eastern Kentucky.
The coal industry in Eastern Ken
tucky is also a field of business with
which he is connected and
with
whose business activities he has much
to do. Wyh the growth and expan
sion of Jim greatest and most vital
industry in this section of the state
he has grown in business foresight
executive capacity and power. It has
been one of the chief ambitions of
Mr. Buckingham that the develop
ment of the resources of his native
bills should bring to the native peo
ple, as far as possible, the blessings
and advantages that attend the com
ing of the new Industries that thrive
among them.
Patriotic service is one of the
characteristic Qualities of Jno. E.
Buckingham. The Government’s call
for subscription to the Liberty Loan
Bonds found him in ‘the heat of the
campaigns to make them successful,
and the Red Cross and T. M. C. A. or
ganisations as auziliarfes to the bu»
Inesa of our participation fa the war
M. "-y ■ iA . .XAX
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Alexander & Clay, Ashland, Ky.,^
business. People in all walks of life
Astalwd bmBts of on? of the larf- to build tbeir preient boildinSs not building nothing but the best mater
seek his advice in buyidg torditure.
ial
was
used
and
neither
time
nor
'for
the
preeenL
but
ttey
have
built
eet and most complete turniture.
He has the confidence of the people
money
was
spared
in.
making
it
the
it
for
the
future
;^growth
of
this
sec
stores in lall North Eastern Kentucky
and their confidence is w ell pUced.
apd the establishnlg of this, store by tion of Kentucky. It is one of the best bonding for the furniture bus!nera in this section of the State.
its enterprising managers has made largest and most modern 1>uildings
WADE CLAY.
it unnecessary for those who want in Ashland and is located^Jon Win
Mr. Clay is a Big Sandy product,
JOE ALEXANDER.
chester
avenue,
between,
two
of
the
the very best furniture to go to larg
He
Years of experience In the fund- coming from PalntsvUle. Ky.
largest banks and decidedly the best
er cities to purchase same.
tore business has made Joe Alexan- located in Ashland a number of years
The city of Ashland has been rap location In the city.
The picture on this page will ^4e^ der the recognized leadw'ta ^is line ago, holding, responsible portions
idly growing for the past few years
with the leading institutions of the
and this store has not only kept pace you some idea of the size of this . of business In Ashland and surroundcity. He formed a partnership with
building.
It
is
.a
four-story
building
'
tag
territory.
He
start^
at
the
botwith the rapid advahcement of that
Mr. Alexander in the furniture busi
enterprising'City, bit It has bUItt far
ness und bas given most of
ahead of Ashland and Would
his time to the business for
, be a credit to a city the, size
the past few years. He Is
’ of' Cincinnati or Pittsburgh.
well and favorably known to
It has always been the .pol
the people of' Ashland ‘ and
icy of this store to handle the
the Big Sandy Valley.
best there is to be found in
The writer recalls a remark
furniture and house furnish
made by the late. Thos. J.
ings, but their large Tolumy
Mayo regarding Mr. Clay
of husinoss could not be ca/
when he was a pupil to Prof.
ALEXANDERhCLAY
■ried on suacosstully iji build- ,
Mayo’s school In Patotsville.
lugs obtainable.- iig'-Xrtllkid,
He seaid, “Remember my
so they decided to build their
words. Wade will be a suc^
present building which is an
cess in any business he un
ornament to their City and
dertakes/’ and his predictions
speaks not > only for their
have come true in every sense
good Judgment, but of theirof the 'word.
faith .'in Ashland.
In addition to this large
■ We feel perfectly safe in
furniture bu^ees he is consaylM that no town In the
-ected with several other en
couS^ ^sise of Ashland '
terprises and bas been the
cai boast] of such a large
City Treasurer of Asblandy
and well stocked furniture
for a number of years and
bouse. Regardless of the
just recently elected for an
size of the city, you will And
other term.
none that handle a better
line of turniture and, fumlShBIG SANDY TRADE.
inga' Years of experience, in
'This prm especially asks
the fumitpre business, their
for the patronage of the Big
ability to buy with the best
Sandy Valley, notion account
Judgment, their/large huildof the} relationship of the
ing to displayythelr gooda •
members of the firm, but be
make thelr^re the logical
cause they are in a position
place to buy goods In th^
to supply the needs at A sav
line
ing in price. Just remember
Heretofore a number of
when you are in need of fur
people .of Eastern Kentucky
niture that you will find it at
and the Big Sandy Valley
this store.
have been compeUed to vistt
You are invited to call and
Cincinnati and <dbw. large
see this store when to Ash
cities in order to get Just
land. The latch string is ou
what they .wanted in the,HW
the outside at all times.
of furniture and fumishingg
Mail orders are given
They were impelled to do
prompt and careful atten
this on aecoimt ot the larger
business has-been .gained by actual tion. If you are tbinktag of buytag
stores having a . better and larger »a- means flvo floors. The 1st, 2ud and
When Artland was a anything to the furniture or famishfor the dlaplay of export^
'-^riaty to seleot from, but that did has 3rt floora are
much
smaller
town be was a leader tags line and unable to visit this pop
furntture
and
tuntahinga
white
^
passed, Sjnee the present dim has
"•ta tbte-business and u Aabland ha ular store, write Alexander A Clay,
fourte
floor
te
taken
Up
wth
atorago.
made It; poaslbls for yon to get Just
he baa grown to the Asbtond, Ky.
wimra fnnilterb to stored tor the. griten te
what you want »t
store.
Tbis Arm will help yoa plan your
A short whto.iWS^whsn It, becgr^o poblte at a reasonghte coat Twb knowte^flt .of hte choeen buirtnemi.
necesmiry that this Unn have larger torgo etectrie ^to^ are mod In FUmirtro to hte Itoo, having been purchases and arrange tor tbe beantifio (iifim- Bnilneea. In lace fylng of yoor home.
; and better gnartera to -.handle the y the bunateg Tho'bbnai.ii lb pmcticel-"
tcH growing buslnese they decided te/^f^w,«oofiAAate'W^^
up Urlto the furniture
.-i
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View of Winchester Avenue, ASHLAND, KY.

:x

Ashland Boosters ready for a trip In the interest of their progressive city. The first building shown In the picture is the modem four-story
building of Alexander & Clay, the leading furniture store of North Eastern Kentucky; next Is the Meade Hotel, under the management of O. P.
Powers, and modem In every respect; next is the modem store of Rothchllds & Nathan; next is the Second National Bank, one of the leading flnanJijal institutions of the State. The last picture ^own is the modem store of The W. E. Faulkner Company, where people buy their dry goods and
fv^^h
,
'
nishings.

1

ASHLAND. KENTUCKY
Ashland Is a city of 16,000 people,
situated 146 miles above Cincinnati,
oh the Ohio River. The living conditiiHiB are excellei^, there being an
ideal climate, scenery, and' other
purely natn^ attractions, combined
with thosa/^hlch are the result of
man—su^ as‘schools, churches, beau
tiful streets, parks, amusements,
wholesome social atmosphere and
homes.
The city of Ashland is undoubtedly
the best paved city of Its sise in the
country, there being thirtyeeven mil
es of wide, flnely paved Improved
brick and bltullthic pavement. The
city Is going a stejr^ further in this
program of improvement and Is now
paving the alleys: This pavement,
combined with the excellent natural
drainage, makes an exceedingly
healthful community.
In appearance the busineas section
of'A^iland Is pleasln*r“The-streets
■■V an wMe and -wen kept
A
tial class of modern business blocks

r;

have been erected, and the plans are & Ohio line running-from Ashland to
now on foot for the erection of two Louisville, where it connects with
new -office structures, each more than the(L. & N. R. R. for the Southern
pight stories in' hBlghf The stores - territory. A branch line from Blkare {progressive and the proprietors hom- City to Ashland, through the
are close students of modern .merchan famous Sandy River Valley, brings in
large quanUties of material. Other
dising problems.
railroads serving -Ashland and 'this
territory are the Ashland Coal ft Iron
TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES.
Ashland has unusual advantages In RaUway, from Ashland to the cool
the very important nmtter of trans delds to the South; the Norfolk ft
portation. The Ohio, the Big Sandy, Western Railway, the DetrolL Toledo
and the Onyandotte rivers, which tmd fronton RaUway, the Cincinnati,
serve a large territory, are
tribu Hamilton and Dayton RaUway, and the
tary to Ashland. The main , line of Baltimore ft Ohio Railroad.
the Chesapeake & Ohio RaUway.'Oem
BIG SANDY COAL FIELDS.
Chicago to Newimrt News, Washing-^
The Big Sandy Division of the
ton, Baltimore, FhOadelpU^ and New.
York, passes through A^lh^ af Chesapeake ft Ohio Railway running
fording splendid east and-.west tmns- aouUi from Ashland Oiron^ the coun
portaUon. An outlet to thp .'C^t ties of Boyd, Lawrence, Johnson,and Pto
m
Lakes is given over the new; Chesa ;
peake t Ohio Une, whidi nms from milW; {serrse the' famous coal deidii
of the Big Sandy Valley. At Shelby
Asliland to (Toledft
Oomsectlons^'With' theend .-eeanactiaiL Ja.'made vrith. .me Sandy
Southwest Is given by the Chesapeake 'Valley ft Slkhorn Railway^ In the-

)

terrltory of'the latter road extending
from Shelby to Jenkins are located
mines producing, the best by-product
snd steam coal in the United SUtes.
Experts grade this coal first and Connellsvltle second. *Tom Shelby, Ky.,
to Louisa, Ky-. we; find an unlimited
quantity of the beat coal mined in the
United Btates. Kot steam-and domes
tic use in the territory last mention
ed, in 1913, there were S3 mines in
operation, and in 1917, 66.
Asbhmd, Kentucky, to the gateway
throi^ which this enormous amount
of coal passes, It -to safe to say that
the cud fields described above are
the greatest in the worid today.
Natural .ffiis from the famous -Warfield” district to Airntohed to the man
ufacturer at ten cents per thousand,
and.tor dbrnesue putpoaea at twentyfive (mats'tier thousand. It is esti-

nnrisd-tSii urn Apply of gas m this
district to pnoApUy unlhnlted.:
The electric »wd rates tor .Ash
land' are unusually low, nmghig from

!/, *

THE SHIVLEY HOTEL,

■

■
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CATLETTSBURG, KY.

THE BEST PLACE TO STOP
CafB In
Connection

Every modem convenience /Combined with courteons treatment makes tbia an Ideki place tor all Big
Sandfans when down the river. Dining room excellent, supplied with all the| market affords to eat Rooms
ideal, hot and cold water, private, baths, and every convenlehce ot the larger cities. Telephones in eai^h
room with connections with all parts ot the (btel as well as the outside worl^ Nothing cheap about the
Sblvley but he price, a'trial is aU we ask.- Make this your "down the River” home.

)

■

Cafo in
Gonoction

!

■M

■

two centQ^^ kilowatt hoar for small
amounts of current, to one cent per
kilowatt hour where current is used
in considerable quantities. The Big
Sandy Rirer furnishes a wonderful
opportunity for hydroelectric deyelopmentp there being a possibility at
one point, where the Big Sandy breaks
through the .Cumberland Mountains,

I-

Postofllce Building, Asliland, Ky.

Elks' Building, Ashland, Ky.

which is estimated at 100.000
power.
DISTANCE FROM ASHLAN0 TO

Huntington, W. Va..._------ 15 miles
Charleston, W. ’Va ------- 66 miles
153 miles
PranWort, Ky. ..—:—
208 miles
Louisville, ky. ..........
124 miles
Lexington, Ky. --------

Cincinnati, O........
Chic^o, 111...........
Philadelphia, Pa.
New York, N. Y.
Washington, D. G. .

..146,
...430
....588
sellI
....453

miles
miles
miles
miles
miles

Next 2,000 K. W. hours----IHc.
Next 7,000 K. W. hours....
..114c.
Next 40,000 K. W. hours..
All over 50,000 K. W. hours--------- Ic.
NATURAL GAS RATES.

ELECTRIC POWER RATES.

Per K. W. Hour.
First 1,000 K. W. hqurs-------------3c.

First 150,000 ^feet----Second 150,000 feet__
Above 300,000 feet-----

_.17c.
_A3c.

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK, Jenidns, Ky.
At Close of Business Feb. 1, 101R
LIABILITIES.

RESOURCES.

Loans and Discounts-... 3207,408.08 Capital Stock
..
Bonds, SoOTTiUes, etc.------ 216,76A18 Surplus
_
j. 6 Per Cent RedemP- Fund 1.250.OO Undivided ProflU---Fumitnre and Fixtures___ 2,600.00 arcplaUon-------- ---Cash and due from banks— 112,882.76 Deposits---------------- _
Stock In Fed. Res. Bank— 3,000.00 Dividend Unpaid ----- _
Liberty Bonds due from Fed.
Liberty Bon^'due to
Bos. Bank ____________ 164,650.00
Subscribers--------- _
3700,888.92

764)00.00
26,000.00
7306.40
26,00.00
413,467.43
20.00
164,660.00

t700,«St.»2

OFFICERS.

jno. B.|Bnckln*am„Pres. 0. M. Gillette. V-Pres. E. L. Walters, CaMiler.
DIRECTORS.

Jno. X.
O. M. Gillette, Gea T. Watson. W. L. Gambill, U.
A. Dnnlap, J. G Hansalm, W. k Potter. D. G Dean, B. L. VfMm.
OlHce and bank bwildiiw, Jsakinst Ky.
.A-i
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**To the miner
me say that he
stands where the farmer does; the
work of the world waits on hlm>

You will recognise at once this sen
tence from the memorable address of
our President to the American peo
ple last spring. In this address the
President points out specifically the
different classes of the American
people upon whom the world has now

r

turned its eyes and upon whom it 1^
depending.for help to fumtsih supplies^
for Demdcracy’s armies.
One can not read this great address
thoughtful^ without being struck
with the fact that the great industrial
classes of our country are recognized
as being upon a higher plane of use
fulness than ever befor^ in the woirld's
history. The farmer's plow, the rail--

iMder’s flag, and the miner’s shovel
are here recognized as the instru
ments which make the force of armies
felt It has been by steady strokes
of sinewy arms, guided by a clear
mind that they have forced themselves
up to this proud position in the indus
trial world.
While they have been doing this
they have made >for themselves also
a place, none the lera important, In
our civic and social life. In
their
relationships th^ -fo^, as It were.

the very backbone of our nation. And
probably in no other country in the
world has their position of usefulness ’
been so thoroughly recognized as in
this country and surely never before
so admirably expressed as by our
President in his address to the Amer
ican people, from which I Quoted ^the
opening sentence of this article.
1 am calling your attention to these
few facts to show you the character
of the people who have been invading
the great mountain ranges of this and

GRAY & POOR
Footwear of Quality
iai

I:

X

I

School Bulldlno at Jenkins,^ Ky.

.THE ONLY 3TORE IN ASHLAND USING CUSTOM
METHODS. OUR “FOOTOGRAPH” FITTING SYSTEM IS

FITTING
EQUIVA

LENT TO CUSTOM FITTING AND THERE IS NO EXTRA CHARGE
FOR THE SERVICE. THROUGH THIS SYSTEM WE OPERATE
A SPECIAL MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT. MAIL ORDERS FILL
ED DAY RECEIVED.

GRAY

POOR

ASHLAND, KY.

ft
ft

THE CITY RESTAURANT
ASHLAND,

Nixon Bros. & Co., Proprietors
THE BEST PLACE IN ASHLAND TO EAT..
ESPECIALLY SOLIClt^D.

BIG SAND/ TRADE

IF IT’S TO EAT WE HAVE IT.

WHEN IN CATLETTSBUR6 IT WILL PAY YOU TO VISIT

JOSSELSON BROS.,

proprietors
THE BEE HIVE STORE

THE LARGEST EXCLUSIVE MEN’S, WOMEN’S AND CHILDREN’S READY'TO,WEAR STORE IN NORTH EASTERN KENTUCKY.

We handle the famous “FASHION CRAFT* SulU and Coats for Ladies, Latest New York and Parts Style Dresses.
Kuppenhelmer Suits and
Overcoats for men. "EAGLE” Shirta, “EAGLE” Hats. We pay Railroad fare when amount of purchase Justifies.

f;:;-

TROPRIETORI

JOSSELSON BROS.,
-THE
BEE HIVE STORE—
Division SL—CATLETT8BURG, KY.—Division SL
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other autes daring the last few years, greater wealth. Potential wealth we great wealth often tried to buy peace
comparatlTely speaking. For the im- already have here, bnt kinetic wealth,, from their consciebce by bnild^
monasteries *«id v dedicating* them to
, mediaW past few years Ortw have ' must make the transformation.' *
As far hack in history as we may thd^^saints of God. In more modem
been coming in throngs' and tor tlM
next quarter cntnry,. as best we can go there has always been a feeling times onr philosophers have Jtold us
see it now, they will continue to come. that wealdi, in a way, had its qri^ ^ that the allurements of wealth were
By that time they will haye come in In the evil one and that its very touch false and only through the simple life
We hear the could onb find contentment apd hapsuch mighty force that our people and was contaminating.
their people and our god and their god
will be the same.
I well know thai to many of the
dear old mountaineers these people
seem inyaders. indeed. To many they
Jr.
seem to have come here to snatch our
birthright from us and to. give in re
turn a mere mess of pottage. But I.
know just as well that we must* accept
the fact as
make the most
of It, for they have come as our In
dustrial, civic, and social friends to
help us to bring to light the black
V diamonds that lie hidden in the bos
om of bur mountains. They have cojne *
to help us 'to perfect our civic and
social Institutions and make them
'.;
furnish us-with a fuller and richer*
life. They have come, bringing a mes
M. E. CHURCH, S^yTH, JENKI NS, KV“
sage from the outside world, a ‘mes;aaige of progress and vision, of life
/and activity. They have corpe not de Wise Maa of the Hebrews eaylog that I plflesa. We even have th« spcial docstroying our simpl^^fb, but making the- love of money is the root /of all J trtne taught eo-day that all accnmuThe lowly Nazarehe himself Igted fortunes shollld be leveled by
^it Tnore complex and thereby fuller of evil.
said that It was easier for a came! force of law. Only-a few years ago
^ pdc^iflties.
' V/" But these mighty throngs can not to go throng the eye of a needle than vyas the term ‘.'tainted wealth” coin
bo set in raotipn except by some pow- for a rich man to enter into the king ed to express a\cohtempt'for heaped
' .
■erful force Itself: This force is dom of heaven. Down through the up millions.
But this doctrine of conscienceless
;wealtii and by it-the way is biased to Dark Ages, men who had accumulated
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wealth, as we might term it. In eabh
ai^ has been bdaed upon editions
pMuliar ^ that age. When men bat
tled
to hand with nature and
drew, by^ sheer force, tte w^th from
her coffers it must have been most
impossible to . lay up great wealth
with a c<msclence clear anid unshared.
But as the world became older the
men became/older with It and began
to lay up experience, experince be
came knowledge and knowledge be
came power.
Through these suc
cessive steps a few men aided their
arms with their minds and were able
to unlock nature’s secret vaults. Prom
these vaults they have taken wealth
that is the price of mind and not
brawn, of concentrated will power and
‘not musde. ^ere one man may in
vest only his brawny arms, another
\niest infinite power In his mind,
as dividends are paid in properlion to investments,'t)ie man who in
vests little'receivea little and the man
who invests much receives much.
Wealth is not the price paid for the
efforts of the weafc neither can the
weak hold wealth when it is poured
into- Aelr lap. - 'V^ictory is to the
stnwg,—ihe strong in . mind, the
strong in vision, the 'strong in deter
mination. Wealth in our country is
as much democratic as any of our
inst^ut'lons. Opportunity is offered
to all-alike but d4fference in equipment
makes results very differant. If this

wsmmmwm
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was not the case, then, w^th would
not be democratic. Capacity icdunU
for as mnch in accumulating wealth
as It does In any of the learned pro
fessions. Men must think in millions
before ithey can accumulate millions,
men must think in wortd units before,
they can think in millions, men must
have a broad mind before they can
think in world units.
'
And this is the wealth, accumulat
ed by bra^ and brain, that is con
tinually pouring itself into the great
* coal fields of the mountians. making
them to blossom and to bear fruit in

knowledge, knowledge made force,
yea, there must be more>-there must
be wealth Itself, before the bars are
broken and th^ treasure unlocked.
And this is why our mbuhtaih coun
try is calling so loudly to wealth in
Wealtl^
the name of opportunity.
alone will not answer, but there ntust
be-a master mind to gulden Wl^en it
comes it pours out its wealth into the
valley and a town, springs lup over
night. Not a town of serfsiind slaves,
but a town with Citlaenstiip as dem
ocratic as' we find anywhere in our
country.

WHEN IN CATLETT8BURG YOU ARE WELCOME AT

PUlemer
Department Store
FOR

High-class Clothing, Hats, Shoes, Dry
Goods. The famous

‘•'"-I

hart, Schaifner and Marx^
Clothes k Specialty.

JAKE PILLEMER, Prop.
DIVISION ST.

Catlett^nrg,

►-

* \

S

I

L<

\y \

,

BROTHERS

T3T? r^rpTTTnT?k
No. 115, 26th Street, Noe. 5*7, 27th Street,

CATLBTTSBURG. KY.
DRUGS, MEDICINES, DYE STUFFS, SPICES end DRUGGISTS’ SUN

-I

DRIES, PAINTS, VARNISHES,'OILS, WINDOW GLASS,

BOTTLES, CORKS,
lI

Mbdarneoal cirttlnBmasWnelnoneof the coal minea In Big Sandy Valley.

I-

Kentucky

multiplied millions. The map who
can make two blhdes of grass grow
whore only one griw before Is caUed
a benefactor. The mm), who can delve
into the monnulba mli canre ^m
to give up Uie'^ta*cos ot«ed there
for centnriea pait must also be called
a benefactor, ifnless he mialave hnmanity In doing so.
But the man with the pick and
ehavd can not force the lock alone.
The monntalns. rock-ribbed as &ey
ar^ are too strong to yield to the
^y arm of man’s physical foree.
There must be mind- -evfterlence made

ii

etc;

SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN io the preparation of Medlelnee In conVbnient form for Country Merchants, Mining Stores,
Timber. Lumber and RaUroad Commissaries.^

’This:^ house was esublished In 1870, and with each successive year
As the Pnrltsn, on landing on the
diores of a new cmitinenL hnilt his
chni^ and school honsa side by aide,
WEST.
, • ..
so in these mountains' 'towns the
care.
Our mparatofy remedies are prepared with the greatest —....
-church sod school bells mingle their n from spedal prescriptions of renowned Kiyslclans and their great puc- |
peals with thd hum of industry. The 5r cess ls dije to tte fait that we nse only the Rarest and best material in j
doctor and the nnrse are there on K their maiufacture, making them strictly tot^ilW, w>4 reliable m^- .
9 Iclnea, which when need give perfect satisfaction, and each sale makee
the srae mlinlons of humanity aa yon n an Incre^ed demand by the recommendation of those who have used
end them eleewhere.
The mastw V them..
mind which dIrecU the entry Into
the mountains, also directa the safe
guarding of human UfA
These people gathered from all
parts of the world are belng knit Into
a'homogeneous dtlxenshlp that bids

:“NrcTMV^ETriASiVA^i5R^^^^^
I
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a miner as the man t^ho shovels the
coal.

&lr to become typically American.
And these guiding minds, coming
as they do from our h^t schools and
colleges in all parts of our land, must
plant in this citisenship the conscience
of our great leaders.
There Is an immense responsibility
resting with such a leadership and I
am here to tell you that this respon
sibility is not being shunned and does
not want to be shunned by those who
wield the wealth. There Is a direct
touch between the man standing at
the rib of coal and the master mind
which directs the full activity. The
man with the wealth Is Just as much

And I believe that it.is this homo
geneous body of citizens that our
President had in mind when he made
his appeal to the American people.
And it is this body of citizens that I
have in mind when I speak of the
connecting lifak between "Coal and
Conscience," and I feel sure that in
this great hour of national and inter
national crisis that the President
may well have ,said of the miner,
"That he stands where the farmer
does; the work of the world waits on
him.'*

Street scene In Pikeville, Ky.

"I Passing of the Mint Juleps

Big Sandy Hardware Co. |
Paintsville, Ky.

s
it is remarkabte what fraternal reE lotions exist am'ong Kentuckians, es: j'peclally when they meet on foreign
= I shores, and their loyalty to each
z/ other, their intense love tor the State
z of their nativity, have caused many
= kindly comments on the part of the
z outside world, who marvel at the
z unique brotherhood that exists among
” Kentuckians wherever foimd.
i
In addition to this characteristic,
s the Old Commonwealth is noted for
E the equine perfection of Its thoroughE breds, the exquisite charm and \>eauty
E of its women and, last, but not least,
E wherever the sun shines, in every
E nook and comer of the four quarters

HEADQUARTERS FOR
■«r

•

Roofing, Powder and
Mining Supplies
BifSlding Material and General
Hardware *

Fprd

in the Blue Grass State
is an unauthenticated legend that
when the French controlled Canada,
a member of this distihguislied fam
ily secured letters patent for a drink
made from Indian co^, or maize,
and named the product for his fam
ily. Be that as it may, by common
consent and universal usage for the
last hundred years, the name "Bour
bon,” is distinctive of Kentucky
whiskey, where com is the predomi
nating grain in the formula by which
it is produced.
Moonshine Pure Whiskey.
The mere making of whiskey IS a
very easy, simple process, but to get
the maximum amount of spirits from
a bushel of grain is quite a different

Automobiles
and Accessories,

J. W. Harvey
TIN AND SHEET METAL WORKER

Panoramic View of Van Lear, Ky.

TIN AND SLATE ROOFING.

Metal Ceiling and Side Walls, Cornice; Skylights and Ventilator,
Warm Air Furnaces, complete.
Big Sandy 'continct work eapecially solicited. Everything made
of tin is made hero. Mail orders solicited. Write for estimates on
' contract work.

of the globe, on the shores of iU sev
en seas, it is noted for the aroma,
bouquet and flaW of that nectar of
the gods—known as Bourbon whisky.
Origin cf Name Doubtful.

The origin of the name "Bourbon,’*
Is shrouded tn doubL
Bourbon
County was probably named for the
Bourbon Donfly of Fiance and there

ASHLAND, KY.
17th Step BETWEEN GREENUP AND FRONT.

inaiMi

propositions
i once saw the outfit of an eastern
Kentucky moonshiner that yielded
about five gallons of whiskey a day
from five bushels of coiiL His still
was an ordinary tin, copper bottomed
coffee pot of about two and \onehalf
gallons (»pm;ity. His worm was made
from the stalks of ald«r bndies with
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the pith removed, mitered and the
Joints tied with string and plastered
with yellow clay.
His fermenters
were old barrels and he yeasted back
from one fermehter to another to get
his fermentation.
He singled and
doubled in the same old coffee pot
made a decoction that was ^aranteed to bum the lining out of the
stomach of an ostrich or hyena. But
It was undoubtedly whiskey.
The usual moonshine outfit consists

of a copper still and worm. The cai ber of years while Uncle Sam, un
pacity depends upon the pocketbook • wittingly, furnished a new still and
of the operator.
They usually run worm as fast as the old one burned
from two gallons to one hundred gal out. The initial cost was about $100
lons and cost from $60 to $500. With Probably twenty people were part
this apparatus can be made an ex
cellent whiskey, if the distiller knows
his business.
While on the subject of moonshin
ers it might be of interest to relate
how a few mountaineers of eastern
Kentucky played the game for a num

ners at an expense of $5 each. The
still would be located in some out-ofthe-way hollow and carefully guard
ed as long as it was In good condi
tion. When a now one was needed,
one of the men would (with bis con
sent) suffer himself to be caught in

the act of making whiskey; an arrest
by a deputy marshal would follow and
the nineteen silent partners would be
summoned as witnessea.
Conviction
would follow and imprisonment for
six months or a year would be the
penalty;. The witness fees and mileage
for the nineteen would amount to
more than enough to purchase a new
outfit and the game would be played
year in and year out with Uncle Sam
for the “goat." The prisoner would

.

Scene on the Big Sandy River.

Bridge across Paint' Creek at Paintsviile, Ky.

^YBRS & LANG
MAIN

OFFICES:

DIME

BANK

BUILDING.

DETROIT, MICH.
PRODUCERS AND EXCLUSIVE SHIPPERS OF

CANNEL COALS OF QUALITY
SUPERIOR
CHAT-TA-BOl CANNEL

TO

BEST

Mines at Williamsport.
Shipping Point: Offutt, Ky.

Mines at Cliff
Shipping Point: Preatonaburg, Ky.

VALATILE . . . . . . . . . . .
CARBON . . . . . . -. . . .

56,98
37.10

ASH ......................... .........................

5.92

c-'
'

'

ENGLISH
PURITY CANNEL

VOLATILE . . . . . . . -. . .
CARBON . . . . . . . . . . .
ASH .....................................................

100.00

56.50
38.10
6.40
100.00

B. T. U. 14830.

B. T. U. 14827.

LOWEST ASH CONTENT OF ANY KNOWN CANNELS
HAND PICKED BLOCKY COALS
DO NOT POP OR SNAP
ALSO DISTRIBUTORS OF

BLUE BEAVER BITUMINOUS FOR DOMESTIC TRADE
SHIPPING POINT:

PRHSTONSBURG, KY.

HIAWATHIA BITUMINOUS FOR STEAM TRADE
'

SHIPPING POINT:

OPFUTT, KY.

i,--
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Ashland Foundry &
MacMne Works. . . .
C. F. WEAVER, Manager
I

ASHLAND, KY.

View of Auxier, Ky.

MINE CARS, MINING MACHINERY AND ALL KINDS OF REPAIR
WORK FOR MINING MACHINERY, OIL WELL MACHINERY AND
GENERAL REPAIR WORK FOR MILLS AND ALL KINDS OF MA
CHINERY.

PROMPT ATTENTION GIVEN TO MAIL ORDERS.

BIG

SANDY TRADE ESPECIALLY SOLICITED.

ASHLAND
THE

PITTSBURGH

OF

CITY IN THE WORLD,
WORLD.

KENTUCKY, THE
THE BEST

PRETTIEST

PEOPLE

IN

THE

COME AND SEE US.

7 he H. Krish Co.
Vfholesale Dry Goods & Notions
Sells the Celebrated

have better food. and better quarters
tnan he had at home and regarded
his term of enforced idleness as a va
cation. The scheme was finally ex
posed and the authorities put an end
to the-gr'aft by usin^ so few witnesses
th^t^the fees no longer financed tho
pioject.
yThe modern distillery, however,
bears about the same relationship to
the crude plant of our forefathers, as
does a present day locomotive to the
“Rocket” of a hundred years ago.

1

a lump of sugar peviously dissolved
in a small quantity of water? Have
you slowly stirred this mixture until
the artistic fingers of Jack Frost have
panted a wlnterscape upon the glass?
If you have gone thus far you are
ready for the final touch.
Tuck a
generous'bunch of baby mint into the
top of the glass and over.lt, like am
ber dew sprinkle a small pony of old
Cognac.
Mint Julep Divine.

The lips should meet the rim of the
frosted glass with >a caress as gentle
Black Bottle Guarded.
as your sweetheart’s first kiss and
In ye olden time every cabin home
while the glass is slowly tilted the
had its black bottle, the contents of
which, used In cases of distress and fragrance should be absorbed in deep
sickness, were guarded with Jealous inhalations until the spirit of the
beautiful lifts the drinker to the
care.
\
,
The mansions of the well-to-do had heights so he can look beyond the
well-stocked sideboards and. in many curtain of the sky into the land of
cases, wine cellars. Everybody took green fields and gorgeous flowers
a little wine for the stomach’s sake. where Spring eternal mothers all liv
There were few exceptions to this ing things into restful peace. THAT
rule. 'I'o the stranger within the gates Is a mint Julep, made with Kentucky
and the bidden guest, as soon as th^ r.ourbon whiskey.
But still there are many old Ken-'
dust of travel was removed, came the
tuckians, good men’ and true, whn
decanter of old Bourbon, the glasses,
bold it a crime to spoil good whiskey
the sugar, the ice, the mint. (Did you
ever enjoy a mint julep? Most peo- ty putting grass in it.
In the good old days when the sew
l ie have drunk them, but there is a
difference.)
Did you ever take a ing circle met from house to bouse,
large, cut-glass goblet, fill it with fine native wines, blackberry cordial and
ly cracked ice, pour slowly over it a cake were passed around. Moderate
jigger of old whiskey that bad in it drinking was a custom and was sel-

DEFENDER BRAND
Overalls, Dress and Work Shirts

Catlettsburg, Ky,
The Coneolldatlon CmI Company'* 8lbr* at Jenkina, Ky.

m.
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dom abused.
There were
few
Bacchanalian revels and cpmparatiyeiy
little drimkenness. WhlBkey was as
free as water and was used in mod
erate quantities, as a gentle stimu
lant.
Modem days have seen a wonder
ful change from old manners and cus
toms.
As a result of the mad chase for
wealth, whiskey has been murdered
in the house of its friends. But* the
outlaw saloon came into existence
and multiplied.
It catered to the
lower class of criminals and sold the
* vilest decoctions over its counter.
Crazed with this devil’s broth, every
crime in the calendar was committed
and such a public sentiment has been
aroused that an nationwide crusade
against all forms of intoxicants has
resulted. As is usual with all revolu
tions, sanity is lost sight of and sen
sationalism is in the saddle.
The beginning of the end of all in
toxicants is clearly at hand,
and
twenty years from now a gallon of
pure Bourbon whiskey will be worth
a king’s ransom.
After whiskey, wine and beer, to

1

r

bacco will be the next victim. The
dainty footfall of the thoroughbred
and the click of the Pari-mutuel machine wiU reach the sensitive ear of,
the citizen. So then, prepare. to bid >
a fond farewell to another of Ken
tucky’s world famous products.
A gentleman from Virginia, in de
scribing Kentucky women, said:
“Keeping the faith through what
ever storm and stress, always look
ing upward, are, the; great-hearted
women of Kentucky, .whose beauty of
soul is renowned as their beauty of
tac^, whose purity of spirit is as tamcus as their beauty of form, God was
only practicing when he m&if E^e in
the Garden of Eden, and from that
day, through much practice, he has
been able to produce the queen of her
sex, the pride of her State, the glory
of her nation, the exquisite, the dain
ty, the cultured, the world-renowned
woman of Kentucky.”
This is a fit description of the Ken-'
tucky product.
■-‘Ah! stay the hand of changing time,
And soothe the soul perplexed—
If this goes on, Kentucky will
"
Be drinking water next.”

9
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This is the largest music store in North Eastern Kentucky.
Here yon will find Edison Diamond Disc Phonographa and Re.
cords, Victor Vletrolaa and Records.. II Its a musical instrument
you can find it here at a saving In price.
Latest Records.
Big Sandy trade especially solicited.
VIOLINS, BANJOS, GUITARS, MANDOLINS, SUPPLIES

AND

SHEET MUSIC/

Grand, Upright and
Player Pianos
We handle all the leading makes ot Pianos, among them be
ing The Everette, J. & C. Fischer, Bush & Gerts, Ivors * Pond,
Haddorff, Packard, Sterling and many other leading makes. Wo
handle a full line of all kinds of musical Instruments.

SCOTT BROS.
PIANO COMPANY

IL

208 16th St.

Ashland, Ky.

i

HAMPTON I
GROCERY CO. I
I Wholesale Groceries m
I Big Sandy Patronage Especially f
i

Solicited,

|

I large STOCK, PROUPT SHtPUENT g
Along the line of the C. * ,9; on th^ Big Bandy Olvltlon.

|jr; ■-
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THE PROGRESSIVE MINING TOWN OF FLEMING, KENTUCKY.
BEN WILLIAMSON & CO.
The wholesale supply Arm of Ben
Williamson & Company. Ashland, Ky..
have served as a barometer of pro
gress in Eastern Kentucky for th *
past thirty-two years. Originally their
function was to supply the pioneer
railroad and lumber industry; and as
development ^has increased they have
kept pace until now they are the
largest non-manufacturing establi^ment of their kind in tfcfe state. The
mills who supply them state
the
stock carried at Ashland by this firn
is the most complete between Pitts

Guyandotte Club
Coffee
A COMBINATION OF THE FINEST
COFFEES GROWN.

JUDGE ANDREW J. KIRK.
The i-above is

a

true likeness of

burgh pnd Cincinnati.
Located at Ashland, where five rail

Judge Andrew J. Kirk of Paintsville,

roads reach out into efery field and
industrial irfstftct of the section, thei •
facilities w distribution are unex
celled. With this advantage, they
have blazed the business trail to each
new operation along the Big Sandk
to furnish lU supplies from
their
55.000 feet of stock-filled area. From
tbeii? long experience and intimate
knowledge of the business of the districL they are prepared to furnish
Intelligent ico-operttion with the coal,
coke and steel ^duatries in quickly
supplying their construction or oper

District as Circuit Judge for twelve

ation needs.

Ky., wtio served the 24th

years.

Trinket Coffee
SATISFACTION IN EVERY CUP.

Judicial

He is now engaged in

the

practice of law in the Big Sandy Val
ley. having a large practice in John
son. Martin. Floyd and Pike counties.
Judge Kirk is considered one of the
leading attorneys in Eastern Ken
tucky. His years of experience on
the bench makes him a leader In his
profession. He is a natural jurist and
is very popular with the people of the
valley. He maintains offices at the
different county seats and practices
in all the courts.

f. F. V. Coffee
IN FIVE POUND PAILS,
PUNGENT, AROMATIC, DELICIOUS.

—ROASTED AND PACKED BY—

Sehon, Stevenson & Company,
HUNTINGTON, WEST VA.

‘4 ww wm m w w m m w

The Biauk of McRoberts,
FLEMING, KY.

Capital $25,000.00
—

Smplas $12,500.00
DIRECTORS

OFFICERS
:

JNO. E. BUCKINGHAM, President.
THOMAS S. HAYMOND, Vice-Prea.

Your Banking Business Solicited

W. H. POTTER, Vice-Prea.
J. k. TANDY, Caahier.
MISS EDNA LYKINS. Aaat. Caahier.

!

H LaVIERS
HENRY PFENTNGi JR.
G. W. FLEMING.
IS AJ.
T. WALTERS
Bt.
WV r* . . A CdA%%J.

.

When in Ashland, Ky., slop at the MEADE HOTEL. 0. P. Powers, Proprietor

INDUSTRIAL REVIEW.
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Manufacturers of
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Decorated Semi-Porcelaine

’'m

Dinner Ware
WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

HUNTINGTON, W. VA.

Big Sandy tunnel For ^
Trade Into New South

Get “MOORE” Signs.

h F. MOORE & COMPANY,
HUNTINGTON, WEST

COMPLETION OF CLINCHFIELD THROUGH

“BREAKS”

VAST TERRITORIES.—GREAT TIMBER

AND

Signs on Tipples, Walls and Windows

COAL

RESOURCES ARE YET UNDEVELOPED.

For over a qxiarter of a century the
Big Sandy country of Eastern Ken
tucky has been recognized, in a great
way, as w.onderfulIy rich in possiblities for development and the crea
tion of wealth. Aad as far back as
the '70*8 it was looked upon, in some
quarters, as offering the most prac
ticable route for transportation lines
between the north and the south—be
tween the Ohio Valley and the Lake
cities and the South Atlantic sea
board. It is the course of the much
heralded “3 C’s”—the Charleston,
(Uncinnatl and Chicago railroadpromoted over thirty years ago; and.
besides many other railway enter
prises have been projected which
would p^s through the “Breaks” at
the head of the valley and into Vir
ginia^d the South. The net result
of^-^1 these 'plans has been accom
plished.
The Big Sandy' valley

is

now a

FULL INFORMATION

FREE.

WRITE US.

sort of funnel for commerce between
Huntington, Pittsburgh.
Cl^eland,
Cincinnati and Chicago and the great
cotton mills districts of the Carolinas
and Georgia and the South Atlantic
porta of Charleston and Savannah—
the “shortline” to the Panama Canal.
Its Mineral Wealth.
The modntains of Eastern Ken
tucky and Virginia which form the
water-shed of the Big Sandy Valley
contain the greatest reserves of un
developed bituminous, steam, domes
tic and coking coal known to exist in
the world. For while splendid min
ing operations have been established
in the valley and at points tributary
to it both in Kentucky and Virginia,
the production of coal in the region
is yet relatively small, and only by
comparing it with other mining re
gions is it possible to partly visualize
the scenes of industrial' activity fast
coming on in this wonderful region.

AGNEW’S Hat Store
remodeling of soft hats and bleaching of Panamas. Wholesale and re
tail. Carried over stocks of hats at a reasonable cost. Write us.
F. AGNEW, JR.. HAT CO..

923 Fourth Ave.,

Huntington.

W.

Watts,
Ritter & Co.
Huntington, W. Va.
^‘THE HOUSE THAT DOES THINGS^'
WHOLESALE

Dry Goods w Notions
MANUFACTURERS OF

MEN’S AMD YOUNG MEN’S HATS from ouc own factory to the
wearer, dniy one profit. THE LARGEST EXCLUSIVE HAT STORE
IN WEST VIRGINIA. Our factory 829 Court St., is equipped for the

Opposite Frederick Hotel,

VA.

CONNECTS

Va.

“BLUE JAy" OVERALLS
The largest Distributors in this Section

mm

m
INDUSTRIAL REVIEW.

Ashland Steel Company, Inc.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Bessemer Steel Billets, Slabs, Sheet Bars and
Wire Rods.
ASHLAND,KENTUCKY.

High-Grade Fire Brick
Ashland Fire Brick Company,
Incorporated 1886

ASHLAND, KENTUCKY
Noyes, Thomas & Co.
WHOLESALE

MISS A. MARTIN,

DRY GOODS, NOTIONS AND FLOOR COVERINGS.
CHARLESTON, W. VA.

JInrtHt
•

plants anh S^signa
(Hut 3FIompra a ^gwialtg

Huntington’s Greatest
Drug Store
The latch string always out to folks from the
Valley. If you can’t come, send your mail order.

iFtBiiBrtirk Jlyarmarg
4th Ave. and loth St.
AAA AAAAAAAAAA A A

Huntington, W. Va,

1

We have grown with
|s the years and recent
ly at a rapid rqte—
$570,000,00 increase
in two years and al
most doable since
1912. . . .
Net Sales for each year Since

1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906 .
1907
1908
1909

.
.
..
.
.
-

- f 262,396.67
. . 318.414.96
. 442,212.33
.
416,838.67
.
605.338.78
. 608,234.39
690,630.72
670,861.96
- 676,206.99

Organization:

l9lo
1911 ..
1912 ...
1913 ...
1914 ...
1916 ...
1916
1917 .....

—783,999.16
767,218.86
— 806,327.96
..... 1,056,766.46
-..'"1.066,612.06
' 1.019,232.92
... 1,337,103.40
1,596,461.00

I •
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Foster Thornburg Hdwe. Co.
HUNTINGTON, WEST VA.
WE ARE PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE TO OUR FRIENDS, THAT WE HAVE^ GREATLY INCREASED
OUR LINE OF FURNITURE. WE ARE NOW IN A POSITION TO SUPPLY THE NEEDS OF ANYONE THAT
IS IN THE MARKET FOR FURNITURE. ItfuR LINES ARE BOUGHT WlTH THE IDEA OF GETTING
THE BEST FOR THE MONEY, AND ARE SOLD ON THE SAME PRINCIPLE.

I

We Do Nothing But a Wholesale Business.
SEND US YOUR MAIL ORDERS, AND HAVE THE ASSURANCE THAT THEY WILL BE PROMPTLY AND EFFICIENTLY HANDLED, AND PRICED RIGHT,

Agents for “SIMMONS” Quality Beds.

pMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiinHiiiiiiiniiiiiin

piiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinn

I Central Glass Co. | | Quality ..4 Quick Service |
Huntington, W. Va.
I Store Fronts, Metal Construction.

Gasoline, Kerosene, Lubri- p
eating Oils and Greases
1

M

West Yirginra Oil Distributing Company |

Estimates Furnished on
Request.

HUNTINGTON, WEST VA.

The Jeff Newberry Company
TH^HOME OF BETTER SHOES
If you ate in the market ||r high-grade, long-wearing shoes, send us your order or
write us to have our man call on you. ^^^When in Huntington, drop in to see us,
JEFF NEWBERRY.

=
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Croft-Standard Co.
WHOLESALERS

Hagen, Ratcliff & Co.

RED BUD BRAND

>

Dry Goods,

Wholesale Grocers

Furnishings

Notions, Hats.

I "©lyr
I

'

Shat (irta Nrm

HI

= 9?

Mail Orders Solicited
HUNTINGTON, WESTVA.

Sliinga Jffirat"

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

1

P ■

HUNTINGTON, WEST VA.

1

The FREE LANCE Shoe
FOR MEIV AND WOMEN

The CLAY^GUNNELL Company,
CATLETTSBURG, KY.

COMPLIMENTS OF THE

Kentucky Solvay, Coke Co
ASHLAND, KENTUCKY

'y
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Kitchen, Whitt & Co., Inc.
ASHLAND, KY.

WHOLESALE GROCERS
Large stock of well assorted groceries attoays carried. One of oar Specialties, “PARK
CITY' Brand Overalls. Our Motto: “Quick Shipment.*' Your patronage solicited.

Unfolds Her Secret in Our Sewest Coats, Suits and Dresses for Spring
EXQUISITE LOVLINESSS
EMBODIED IN THE NEW SPRING WAISTS AND AUTHORATIVE STYLES IN OUR NEW SPRING SKIRTS.

NEW SILKS
AND WOOLEN DRESS MATERIALS IN ALL THEIR SPRING SPLENDOR.
DAINTY HEAPS OF PRETTY SPRING WHITE FABRICS ARE HERE—

HOSIERY, CORSETS,

GLOVES,

AND UNDERWEAR

ARE TO BE HAD IN THEIR RESPECTIVE DEPARTMENTS.

LITTLE THINGS YOU WILL REQUIRE IN NOTIONS
will , be found at our store from a fancy button to the matching of a "hard to match silk thread."

TAKING CARE OF CAREFLL MEN
IN THE MATTER OF DRESS ACCESSORIES. The man who chooses his furnishings with care is well cared for
in our Men’s Department. Here are lots of breezy, cheerful styles in accessories at “littlest" prices.

OUR STORE

is the store that caters to the wants of the people of the.Big Sandy Valley and vicinity. The store that gives
prompt and accurate service at all times. The store that fills all mail orders the same day they are received.

The W. E. Faulkner Company

COR. 15th St. A Win. Ave.

ASHLAND, KY.

Ashland MiUing Company
MANUFACTURERS OF

Kentucky Home and Jersey Cream Flour
and BOB WHITE
Shippers of Hay, Qr^in and Feed

A.SHLA.ND, K.Y,

INDUSTRIAL REVIEW.

Deardorf-Sisler Company

HUNTINGTON STYLE CENTER

COMPLIMENTS OF

The Excelsior Shoe
Company

Huntington, West Va.

'I

. V

PORTSMOUTH,

OHIO

MANUFACTURING

Men's and Boy'^ Fine Shoes
Also
THIS ANNOUNCEMENT WILL NO DOUBT BE RECEIVED
WITH PLEASURE BY MANY PEOPLE IN THIS REGION, BECAUSE
OUR STORE HAS ATTAINED A SPLENDID PRESTIGE THROUGH.
FAIR DEALINGS WITH OUR LARGE'CLIENTELE.

The Original **Boy Scout” Shoes
/JjI James a. Chambers,

Dislrict Manager

We Cordially Invite You to Visit
Our Store in Huntington, W. Va.
MAKE IT YOUR HEADQUARTERS WHILE IN TOWN.
HAVE ALL CONVENIENCES—REST ROOM, WASH ROOM
TELEPHONE.
/

JJ

••

,

ft. . jr

nUntingtOnf IT . r fl.

WE
AND

SPRING IS NATURE'S REVIVAL. There’S new Ite here. It is
shownyffTsiew merchandise all over this big store, in smiling, obliging
-salespeople, glad to show things whichi are new. To have happy sales
people, we must have happy merchandise and always something new,
THIS STORE ALWAYS HAS THE NEW THINGS THAT ARB
GOOD AS SOON AS THEY APPEAR.
OUR NEW YORK REPRE
SENTATIVES ARB ALERT FOR THE GOOD THINGS.

The Joseph G.

STORE DIRECTORY
Basement
■L
DOMESTI^DRY
GOODS
KITCHp*^FURNISHINGS
CHINA IN SETS
IN OPEN STOCK
GLASSWARE
CUTLERY
TOYS, DOLLS
CROCKERY

Second Floor
LADIES READY-TO-WEAR
MILLINERY
CORSETS
WAISTS
- .1
COATS
SUITS
DRESSES
INFANTS WEAR
ART GOODS
KNITTING YARNS

Reed Co.

First Floor
SILK. DRESS GOODS
BRAIDS, TRIMMINGS
GLOVES, TOILET ARTICLES
JEWELRY, SILVERWARE
HOSIERY, UNDERWEAR
HANDKERCHIEFS
LACES, EMBROIDERIES
TABLE LINENS
SHEETS AND TOWELS
ALL SMALL NOTIONS
RUGS

Third Floor
WINDOW SHADES
WALL PAPER
PICTURE FRAMES
LINOLEUM
CRETONE
DRESS MAKING DEPT.
CARPET SWEEPERS
BLANKETS
CURTAINS, CURTAIN

WHOLESALE

I

Dry Goods and

■

Notions
I PORTSMOUTH, OHIO. ■

Arterial

liX-

'r
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H. C. DONDORE

-^ ■■

THE DRY CLEANER

312 Win. Ave.

ASHLAND, KY.

Prompt Attention to Out of Town Trade.
We Pay Delivery Charges One Way.

mmmmmmmmmmmsmmMi
Bridge across Big Sandy River at Axixier Ky.

0. F. L. BECKETT.
Chas. Kitchen Pres. J. H. Kitchen V.Pres.
J. B. Kitchen Secy.& Mgr. L. N. Davis Treas.

Ashland Lumber Co.

Standard Planing Mill Co.

Manujaaurers,
yvnoiesaie and Retail Dealers in
Manufacturers, Wholesale

(Incorporated)

TELEPHONE NO. 101.

ASHLAND KY.

ALL' KINDS OF ROUGH
DRESSED LUMBER.
SASH

ifc

J. A. MERIDITH.

DOORS AND INTERIOR
ROOFING OF ALL KINDS.

AND
AND

FINISH.

Lumber

Lath, Shingles, Sash,
Doors, Blinds and

Builders’ Supplies.
INQUIRIES SOLICITED.

Phone 74

ASHLAND, KY.

The Ball Warfield Drug Co.
THE BUY WORD FOR DRUGS
The Big and Busy Drug Store which had su
preme faith in the future of the Big Sandy Valley
by calling on its merchants and soliciting their bus
iness twenty-five years ago and is still on the job.

E. J. MERRILL, Manager.
L. C. JOHNSON, Ky. Salesman
IRONTON, OHIO
207-209 North 2nd Street.

r--

208-210 North 3rd Street.

B6
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BANK OF WAYLAND
WAYLAND, KENTUCKY
FEBRUARY 8, 1918

Capital
Deposits
OFFICERS:

THE MAGANN HOTEL
M. MAGANN, Proprietor.

LOUISA ST,

CATLETTSBURG, KY.
The hotel

is

centrally

Street cars at the door.
to the Federal

and

located.

Convenient

County

I should like your paronage when
use my best

Yours truly,
M. MAGANN.

%---------- :_xni:-UnLn.air.«iMf T-; ---------------- __________

This is one of the FEW schools ir:
the United States that has planned,
constructed and equipped a building
to get the BEST in business education.
WRITE

FOR

FULL

INFORMA-

TION.

Boothe Business College,

You can*t make a mistake by enter,
ing such
school.

a

splendid

and

reliable

LYMA McIntyre, Asst, cashier.

H. S. CARPENTER.

Northeast Kentucky
Operators Association
X

follows: President, H. LaViers, of Shelby Coal Mining Co., Shelbiana,
the North-East Coal Co.,and the South- Ky.; Stover-Elkhom Coal Co., Lack
East Coal Co., Paintsviller Vice Pres ey, Ky,; Punk Coal Co., Sutton, Ky.;

endeavors to please you.

pils in the best and cheapest way pos

L. P. MARTIN.
I DAN P. GIBSON.
'H. L. MOORE.
GEO. P. ARCHER.
B. M. CRAFT.

iation with offices in

in the city and would

sible.

DIRECTORS:

JNO. E. BUCKINGHAM. Pres.
IRA N. MORGAN, Vlce-Pres.
DR. M. M. COLUNS. Vice-Pres.
JOSEPH HALL, Vice-Pres.
CHAS. HAM, Cashier.

The Northeast Keutuoky Coal Assoc Dayton, O.; Fluhart Collieries Co.,
the
Gaylord Whltehouse, Ky.; Elkhorn Black Dia
building, Ashland, Ky., is officered as mond Coal Mining Co., PlkevUle, Ky.;

business houses.

taurant so as to take care of its pu

$222,247.32

Court

Houses and offices, depots, banks and

/ The school has a dormitory and res

$50,000.00

West Va.

ident, G. M. Gillette, of The Consoli Ayers & Lang, Detroit, Mich.; Mos
sy Bottom Mining Co., Mossy Bottom,
Ky.; Goodin & Barney Coal Co., Gar
urer, W. S. Wells of the Middle Creek
rett, Ky,; Superior Coal Co., Praise,
Coal Co., Prestonsburg; Secretary, C.
Ky.; Torchlight Coal Co., Torchlight.
M. Roehrig, Ashland.
Ky.; Standard Elkhorn Coal Co., Gar
The membershipr follows, and rep
rett, Ky.; Duncan Elkhorn Coal Co..
resents 85 per cent of the tonnage on
Van Lear, Ky.; Bucks Branch Coal
the Chesapeake & Ohio in Eastern
Co., Smalley, Ky.; Guthrie Coal Co.,
Kentucky.
Praise, Ky.; Detrolt-Kentucky Coal
Member Companies.
Co., Robinson Creek, Ky.; J, B. ElkNortbfEast Coal C0„ Paintsville, hom Coal Co., Robineon Creek, Ky.;
Ky.; South-East Coal Co.. Seco, Ky.; Elkhorn Seams Colliery Co., Yeager,
Consolidation Coal Co.. Van Lear, Ky; Ky.; Elkhorn Shelby Creek Mining
Elkhom Coal Corporation, Fleming, Co., Bsco, Ky.; Elkhorn Collieries
Ky.; Elkhorn Coal Corporation, Way- Co., Jenkins. Ky.; Kentucky Elkhorn
land, Ky.; Edgewater Coal Co„ Hel- Coal Co., Praise, Ky.; Big Run Coal
ller, Ky.; McKinney Steel Co., 702 Co., Winchester, Ky.; Kentucky Gem
Perry Payne building, Cleveland, O.; Coal Co, Rush, Ky.; Princess Coal
Greenough Coal & Coke Co., Hellier, Co., Princess, Ky.; Blue Beaver Coal
Ky.; Marrowbone Mining Co., ,?t4 Co.; Prestonsburg, Ky,; Big Sandy &
First National Bank building, Cln- Millers Creek Coal Co., Prestonscinnaiti, O.; Nats Creek Mining Co., bnrg, Ky,; Salt Lick Coal Co„ Hueys614 First National Bank bldg,, Cin Tllle, Ky.; Waldon Coal Co., Huntingcinnati. O.; Colonial Coal & Coke Co., ton, W. Va.; Dwale Coal Co., Dwale,
Prastoneburg, Ky.; Purity Cannel Coal Ky; Broad Bottom Mii^ng Co., BoldCo., Prestonsburg, Ky.; Middle Creek man. Ky.; King Elkhorta Coal Co.,
Coal Co., Prestonsburg, Ky.; Cliff Minnie, Ky.; Kentucky-EIkhom ByCoal Co., Cliff, Ky.; Royal Collieries Product Co., Huntington, W. Va.;
Co., Jackson, Ky.; Steele Coal Co.. Alonzo Coal Co.. Huntington, W. Va.
dation Coal Company Jenkins; Treas

Si
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fJSrSHOES

fc

Think

.

View of Auxier, Ky.

:'jti

Merchants:

WRITE TO

THE TRACY SHOE CO,
PORTSMOUTH, OHIO
And ask them to send salesman with sam
ples. You’ll be glad you did.

§M
Norvell-Chambers
Shoe Company
Manufacturing Jobbers

Himtington,

^est Va.

are asked to visit our city and see our ^
lines of

I High-Grade Farmture, |
Rugs and Home Furnishings ||
WE SOLICIT YOUR BUSiNESS AND CO-OPERATION.

m The Best Equipped Funeral Suply House in This Section
AUTOMOBILE EQUIPMENT.

C. EDGAR CHAPMAN.

AUTO AMBULANCE.

D. B. KLINQEL.

|i Chapman Furniture & DndnrtakinE Gu. f|
§ Phant 8S

HUNmCTON, : W. VA. g

i
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The Paintsville Grocery Co.
The Leading Wholesale Grocery Firm of the Valley
One of the leading business houses
of the Sandy Valley is the Paintsville
Grocery Company of Paintsville, Ky.
It is the leading wholesale grocery
house .on the river and enjoys a large
and growing business. This business
concern was started on a small scale
in Paintsville a number of years ago
end since the very start has grown in *
a substantial way. Goods from tbit
house finds a ready market in all the
counties of the Big Sandy Valley and
a number of counties not in the val
ley. The men representing this, house
on the road are pative Big Sandians
and-have the confidence of the mer'^chants they call on.
the concdm is capitalized at one
hundred thousand dollars and their
large buildings are not only of the

One of Big Sandy^s
leading Business Men
. The merclc^nts and buBiness men of
the Big Sandy Valley have no more
substantial representative than James
W. Anxier. Starting his business ca
rper at the mouth of Johns Creek
some years ago aa a dealer In general
merchandise and timber, Mr. Auxier
laid the foundation of a successful
career. Through business foresi^t
and'eticking close to his^ork day by
day, he became master of his business
and accumulated sufficient capital and
pr^tlcal business methods that made
early entry into broader fields of
business activiiy p<»sible.
Moving to . Paintsvitle, h^ was one
of the principal organisers of the
Paintsville Grocery Company, a wholei^e business concerns that has pros
pered until' it now is one of the
strongest and one of the most relia
ble business houses in Eastern Ken-

tu
tucky.
Mr. Auxier is President, chief
stockholder and manager in this es
tablishment.
Mr. Auxier gives much of his time,
although a very busy man, to the
work of aiding the church and schools
of his section. He is always on tho
side of progress and can be found at
all times working for. the things that
make a better town and a better peo
ple. He is interested in the Big Sandy
Valley and has. been one of the busi
ness men of the earlier days that has
advanced with the advancement of
the valley. He has kept pace with
the times.
He Is liberal in aiding all things
that n^e. a better community and is
in every way an ideal citizen. He has
prospered in business and as he proapers,.^9 he!ps his country and its peo-

plef'

\

best in Paintsville but the entire Big
Sandy Valley. It is a well equipped
business with 'a perfect organization.
James W. Auxier is President and
Dan Wheeler is ? Secretary. These
men have been with the business from
the very start and through their un
tiring efforts the business grows each
year.
Jhis is one of the business enterprices that has helped to make Paints
ville a trading center from which a
number of.,the surrounding counties
are ;suppl{ed, and the management is
possessed with the things that make
solid business and success-.
It is strictly a wholesale house, with
the confidence of the merchants it
serves. The fact that the business in
creases each year is aniple proof that
it is delivering the goods.

"1

’

The main building of the' Paints Ole G^ery Company, which was',
outgrown in 1916 and in 1917 another building was erected by its \side.
Since the new building has been erected an addition has been built to ^t.
These buildings 'are all modem in e ery way and add to the appearan^
(>f PaJntavUie.
^
-

4
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Oig ^'andy Valley. He is kx-al coun*
sel for the C. & O. Railv/ny Com*
panjir in Johnson, Pike and Lawr«^*tce
counties; he is counsel tor the John
C. C. Mayo Company and Mrs. S. P.
Fetter; The Consolidation Coal Com
pany;. t^e North-Elast Coal Company
and many other of the leading busi

yi
}R

\£
y;
The J. F. Davis y;
’'ffi
yi
Drug Co.
yi
u:
Wholesale Druggists

^

PORTSMOUTH, OHIO ®

mm
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THE

R. C. Poage
^Milling Co.
ASHLAND,
, I'r

KENTUCKY

MERCHANT MILLERS
Flour, Corn Meal, Cracked ^
^ Corn, Middlings, Mill Feeds, ^
^
Oats, Hay and Straw^
h

ness enterprises of this section.
He is Superintendent of the Mayo
Memorial Sunday School in Paintsvllle and is interested in church znd
Sunday school work.

KENTUCKY
Eeautiful State where the blue grass
I
grows
\ Over rich pastures, broad and free,
O beautiful State, how ylows my heart
With pride and love for thee.
A prominent citizen:
Millions lie heaped in thy forests’
AN IDEAL LAWYER.
mold,
Truly a s01f-made ,man is Hon. M.
Treasures are hid in Ihy dephts un
C. Kirk of ' Palntsville, Ky. By his
told.
own thrift land determination he has
made for himself a successful career.
The expense of his educational train
ing was supplied by the labor of h <
own hands. He made-the most of ev
ery opportunity. He has succeeded.
At the age of twelve years his father
died leaving him the .'only support of
his mother and smaller brothers and
sisters. In addition to this task he
educated himself and entered the prac
tice of law in Martin county after
completing his course in tie Valpar
aiso (Ind.) Law School. He follovi-id
his profession with success from the
very start. Later he located
in
Paintsville where he at present re-

TJie forge shall glow when the anvils
ling

With praise for-th’y ^wakening.
Thy mountains filled with preciou.s
ore,
Await the touch of a master hand,
For wealth, rich mines, rare fruits,
and more'
.Are stored within this favored land.
Marts of the world will heed thy call
When industry’s note on the ear shall
fall.
(The whir of the wheel stirs the dron
ing uee).
Thy freights' shall be launched from
every quay.

L-ides.

Mr. Kirk has an immense practice.
He believes in work and na lawyer

It matters not where’er I roam
Through distant lands or across the

in the valley is more painstaking and
studious than M. C. Kirk. He is a
man of few words, which is a char
acter of a student and worker. He
is a man of domestic taste and )•< de'^o ed to his family.
He is public
spirited and always ready to aid the
things that elevate the inteIleoi.ua';
and material advanceroeit of the
counvry.

sea.
Be it a palace or a cot. Kentucky,
my home.
Light is my heart as It turns to thee.
Beautiful daughters and
sons so
brave.

I is law pructice ccvors V\e entire

May heaven protect,
and save.

bless,

guird

And guide thee, State, on thy glorious
way.
Into tLc light of the perfect day.

MORTIMER A. SEARS
Geologist and Mining Engineer

PAINTSVILLE. KY.
illllllllllllllllllllllllil
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South Side t'oundry &
Machine Works
CHARLESTON, Kanawha Co., WEST VIRGINIA
Designers and Buildeis of

Coal Mining
Machinery
WE BUILD AND INSTALL:

Hoisting and Haulage Machines,
Steam or Electric Driven.
Shaker and Bar Screens, Picking Tables and Boom
Loaders, Incline Drums, Monitors and Rope, Mine
^ars Complete, or without wood, “Thayer” Mine
Ventilating Fans, Steam or Electric Driven

J’

Large Stock Good Used Hoisting and
Tiaulage Machinery on hand.
Write or phone your wants. We can supply you.
LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE.
;

"

‘

______________ •

.

.

^

_________________

.a
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When You Want JEWELRY
REMEMBER US.

Enterprise Jewelry Co.

OPPOSITE POSTOFFICE.

THE STORE RELIABLE

PAINTSVILLE. I^ENTUCKY.

Established 1830.

Come to Cincinnati to do Your Spring Shopping

I MODERN DRUG SHOPHI

IN

Shillito’s Favorite Store

(INCORPORATED)

&

The

store

PRESTONSBURG,

A

WEARING APPAREL for MEN, WOMEN and CHILDREN. HOUSEHOLD
GOODS IN ENDLESS VARIETY.

KENTUCKY.

Real Drug Store Service
COMPLETE LINE OF

Brunswick and Columbia Phonographs
AND ACCESSORIES.

SHILLITO’S have tre grea' sat si^ck of goods ever shown under one
roof.
SHILLITO’S is the store where your money will go farthest. You get
most for your money in Reliable Merchandise. Goods purchased ati
Shilitos will be sent by Parcel Post free to points within 200 miles of
Cincinnati.
WEDNESDAY—Is Cincinnati Day for out-of-town shoppers.

SEE US FIRST.

Special Bargains at Shilito’s every Wednesday.

Joljn

OInmpattg
CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Wcu; Hotel Ventura
Ashland Hotel & Realty Co., Inc.
CHAS. J. CONLON, Manager
ASklLAND, KY.

The New Drug
Store

Pikeville,. .

E LEADING HOTEL IN
ASHLAND

.

, Kentucky

HIGH GRADE STATIONERY. CANDY,
AND SUNDRIES.

TOILET ARTICLES

MAGAZINES, FISHING TACKLE AND SPORTING GOODS.
AGENCY, KODAKS, VICTROLAS, AND COLUMBIA TALKING
MACHINES AND RECORDS.
MAIL ORDERS A SPECIALTY.

:

WE KRUSE & BAHLMANHARDWARE CO.
CINCINNATI, OHIO.

* Being centrally located the need olQUANTITY BUYING 18 LESSENED. Many succesefnl retail merchants are those who utilise OUR
» SERVICE.
''
,rw© carry a well selected stock of SPORTING GOODS, BUILDER’S HARDWARE, HOUSEHOLD GOODS, FARM and GARDEN. TOOLS,
SADDLERY, TOOLS and SUPPLIES, and AUTO SUNDRIES.
*
Cataloguea illustrating these lines mailed on requesL
*
^ WEST'VIRGINIA SALESMEN':
,
T
E. C. MeCLURE, HUNTINGTON, W, VA.
.
F. W. WOOD, MCDONALD, W. VA.
~
'
JOHN 8WANDER, Jr. PORTSMOUTH, OHIO.

ittitttttiittituuttittittmtttttttttttttmtiiiti
\
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TrfE Fifth-Third
t

Matioi^al Bank of Ci]srciN]srATi
/
Capital, Surplus and Undivided Profits over $ 4,500,000
Resources over
40,000,000
CHARLES A. HINSCH, Pre.ldent.
EDWARD A. SEITER, Vice-Pruldent. '
^MONTE J. GOBLE, Caihier.
i^t+ARLES T. PERIN, Assistant Cashisr.
CHARLES H. SHIELDS, Assistant Cashisr.
LEWIS E. VAN AUSDOL, Assistant Cashier.
FREDERICK J. MAYER, Assistant Cashier.
SAMUEL McFarland, Assista"t cashier.
EDWARD A. VOSMER, Assistant Cashier.

This advertisement is placed in the Indnstrial Review by the above
bank as an evidence of its good will toward the many good banks in
the Big Sandy Valley who have favored this institution with their
business, and to evidence The FifthjJ^hird National Bankas interest
in the development, ard faith in the wonderful and only partially de
veloped RESOURCES OF EASTERN KENTUCKY.......................

Home of Hon. M. C. Kirk, at .Paintsville, Kentucky.

*
■A

---- -

-J—..
..nr
R-. price.
Manager The Consolidation Coal Co., Van Lear; Ky. The change ot the
management was made since the ftrst of the Indnstrial Renew waa ptlnied.
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COMP-

ES WITH THE PRODUCT
THE CONNELL8VILLE
REGION.

Following many successful tests of
the Marrowbone coking coal made In
the Connellsville regiem, the Marrow
bone Coal & Coke Co., composed of
Uniontown (Pa.) people, erected a
battery of ovens at its plant on Mar
rowbone Creek in Pike county, Ken
tucky, and are now making a very
superior quality of coke. The j com
pany has built a large electrical pow
er plant capable of operating 300 ov
ens. The coke now being made by
this company is as good as the best

All told, five carloads of Marrow

Followlfig a success.'ul line of testing

ive

Connellaville

from oven to furnace and foundry, the

coke, the Marrowbone coke will take

Marrowbone Coal & Coke Co, is now

the market every time.”

making a coke every whit as good as

competition

with

This Information should >be of in

The structure of the Marrowbone

terest to the readers of the Paintsville

coke is very similar to the Connells
ville coke and its burden
bearing
strength practically as greaL The

Herald because of the hidden wealth
in Eastern Kentucky.

It is virgin.

has ever been made in the tests of
this coal Vlad’s in the Connellsville
region. The quality is here, the quan
tity is here, the opportunity awaits
whomsoever will embrace it.

greatest difference in the two cokes is
not in structure, not in strengt|^but
iu purity, as the Marrowbone coke
runs only half in sulphur aiid onefifth in phosphorus the amount car
ried in Connellsville coke. The great
est difference in the two- cokes is in
purity, and in that the Kentucky coke
far excels, as is shown from the analy
sis below given. Each analysis was
made by competent chemists and is

i I,

lls - i-r
I,

r

perfectly trustworthy.
Analysis follows:

made in ^iny of the many tests made
in the Uniontown (Pa.) region.
bone coal was shipped to Uniontown,
Pa., for test purposes, and the writer
has followed up closely the testing of
each car. Every test made of this CDa'
in that region has given splendid sat
isfaction. These tests were made by
some of the best experts in that held,
among^yhem being T. J. Mitchell, J.
'F. Mcqracken and L. W. Fogg of
Uniontown., The high quality of the
Marrowbone coke has been attested by
every expert who has seen it and dem
onstrated by every analysis made of
it. A foundry test of this coke was
made at Smithfield, Pa.
The Super
intendent of the foundry making the
test, over his own signature said:
“We have /tested' your coke, and
find it first/class in every particular.
Its bur^embearing strength is excel
lent. We are frank to say we had

I
honestly believe, when placed in net

Mar*-

Coiis’^^

bone
Cokq.

vil|c
Cckfe

Volitile matter...............
2.^67
Fixed Icarbon............................87.65 8V.35
Afh ...................................
9.68 10.70
Sulphur
...................................52
.97
Fhos................................................ 004 .010

fill »r

r

METHODI8T EPISCOPAL CHURCH, PAINTSVILLE, KY.

Approximately 50 analysis of the
Kentucky coke have been ■ made from
the various tests and in all the sul
phur has run from .42 to .55 and thephosphorus never exceeded .006.
Mr. L. W. Fogg of Uniontown, Pa.,
after making a test of the
coking
quality of the Marrowbone coke, said
in his written report on that test:
"As far as the quality of the coke is
concerned, I have never seen anything
better, nor know where better coke
can be obtained. Its structure near
er resembles the Connellsville coke
than any I have ever seen.”

better results from the charge of your
coke than any we have' used in five
years. It is better than any coke we

After (having made numerous tests
of the coking quality of the same coal,
Mr. T. J. Mitcbell, the veteran coke
maker of Uniontown, Pa., said:

get,here.' Castings are smoother and
better than we got from our coke.”

lacking in nothing.

"The Kentucky coke is

excellent,
Modem Tipple of the Standard Elkhora Coal Co. at Garett, Ky.

Wheeler &. Putnam
(INCORPORATED)

Front Ave., 14th to 15th Streets
ASHLAND, KENTUCKY
Building Materials, Gravel, Sand, Crushed Slag, Lime, Plaster, Cement, Mortar Colors, Metal
‘^4
Lath, etc. Face Brick, Hollow Tile.
WRITE FOR PRICES.
CAR LOAD OR LESS.
,

k
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The Bank Josej^ihe,
____

Prestomimg, kv.

one of Kentucky^ Leading Citizens

THE BANK JOSEPHINE BUILDING.

L J
HON. .WALTER 8. HARKINS.

The subject of this sketch is not on
ly a noted Big Sandlan, but one of the
distinguished men of Kentucky. Hon.
Walter S. Harkins is a native son of
Floyd county, Kentucky, and was
reared among the good people of this
Valley. It wonl^ not be possible to
call the roll ^ men who by reason
of the forep^f strong persona jty.
business! acumen. Intellectual super
iority, great natural dignity and splen
did polish in language, manner and
thought, without thinking of this not
ed Big Sandlan first
Mr. Harkins has ascended the lad
der of success, usefulness and honor
by diligent application of his g^t
natural powers to the^jopportuuiMes
one by one as they came before him.
Opportunities are sometimes hid ien
from the vision of many, that are
Plainly visible to the eye of genius.
U is this power to see such opin rtonlties that has given rise to the
thought that genius rn^tes oppor
tunity* ^In this sense Mr. Hardns
has created opportunities.
He ia a lawyer by nature and train

One of the strongost linancpai Institutions in the Big Sandy Valley is
The Bank Joesphine of Prestonsburg. Ky. It was one of the first banks in
this section of Kentucky and it is known noi only to the older inhabi
tants, but to all the younger one? Its fame as a solid banking institution
was won by the able men who h,ive had its management in charge.
George P. Archer, the Ctsh er, is one of the best'known and most pop
ular men of the valley. He is a successful business nmn and has not only
made a success of this bank, but 1 e has been successful in all his business
ventures. Much credit is due him .and his bank for the development of the
valley. Mr. Archer and hie bank both deserve the hlgn position they have
won in the hearts of the pebple they so ably serve.

ing. The Judicial temperament has plishments possessed by Mr. Harkias try'.and ability in the practice of his
in him its highest expression. ' The in a marked degree.
profession he has accumulated a <• impower to analyze, weigh and consider
No lawyer in Kentucky has a more fortable fortune, but his success has
facts, and to apply the principles of beautiful building, exterior and in er- not caused him to lose the sympathetic
justice and law to those facts, is an lor, than has Mr. Harkins, acd in interest he always had in the neigh
outs^ding characteristic of Mr. the number and selection of hi8‘4e*»al bors and friends of his home county.
Harkins’ mind. His fellowship with library, its equal cannot be found in
The Bank Josephine of .Prestonsmen and contact with people generally Eastern Kentucky.
burg, Kentucky, Is the second oldest
are always welcomed for the kindly,
Mr. Harkins’ practice in all the banking institution In the Sandy Val
courteous way with which he greets courts of Kentucky and in the Federal ley and the new building now occu
them. Ease, grace and fiuency in the Courts, including the Supreme Court pied by it is a visible evidence of tho
use of choisest English are accom of the United States. By bis Indus- substantial property so long'' enjoyed
, by the Institution. It is a strong, ivell
directed bank and has few like It in
Kentucky. Mr. Harkins is President
and originator of this splendid finan
cial establishment and the guiding
genius of its success.
He was associated with thq late ^ol.
J. C. C. Mayo In all tho work of bring
ing the development to Eastern Kentne^ which today blossoms as a rose
the spring, the sunshine, and the
showers that forced its blooming hav
ing been in large measure directed hr
the far-seeing mind of^on. Walter
S. Harkins of Prestonsburg, Ky.

m

Residenee of Hon. Walter 8, Harkino.
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The First National Bank
A

PIKEVILLE, KY.
V '

ESTABLISHED 1889.

NATIONALIZED 1903

Government Depository
CAPITAL
SURPLUS AND PRQFITS
TOTAL RESOURCES

A

j $ 100,000,00
60,000.00
1,000,000.00

M PKB BANK OF M Bl SANDY VALLEY
Now ranking as one of the strongest financial institu
tions of Eastern Kentucky, due to its conservative, yet
progressive policy.

i-

' !. . .

Over a Quarter Century of Successful Business.
•
'

OFFICERS
J. W. FORD, President.
W. W. CRAY, V-Pr». and Caahler.
WALTER HATCHER, AMt Cathier.
RUDOLPH RUTHERFORD, Aaft Caahier.

'■ L .. 4....i,.'

.

f

4’,

£ DIRECTORS
3; W. FORD.

i
1

k. POWER.
R. H. RATLIFF.

u

1

G. W. GREER.
M. BOWLES.
W. W. GRAY.

8AM PORTER.

' y\

■

■"
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ORGANIZED 1888

SECOND NATIONAL BANK
ASHLAND, KY.

w V

Officers and Directors
CHARLES KITCHEN,
President.
JA8. H. KITCHEN,
Vice-PresidenL .
CHA8. F. WEAVER, ,
Vice-Presicient.
L. N. DAVIS, Cashier
GEORGE BALLARD,
Assistant Cashier.
R. D. DAVIS.

TO LET
OUR OFFICE ROOMS ARE MOD
ERN, SERVICE GOOD AND
TION IDEAL.

LOCA

\

INDIVIDUAL

AND

COMMER

CIAL BANKING, SAVINGS DEPART<MENT, U. S. BOND DEPARTMENT.

/•

.W

THE JEFFERSON HOTEL.
Modern equipment

and

excellent

service awaits ,'you at the Jeff^son
Hotel in Pikeville, Ky. If you have
ever stopped there you know it. If
you have never stopped at the Je :erson, be sure you try it the next t-:ne
you have occasion to be in that* sec
tion and want a ^rst-class hotel. It
tells its own sto
PROMINiNT,YOUNG BANKER.
Among the many men who have
made good in the ^lg Sandy Valiev
none are more prominent than Edford Walters, Cashier of The First
Naflonal Bank of Jenkins, Ky. Mr.
Walters has had years of training in
the banking business and is consider^ one of the best and piost promi
nent young bankers in*the state.
EXTRA COPIES.

Extra copies of this edition car be
secured by addressing The Paintsville
Herald, PaintsviUe, Ky. The pnt-e
25c per copy, post paid. Prose-v»
these co^ea for future use.
When in' need of Job Printing sene
your orders to The Herald^s Modcr*i
Job PnnUng Plant, Psintsville. Ky.

mmmmPI
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L A
A. j. Johnson:
One of the best knowft mining op
erators of the valley is
J. Ji^.nson
of Oarrett. He is manager of The
Standard Elkbom Coal Co., and kno^a
the mining buslneaa from a td s,

.iK

Bowman Reality G>.
The Real Estate Live Yfires of Huntington
Have been important factors in many real estate transactions in Big Smdy Valley
Sketch of their Varied Activities and Personnel of their Firm
CERTAINLY NO REVIEW OF THE MEN AND INFLUENCES THAT ARE WORKING OUT THE DES
TINY OF THIS SECTION OF THE STATE WOULD BE COMPLETE WITHOUT A REFERENCE TO THE
BOWMAN COMPANY, OF HUNTINGTON, W. VA^WHO HAVE HAD AND WILL HAVE THEIR FULL SHARE
IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THIS REGION.

StUART H. BOWMAN,
President Bowman Realty Company.
A WIDELY KNOWN COMPANY.

i.

No Huntington concern is more fa*
miliarly or favorably known among
the people of Eastern Kentucky than
the Bowman Realty Company, whose
diversified real estate activities have
extended throughout the Big Sandy
Valley. Public auction lot sales, farm
sales, ti^er and coal deals and oil
and ga^ leases have been handled
throughout this region at various
times tdr many years by this old nnd
established firm and few business
men “in the Mountains” indeed have
not in some manner come in contact
with the Bowman Realty Company.
Thousands of dollars have been profit
ably Invested through them too, in
Huntington real estate by residents
of the Big Sandy Valley.
RELIABLE STANDING.
Ask any bank or business man in'
Huntington cofaceming the credit and

4
K
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standing of this firm and you will be
promptly told “first-class.” In a city
like Huntington many mushroom real
estate concerns spring up and wither
away, but the Bowman Realty Com
pany is recognized as one of the long
established, strong and permanent bus
iness institutions of the city, with
constantly enlarging clientage and
activities. Not only is this firm the
most widely known realty concern, in
West Virginia, but it possesses a val
uable asset in its business prestiga
over several adjacent states.
VARIED ACTIVITIES.
“We Sell The Earth," is the business
slogan of the Bowman Realty Com
pany, and the wide range of its ac
tivities establishes its record as “land
merchants.” The departments of this
firm’s business embrace about every
class of real estate transactions. For
many years the firm has specialized in
handling lot sub'divlsions at private
and public sales and have built up a
wonderful organization of expert field
men, advertisers and salesmen. Any
individual or firm desiring to dispose
of a plan of lots can secure their serv
ices and it has come to be generally
known that if real estate can be sold
“Bowman can sell it.”
The firm
handles a large volume of business in
Huntington where it deals in lots,
business property, residences, farm
lands, and improved or unimproved
property generally. Whole rows of
houses have been built by this firm
and its allied interests in Huntington,

It is safe to say that if a customer
' — — investor cannot find what he
wants in Huntington property through
this firm, it is not likely to be found
FARM BUREAU.
This firm maintains a Farm Bureau,
in charge of competent men, whose
sole business is to locate and sell farm
properties in the Tri-State region.
Needless to say the man looking for
a farm can find/ here a vast amount
^rf^aluable information touching farm
lands in that territory which will save
him many days of unsatisfactory In
dividual research. Handling a large
number of farms, the Bureau knows
farm values intimately and refuses to
accept for sale farm properties not
offered at reasonable figures.
COAL AND TIMBER LANDS.
Having a wide range of activities,
the firm is in constant touch with in
quiries for coal and timber properties
and is enabled to bring many buyers
and sellers together. It is the rule
of the firm to decline all property of
this kind submitted to them for sale
unless.^ of proven merit to which is
due much of their success in liiarketing such tracts.
OFFICERS.
The Bowman Realty Company is a
corporation, the ofificers consisting of
S. H. Bowman, President; T. B. Bow
man, Vice-President; L. H. Cammack.
Secretary; F. H. Medley, City Mana
ger; E. S. Pugh, Cashier.
The oflfice force is necessarily large,
consisting of a group of energetic and
experienced real estate men engaged

in their various departments. The
office at 409 9th Street, Huntington, Is
one I of the best known and busiest lo
cations in the city.
The President, Mr. S. H. Bowman,
is also Identified with several other
important bjjsiness interests in Hunt
ington, being President of the Cabell
County Bank, a director in the Day
and Night Bank, Huntington Building
& Loan Association, Huntington Home
Building Company, various coal com
panies and other Huntington con
cerns. ^The other officers of the com
pany are likewise identified with var
ious other Huntington enterprises,
thereby giving the concern an unusual
familiarity with local business condi
tions.
CHARLESTON OFFICE.
A branch office is maintained^’ at
Charleston, W. Va., under the man
agement of Mr. T. B. Bowman. Char
leston, known throughout the nation
as the “Home of the Armor Plate
Plant," is an inviting and prosperous
city and offers decided advantages to
real estate investors and home seek
ers. Thus through their two offices,
the Bowman Realty Company is en
abled to offer their customers any
thing desired in the way of invest
ments or real estate holdings in the
two most rapidly growing cities in
West Virginia, and indeed In the na
tion as well.
We take pleasure in commending
this firm .to any of our readers who
may be interested in any line of real
estate endeavors. '

A WINTER RESIDENCE
Do Yoa Want
Florida Land?INOrFLORIDA?
------ ------------------------------------Have You Money A Invest
Then buy fronf responsible people whom you know.
The Lake Highlands Company of Clermont, Lake County, Florida, owns
For a Certain and Permanent Income?
and is marketing 10,000 acres of fine orange and grape fruit lands, also
adapted for general farming purposes, such as producing Natal hay and veg
etables and raising hogs and cattle.
This company is made up of well-known Kentucky and West Virginia
business men, chiefly from Huntington, Catlettsburg and Ashland. You
can rely upon the representations of the company, and you know the peo
ple with whom you rare dealing.
Clermont is the'center of a fine fruit country in the heart of the Cit
rus BelL near the center of the State. It is a country of hills and lakes
free from swamps and noted for its heaithfnlness. The “Velvet Way”
road system of Lake County on which Clermont is located makes automobiUng a real pleasure.
Own a grove in this “Beauty Spot" in the Land of Flowers. For a
winter home, nothing more ideal can be found than a location in Clermont
Heights.
Write for booklet and further particulars.
G.
L.
S.
U.

OFFICERS:
H. HAMPTON, Pres.
J. CORBLY. Vice^Pres.
H. BOWMAN, Secretary.
8. G. ANDERSON. Gen. Mgr.

Lake Highlands Co.,
Huntington, W. Va.

'Then buy Investment stock in Huntington Building & Loan Associa
tion, a company which loans its funds on first mortgages on well located
Huntington real estate.
ALL PROFITS SHARED BY STOCKHOLDERS.
MANAGEMENT SAFE
AND CONSERVATIVE. RETURNS EXCEED ?.*X PER CENT.
Directors include many of the most responsible and successful men In
Huntington. Here they are:—
C. W. Campbell, Lawyer.
Company.
Frank Enslow, Pres. Day and Night E. O. Young, Manager Huntington
Bank.
Home Building Company.
W. H Cunningham, Coal Operator.
L. H. Cammack, Real Estate.
R. F. Carson, Engineer.
S. B. RoberUon, CapiUlist.
W. E. MInter, Pres. Huntington Lunv F. H. Medley, Real EsUte.
ber A Supply Co.
Frank Ellln^on, Mining Expert.
S. H. Bowman, Pres. Bowman Realty C. L. Rice, Coal Operator.
It 'Will pay yon to investigate this opportunity for secnring stock which
is offered for a limited time only. Write to-day.
HUNTINGTON BUILDING AND LOAN ASSOCIATION.
C. W. CAMPBELL. President
FRANK ENSLOW, Vlce-Pres.
F. H. MEDLEY, Secretary.
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Efficient labor must have a well-balanced food—It is as
essential as good camps
The food they eat should he clean and pure

-C
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IS CLEAN AND PURE
IN LOUISA WE HAVE 'ESTABLISHED TWO PLANTS—OUR BAKING AND BOTTLING PLANTS. YOU
ARE A WELCOME VISITOR AT ALL TIMES. IN ALL THE WORLD THERE ARE NO TWO PLANTS OP
MORE MODERN EQUIPMENT IN A CITY OF SUCH SIZE.
WE HAVE BUILT THESE PLANTS TO TAKE Ca\?E OF THE GREAT GROWTH OF THE TWO
WONDERFUL COAL FIELDS FROM WHICH-WE DRAW OUR DEMAND. OUR BAKING PLANT HAS A CA
PACITY OF 20,000 LOAVES PER DAY AND OUR BOTTLING PLANT 18,000 BOTTLES. EVERY LOAF OF
BREAD CONTAINS THE BEST INGREDIENTS THAT MONEY CAN BUY.
LOBACO BREAD IS NOT
TOUCHED BY HANDS FROM THE MIXING TO THE WRAPPING. ALL WORK IS DONE BY MACHINERY.
EVERY BOTTLE IS STERILIZED, WASHED BY THE LATEST MACHINERY AND RIN^D IN FIL
TERED WATER THREE TIMES. NOT A GERM OR MICROBE CAN ESCAPE.

BUY GOOD BREAD AND CLEAN SOFT DRINKS—THEY COST A LITTLE MORE. YOU WILL NEVER
HAVE COMPLAINT, YOUR LOSS IS MINIMIZED, YOUR SERVICE IS THE BEST ON EARTH.
YOU CAN ALWAYS RECOMMEND OUR PRODUCTS. THEY ARE MADE RIGHT, THEY ARE WELL
BALANCED, THEY WILL NOT GROW OLD, YOUR TRADE WILL CALL FOR THEM EVERY DAY'; '

When in Louisa inspect our plants. You will enjoy seeing how we handle two million
loaves of bread and a million and a half bottles of soft drinks annually.

The LOBAGO Co.
Exclusive Bottlers of

OOOA-OOLA ^
I

liOUTSi^

KENTUCKY

'

